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Abstract 1

l
The basic problem investigated was that of noise generated by air

flow through a coaxial obstruction in a long, straight pipe. This study

concentrated on the modal characteristics of the noise field inside the

pipe and downstream of the restriction.

Two measurement techniques were developed for. separatlon of the noise

into the acoustic duct modes. The instantaneous mode separation technique

uses four microphones, equally spaced in the circumferential direction,

at the same axial location. _ Instantaneous addition of various microphone_

outputs separates the (0,0), (i,0), and (2,0) modes. Higher modes can

be separated approximately.

The tlme-averaged mode separation technique uses three microphoue s

mounted at the same axial location. A matrix operation on tlme-averaged

data produces the modal pressure levels. This technique nequire_ the re-

strictive assumption that the acoustic modes are uncorrelated with each

other. Comparlsonof the results of the two techniques shows that this

is in fact the case, for the type of noise source examined in this study.

Dow_astreammodal pressure spectra in the 200-6000 Hz frequency range

, were measured for orifices and nozzles ranging in diameter from 3.18 to

50.8 mm. The shape of the modal frequency spectrum was found to be deter-

' mined by the frequency ratio, fr " ._7__=_StUiD/ao d' . This parameter is the

ratio of two nondimensional frequencies, y, which controls acoustic prop-

agation inside circular ducts, and St, which scales _he Jet noise spectrum

shape. At low fr (< 3) the higher modes dominate the noise spectrum

above their cutoff frequencies, while for higher fr all modes are of

approximately equal ampllaude. The nature of large-scale turbulence

structures in the region of the Jet near the nozzle exit may be used to

explain these phenomena.

The measured modal pressure spectra were converted to modal power

spectra and integrated over the frequency range 200-6000 Hz. The acoustic

efficiency levels (acoustic power normalized by Jet kinetic energy flow),

when plotted vs. Jet Mach number, showed a strong dependence on the ratio

of restriction diameter to pipe diameter. Dividing the efficiency levels

= .4.6
by the area ratio produced the correlation q/(d/D) 2 3.47 × 10-5 mi '

x
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val_d over a reasonable range of (d/D). The acoustic efficiency levels

of the nozzles and orifices agreed closely, when the comparison was made J

using nozzle exit plane and orifice ven_ contracta conditions.

In a separate part of the study, a_oustic ene=gy flow expresslons

were developed for the case of a hard_walled cylindrical duct containing

a sheared mean flow. Formulations using three different approaches were

examined: (i) the thermodynamic energy equation, (li) the conservation

equatioL_ of Blockhintsev, i.e., the geometric acoustics limit, and (Ill)

the conser_ationprinclpleof Mohring.

The acoustic energy flux derived from the thermodynamic energy equa-

tion consists of the flow work (< p'_' >) of the acoustic wave plus the

acoustic energy density convected by the mean flow. This flux is_con-

served in a constant-area duct containing a sheared mean flow, but is not

conserved in a general, nonunlformly moving medium.

Comparison of the M_hrlng and Blockhlntsev energy flux expressions

defines the extent to which the geometric acoustics limit is valid. To

assess this, these energy flux expressions were compared for i/Tth power

mean flow profiles with centerllne }Mch numbers up to 0.9. For the (0,0)

mode, the differences were uniformly small for low and high frequencies.

For the higher modes, the differences were greatest at frequencies near

cutoff and approached those seen for the (0,0) mode at higher frequencies.

The general validity of the geometric acoustics limit was remarkable.

The values of the energy flux expressions calculated for sheared mean

flow profiles were compared to approximate values obtained using a slug

flow profile with the same overall flowrate. The agreement was verl poor,

except for the (0,0) mode at low frequencies and the higher modes close

to their cutoff frequencies.

The acoustic energy flow analyses based on the thermodynamic energy

equation and on the results of M_hring both resulted in orthogonality

properties for the elgenfunctions of the radial mode shape equation. These

orthogonallty relationships involve the elgenvalues and derivatives of the

radial mode shape functions.

xl
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Nomenclature

Engligh Letter Symbols

. ./LP-V.
a Adiabatic speed of sound, a _is l
C Modal amplitude coefficient.

d Orifice or nozzle diameter.

D Pipe inside diameter.

e Unit vector.

EWF Energy weighting function (see Chapter 4).

f Frequency

fr Frequency ratio, fr = UiD/aod.

fst Frequency based on Strouhal number, fst = 0"2(Ui/d)"

h ............... Enthalpy

i /Of.

Js Acoustic intensity (see Chapter 4).
p

k Wavenumber, k --_/a O.

;_ k Nondimensionalized axial wavenumber, [ = k /k.
{_ Z

_, K K = (l-kM).

Lt Nozzle throat length.

m,n Acoustic duct mode numbers (m - circumferential, n - radial)

m Mass flow rate.

M Mach number, M = U/a.

p Pressure.

p ' Acoustic pressure.

Po Mean flow pressure; stagnation pressure.

P(r,8) Acoustic pressure mode shape function, see p. 8.

Pw(@) Fluctuating pressure measured at inner pipe wall.

xil
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Acoustic power.

r Radius.

r Duct radius.
o

Nondimensionalized radius, _ = r/r o.

R(_) Radial mode shape function.

Re Reynolds number, Re = 0iUid/_ i.

s Entropy; duct cross section.

St Strouhal number, St = fd/U.

t Time.

T Stagnation temperature.o

u Velocity (scaler).

u' Acoustic velocity (scaler).

U Mean flow velocity (scaler).

v Velocity (vector).

_' Acoustic velocity (vector).

V Mean flow velocity (vector).
o

V(r,e) Acoustic velocity mode shape function, see p. 8.

z Axial coordinate.

m

z Normalized axial coordinate, z = kz.

z Axial location of measurements.
o

Superscripts

( )' Acoustic fluctuation.

B Blockhintsev.

M M_hring.

P Physical

* Complex conJugate_
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Subscripts

• ac Acoustic.

a Portion of acoustic power that is independent of z.
4

b Portion of acoustic power that is not independent of z.

cr Value for mode cutoff.

Duct-centerline.

hydro Hydrodynamic.

i Indicated conditions of vena contracta of orifice Jet or exit

plane of nozzle Jet.

mn Refers to (m,n) acoustic duct mode.

o Mean flow conditions; stagnation conditions.

r Component in radial direction.

w Duct inside wall.

z Component in axial direction.

8 Component in circumferential direction.

Greek Letter Symbols

7 Reduced frequency, 7 " _ro_ao;- ratio of specific heats.

F Represents quanglty m _ (Oa).

6 Shear layer thickness; uncertainty in a measurand.

E Small parameter in perturbation expansion.

em em m 0,. m = 0; £m " i, m - i, 2, 3, ....

m_/(l • 2q Acoustic efficiency, _ _ mUi) i

8 Circumferential coordinate.

Zeros of d_ (Jm (x)) _ absolute viscosity.

_s Acoustic energy density (see p. 45).

0 Density

P' Acoustic density.

xiv
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Po Mean.flow density.

Acoustic duct mode phase angle.

t_ C/rcular frequency.

_[ Symbols

[ ]2 Mean square w_lue.

< > 'rime-aver_ged vnlue.

I II_ I ....... , ,. _._ ___.if
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Chapte_ 1

INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES

Nols_: generation by internal flows and propagation in ducts-are sub-

jeers of concern in many technlcaLareas. The noise levels generated hy

flow metering and throttling equipment in power plants andchemlcal plants ................

are oftenvery high, causing annoyance and in some cases hearing damage

to workers in the vicinity of the equipment. In many appllcatlt,ns, fans

and compressors generate noise levels inside pipes and_ducts comparable

to those produced by flow throttling equlpment, with the same undesirable

results.. A substantial quantity of fundamental research has been directed

towards fan and compressor noise, principally because of the aircraft

engine noise problem. The present research program is a fundamental study

of the former, less well-known problem, that of noise generation by flow

through obstructions in pipes.

The physical problem under investigation is illustrated in Fig. I.

Typically, a low to.moderate speed flow approaches a restriction in a

pipe. A high-spee_ turbulent Jet, surrounded by a very low velocity re-

circulation zone, forms Just downstream of the restriction. The Jet width
i

grows with distance downstream of the restriction, until the flow eventu-

ally reattaches to the pipe wall. In industrial applications, the geom-

etry of the restrictions (valves, flow regulators, etc.) is often complex,

and the pressure drop acros._the device may be.large enough to produce
%.

reglous of supersonic flow and strong shocks downstream of the restriction.

Noise generation by restrictions causing very high pressure drops has been

studied by Witczak (1976); the present research considered the subsonic

flow regime. Restrictions of'simple geometry (orifices and nozzles) were

, chosen for this fundamental study.
I For discussion purposes, the flow field can be separated into two i

rt_glons. The I'irst region is the source region, in which the noise is '_

actually genrr;_ted. In the second region the noise only propagates; there !
J

is m_ significant noise generation. These regions are indirated in Fig. I.

The noise generation and flow char_wteristics of the source region are

vt, ry similar to the case of a free Jet. In a free Jet, the kinetic energy

t
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of the Jet is dissipated by turbulent mixing, as ambient fluid is en-

trained by the jet, causing the jet width to grow. The unsteady fluid

dynamical processes associated with the turbulent mixing are the source

of the noise in the free jet case. For a confined jet, the turbulent

mixing is also a very important noise source. However, the characteris_

tics of the turbulent mixing may be altered by the effe=t of the confin-

ing pipe wall on the entrainment process. Also, the let flow reattaches

to the pipe wall before its kinetic energy is fully dissipatQd. Unsteady

behavior in the reattachment region may be an additional important noise

source for.a confined jet.

Compared to a free Jet, the confined jet differs significantly in

its noise-radlation condition. Fo= a free Jet, the noise radiates into

an infinite medium, and at large distances from the jet the acoustic waves

appear to be locally plane. The radiation condition for a confined jet

is radically different. Noise propagation inside a duct is governed by

the solution of an eigenvalue equation, and the noise propagates in par-

ticular acoustic duct modes. The lowest mode propagates at all frequen-

cies, while each higher mode propagates only above its own cutoff fre-

quency. At frequencies below cutoff a given mode is exponentially

attenuated. In most situations, the noise generated by confined Jets ' .I
,

I_- extends over a frequency range in which several acoustic duct modes are

propagating. Thus, to accurately measure.the noise produced by confined

jets, measurement.techniques which separate the noise field into the I

l acoustic duct modes are necessary.

r The noise generated by confined jets normally reaches the observer

in one of two ways. First, the noise may propagate inside the pipe in the

direction of the duct axis and leave through the duct inlet or outlet.

In this situation it is important to be able to estimate the acoustic

energy flow in the direction of the duct axis. The acoustic energy flow

for a given pressure level is different far different acoustic duct modes,

and also depends on the frequency of the acoustic wave. Thus an accurate

determination of the acoustic energy flow requires modal separation of the

pressure spectra. Also, the attenuation caused by pipe wall acoustic

treatment, changes in pipe cross-sectional area, tees, and other pipe

fittings and terminations is different for different acoustiu duct modes.

2

......................." ' -71 I lllll
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Therefore, an accurate assessment of. the effect of configuration changes

0,% the noise that propagates out of a piping system inlet or outlet de-

pends upon a knowledge of the modal characteristics of the sound field.

A second way illwhich the noise inside a pipe may reach the observer

is for it to pass through the pipe wall. Acoustic pressure fluctuations

inside a plpe may excite pipe wall vibrations, which in turn radiate noise

to the surroundings. The pipe wall excitation seems to be fundamentally

different for different acoustic duct modes. Thus, the efficiency with

which acoustic pressure .fluctuations inside the pipe are tt_ansmitted

through the pipe wall may be strong.ly mode-dependent. This again empha-
I,

sizes the importance of modal separation in experimental measurement tech-

I niques. Most of the previous studies of noise generated by-flow through re-

strictions in pipelines have ignored the modal characteristics of the sound

field inside the pipe. These experiments can baslcally be grouped into

two types. In type (i) a pipe containing a restriction ks_passed through

a room, and the noise level-outside the.plpe is measured. Thus only the

noise transmitted through the pipe wall is detected, and the characteris-

tics of this noise are influenced strongly by the sound transmission and

. vibrational characteristics of the pipe and the supporting structure. In

the experiments of type (ll) the flow exhausts into a reverberant chamber,

with only a short section of pipe downstream of the res£rlctlon. In trtls

situation there can be strong reflections at the end of the pipe, and

again the measurements outside-the pipe may not be very representative of

the noise field inside the pipe.

The-research presented in if%is report is a continuation of the pro-

gram In£tlated by Roberts and Johnston (1974), who-st.ud/ed noise genera-

tion by flow through sharp-edged orifices. In order to overcome the J

problems associated with the previously discussed experimental approaches, I'I

they designed an experimental rig which allowed measurements of the acous-

tic pressure inside the pipe, but without signal contamination by the

. hydrodynmnic pressure fluctuations present in turbulent pipe flow. The

rig, a schematic of which is shown in Fig. 2, consists of a thick-walled

plastic plpe (4 inch nomlna] diameter) terminated on both ends by anechoic

tetlnlnations. Flow enters and exits radially through bronze porous

00000001-TSB05



elements of tile same inner d_t,,mle.t_t,r aa tile pipe (97 ms). Roberts made

wall sotttld pressure mensttrements with a single microphone in tilt, no-flow

zones upstt'etml and downstream of tilt, inlet and outlet plenums. In these

no-flow zones tile measurements were not affected by tilt, hydrodynamic

pressure fluctuations present ill tlle regions o_ the pipe eontattlitlg tur-

btt[ellt flow. Howevt, r, tile _ICOUSt[C. waves seenled to suffer some /ILtenua-

ttou as they passed through tile pl.enuttt sections. Also, ,l sttbstanttal

portion of tile noise was at frequencies above tile first cutoff frequency

of tile duct, where more thau oue mode starts l_.ropagathlg. Ill calculating

acoustic energy flow, Roberts assumed .that the total signal measured by

tile wall microphone was that of a plane wave, tit, also added a correction

facial" for out tet.., plenum attetlttat loll. The present re,,_earch, examined tile

accuracy of these assumpt ions during the course of a much deeper study.

The present work had tile following specific objectives.

• .......[t develop eKpet'imenLal nteasttrotttent teetntiques which separate the

uoise field into the dtffereut aeousttc duct modes.

• TO llll, ilSltre lllodal prt'sSllrt' spet'tl-a for a variety of restrltrtion shapes,

sizes, and flowralte conditions.

• To relate tile mt,asured pressure spectra to a¢ottstic energy flow ill

the direct iou of the pipe axis.

@ To estttlRIte tile error" bottlld 17or acottst [c power llleasurements whit-h rise

only ono llltcropholle, located flush with.the inner pipe wall, and

asstltnt, platle W_lVt, prop;tgat iotl.

The n_aln body of this report Is t'otlttlltled Ill Chapters 2, 3, ;rod 4.

L;hdpter .5 t'otlt_iitls it Sttttllllilry of tilt' l'tasUlt8, t'Ollt'ltlS|OllS,, and rot'Ollllllollda-

Lions for further study. The development of experttltentai modal separatlou

tt, chu{queta ts covered ill Chaptt, r 2. The main ext_erlmental-remtlt._ of tilt'

• I't,seaych _lI'e presentt, t] in Chaptt, r 3, These lilt.hide nlt}t|_al spectra mad

overall t, fflctt, llcy levels for tloa:zlt, s ;illtl orifices In tile subsonic flow

t't,g|me, lit Chapter 6, _ln t'nt, rgy flux expression Is dt'velOl_ed from tile

thermodynamic energy equatiou. This "phy.,_tcal" energy flux is compared

to ene l'gy flux expl'essiOll,,4 devt, loped I 1"o111 two t, OllservatlOll eqtl;it loll ap-

i proil¢llt,.q. ']'lit, ilt't'tlt'ilt'y with wlt|ch the _it'ttlal _le,'ltl flow profile Ill tilt,
pipe Call be ap|}roxtmated by _1 _lug flow profile for tlcoust It' t, tleri,.y flow

t'a I i'll | lit Ion8 is e,xilnl |tlt'd •

4
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Because the subject matter of each chapter comes historically from

only loosly related areas_detailed discussions of background references..

and state of the art are given in the individual chapters rather than. in ---

this brief introduction.

_J
m
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Chapter 2

DEVELOPMENT OF MODAL SEPARATION TECHNIQUES

2.1 Previous Work

_ Previous research on experimental techniques to separate noise in-

side ducts into the acoustlc-_uct modes-has largely been concerned-with .......

fan noise. Mugridge (1969) used a technique-in which the outputs of two

hot-wlre anemometers were cross-correlated, after having been narrow

handpass filtered at a pure tone frequency ........The technique required that....

the probes be traversed around the circumference of the duct .....Bolleter

and Crocker (1972) and Harel and Perulli (1972) both used a similar tech-

nlque employing microphones instead of hot-wlre anemometers. In these

techniques separation of the radial mode orders requires radial as well

as circumferential traversing. Yardley (1975) developed a modified tech-

nique which separates the radial mode orders without radial traversing.

This technique requires measurements at several axial stations and uses

the solution of the wave equation in the data reduction. A complication

of this technique is that the wave equation solution can be expressed in

analytical form only for the simple case of a uniform mean flow. Another

type of measurement techniqu_ which uses the principles of eduction

rather than cross-correlatlon,_has been presented by Moore (1972). In

this approach the pressure field in the duct is sampled and phase-averaged

relative to the fan shaft rotation. In this way the part of the pressure

field coherent with shaft rotation is educted. Cumpsty (1977) summarizes

the curren_ state of the ar_ in modal measurements in a recent paper. He

stntes that, "All of the In-duct methods are difficult to apply, and it

is hard to obtain adequate accuracy, partlcularly when several modes are

present, some of which may be cut-off, and where the modes are reflected

bark to the source from the intake or exhaust plane. Nevertheless, they

represent an important area where work should be continued."

The techniques explained above are not particularly well suited to

the measurement of broadband noise generated by a coaxial Jet in a pipe.

A frequency corr¢'spondlng to a harmoni¢_ of the h|nde-passing fre-

quency, for example.

6
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The eduction approach used by Moore is of no use_ because there is no

• applicable phase reference signal. AZt_tough the cross-correlation ap-

proaches are more suitable, they require phase-matched narrow bandpass

filtering and microphone traversing. Any differences in filter phase or

amplitude response will cause measurement inaccuracies, in addition to

errors associated with finite filter bandwidth effects. A second type

of error results if the source exhibits any unsteadiness or long-te._n

drift during the microphone traverses. As_ell as the e_mors which may

be introduced by the filtering process, measurement techniques which re-

quire narrow bandpass filtering are rather poorly suited for situations

where the noise is essentially broadband in character, and measurements

must be made at many frequencies. The need for-microphone traversing adds

complications to the measurement techniques and also introduces a potential

source of error.

The mode separation techniques developed in this research avoid some

of the complications of the previously discussed measurement techniques,

such as phase-matched narrow bandpass filtering and microphone traversing.

Only fixed-position microphones are used, and the signals are not narrow

ban_pass filtered. However, the assumption that the higher mode nodal

diameters have no preferred angle in a time-averaged sense is necessary

for both of the new techniques, the instantaneous and the time-averased

methods, which are developed in this chapter. _te tlme-averaged mode sep-

aration technique requires the additional assumption that the modes be

uncorrelated. The number of modes which, can be separated is limited, but

the results have-high accuracy and the implementation of these new tech-

niques is very simple compared to the previously discussed techniques.

2.2 Acoustic Propagation Inside a Pipe. Containing a Nonuniform Mean Flow

In order to prcsent the measurement techniques developed in this re-search, it is first necessary to briefly review the analysis of acoustic

_. propagation inside circular ducts. The geometry being considered is shown

in Fig. 3. The duct is of radius r , and the mean flow is in the axial
0

direction and only a function of the radius. The equations are linearlzed

about the mean flow, i.e., p = P + p', etc. Furthermore, the flow iso

idealized to be invlscld and isentroplc. Thus the equation of state reduces

7
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to p, = aop2,_ where a2o= dPldPl,s' the adiabatic speed
of souncL in the

medium. The duct walls are assumed to be hard; thus ur = 0 at r = ro.

The linearized continuity equation takes the form

-r 7 " o
The llnearized Euler equat_ions are given by

1 (2-2a)

au_ au_ 1 _p' (2-2b)
a--f-+ Uo _i- _ - po--_ae

, _ = i 3p' (2-2c)

The perturbation quantities are assumed to be of a propagating form,

thus set
t

p'(r,8,z,t) = Re P(r,@) e

'(r,e,z,t) = Re IVr(r,8)ei(_t-kzZ) 1 , etc.
u r

Here P(r,8), V (r,8), etc., are mode shape functions which depend onlyr

on the transverse coordinates, _ is the circular frequency, and kz is

the axial wavenumber. With this substitution, (_+ Uo _) = i(_t-kzUo).

Thus_ after substitution of the propagating form, Vr, Ve, and Vz in

Eqns_ (2-2a, -2b,. and -2c) can be solved for in terms of derivatives of

P(r,@__. Substitution into Eqn. (2-1) produces an equation for P(r,e),

when p' is replaced by p'/aZo. _ Furthermore, the equation
is separable,

P(r,8) = R(r)8(8) and 8(0) = A cos m8 + B sin m0, m = 0,i, ....

Equivalently, this can be written as 0(8) = C cos (m0 + _) where _ is

an arbitrary phase angle. Nondimensionalizlng in the following way,

_r k a k O
r = r_ _._.oo _ = z...._o= z and M =

r ' _ = a ' o_ _- ' a '
0 0 0

the equation for R(r) takes the form

8
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1d_ y2-
dr 1 [-kM) + - R _ 0 (2-3)dr_J

Equation (2-3) was given in a slightly different form by Mungur and

Plumblee (1969). The boundary condition can be obtained simply from

Eqn. (2-2a) as dR/d_ = 0 at _= i. The solutions will be normalized

such that R(1) = i. This is an elgenvalue equation which has solutions

only for certain values of k. No closed-form_solution exists for gen-

eral M(_).

The solution for M = const, is

Jm(Bmn_)
R (r) = m = 0,1,2,... , n = 0,1,2,... (2-4a)
mn Jm(Bmn ) '

and

_ - M ± --_i- (1-M2)(Bmn/Y) 2
k = (2-4b)
mn

(i -M 2)

where Jm is the Bessel function of order m and Bmn are the values

ax_ (Jm(x)) = 0. The + sign is used in Eqn. (2-4b)
of x for which

ql_M 2 ' --
for downstream propagation. If _ > Bmn kmn is real and the

wavepro_gates__ down the duct with no attenuation. If y < 7Crm,n =

Bmn_l- M2, the wave is exponentially attenuated with distance doom the

duct. Thus Ycrm,n is called the cutoff frequency.
The behavior of the solution when Mach number depends on radius is

similar to that for constant M. Above a certain frequency, kmn is real

and __Rmn(_) can also be shown to be real. However, Rmn(_) and kmn

must be determinedby numerical methods. In the experimental measurements,

the noise level in all modes below their respective cutoff frequencies

was negilgible. Thus, only propagating modes with real kmn will be con-

sidered.

Finally, the general solution can be written in the form

' p' (_,O,_) = E E CnRmn(r--) cos(m0 + _mn ) e (2-5)
_= m n

i where z = kz. 9
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2.3 The Instantaneous Mode Separation Technique

This technique uses four mlcrophones.located at the same axial-sta-

tlonand mounted such that their diaphragms are flush wlth the inner pipe

wall. The mlcrophonesarespaced 90 ° apart in the circumferential direc-

tion.

Consider..a situation in which only the first three modes are propa-

gating,. Thus the pressure at the inner_..pipewall is given by

p'(l,8,Zo) = Pw(8) - C00 c°s(mt-k00z o) + CI0 c°s(8+_10) cos(_t-kl0Z o)

+ C20 cos(2@ +_20) cos(_t- k20zo) (2-6)

Adding and subtracting the instantaneous outputs of the four micro-

phones, we o)taln

Pw (0) + Pw(_) + Pw (W) + Pw ,_-! = 4C00 c°s(_t-ko0Zo ) (2-7a)

Pw(0) - Pw(_) ffi 2610 cos _i0 cos(_t- kl0Z o) (2-7b)

p _ -- _
Pw (0) + Pw(_) - w(_) - Pw(_) = 4C20 cos _20 cos(mt-k20z o) (2-7c)

afLer simplification by trigonometric identities. These functions will

now be squared and tlme_averaged. To perform this operation, the behavior

i of #i0 and _20 must be examined. For fixed _mn'
2 2 -- -- 1 2

cos %n cos( t-kmnZo) = cos %n '

where the bar denotes time-averaglng. However, for a coaxial turbulent

Jet in a pipe there would be no preferred angle. Indeed, all angles would

be equally probable. Under the assumption that #mn varies randomly, the
2

cos _mn term would produce an average value of 1/2. It is r__£easonable,

then, to define the modal time-averaged mean square pressure p2 bymn

C2

" _ = 0, m ffi0 ; e - I, m - 1,2,3,...
mn i+£ ' m m

m

(2-8)

i0
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The expressions for the (0,0), (I,0), and (2,0) mod.- tlme-averaged

mean square pressures are then given by

PI0 = _ w(0) - Pw(W) (2-9b)

P20 = _ w (0) + " - - (2-9c)

where Pw(%) is the pressure measured at the duct wall, at_ z = z°

If the fourth mode is also included in the analysis (i.e.. if C01

• cos (_t-kolZ O) is added to the right-hand side of Eqn. (2-6)) and a

fifth microphone is mounted at r-= 0, z = Zo, a sLmilar analysis leads

to the following expressions for the (0,0), (i,0), (2,0), (3,0), and

(0,i) modal pressures.

PO0 " 31.483 Pw(0) + Pw(_) + Pw(11') + Pw + 1.611 P (2-10a)

_-T- ¼[Pw(0)_ pw(_)]2PI0 = (2-10b)

P
_T [%(o) _,w(_)- - (2-1oc)

and

" w(°) + w,_,+ + 4_, (2-1Od)

In the above equations, P_ is the pressure at r = 0, z - zo. The con-

stants in Eqns. (2-i6a') and (2-10d) are based on (0,0) and (0,i) mode

shapes for a uniform mean flow profile. If these mode shapes were changed

significantly by a nonuniform mean flow profile, the constants would have

to be adjusted accordingly.

A turbulent jet by nature produces broadband noise which is steady

only in a statistical sense. Although the technique has been presented

Ii



using monochromatic waves, the technique is also valid for broadband

noise as long as the noise can he resolved into acoustic duct modes.

Thus the technique really measures the mean square value of the modal

amplitudes.

In noise generated by turbomachinery the modes may be phase-locked

to the rotor rotation, which would cause the nodal diameters to spin with

constant angular velocity. Although the phase angle Cmn would not vary

randomly in this case, the nodal diameter would have no preferred direc-

tion in a time-averaged sense. Thus the mode separation technique would

still he applicable, and the averaging would go through in a similar manner.

2.4 The Time-Averased Mode Separation Technique

This technique uses three microphones mounted flush with the pipe

wall at the same axial location. The microphones are spaced 90 ° apart in

the circumferential direction, i.e., at @ = 0, _/2, and w.

Again, consider the situation in which only the first three modes are

propagating. Setting @ = 0 in Eqn. (2-6), squaring, and time-averaging,

__q_ _ _+PTzo+PTo+2COOCl0cos¢io os( t-kooZo) os( t-hoZo)

+ 2C00C20 cos ¢20 cos(_L- k00Zo ) cos(wt- k20L) (2-11a)

+ 2ci0c20cos¢i0cos¢2oeos(_t-_I0_o)cos(_t-_20z'-o)

Similar ly,

p _ _ 2 2
w (0) - w(_ = 4P20 + Clo(c°s ¢i0 + sin ¢i0 ) ¢os2(_t-kloZ o) (2-11b)

+ 4CloC20(c°s ¢I0 + sin ¢i0 ) cos ¢20 cos(_t-klOZo) cos(_t-k2oZo)

With the assumption that ¢10 and ¢20 vary randomly, the fourth

and fifth terms on the right-hand side of Eqn. (2-11a) average to ze____ro,and !

the second term on the right-hand side of Eqn. (2-11b)becomes 2P_0.
To

eliminate tee terms involving products of functions of $i0 and ¢20' an

additional assumption that the values of _i0 and ¢20 are uncorre]ated

12
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witk-each other is necessary. For example, if _i0 and _20 were the

same random funct____ionof tim____e,these terms would have the same order of
2 2

magnitude as PIe and P20 .....Making the assumption that the modes are

uncorrelated with each other, these equations reduce to

P2( 0)w _ _= P00 + PIe +P20 ..........................(2-12a)

and

w O- =

If Eqn. (2-10b) is added to the system, the_____setof threesimultaneous equa-
2 2 2

tions can be solved for P00' PI0' and P20 in terms of the measured

quantities. The results are

- - - -
(2-13a)

PI0 = - (2-13b)

and

_0-(¼)[vo_-_(_8_ -(_[_w(O_-,w(,,]_(_-_,
Thus the time-averaged mode separation technique uses three microphones

to separate the (0,0), (i,0), and (2,0) d,:ct modes. The assumption of

uncorrelated modes is vital to the approach. The technique could be expanded

easily to separate more modes. For example, to also separate the (0,I)

and (3,0) modes would require only a total of five microphones, as op-

posed to nine for the instantaneous mode separation technique. Also, if

the noise field is sufficiently steady, the measurements need not be taken

simultaneously, and only two microphones would be necessary. There is no

requirement for microphone traversing or narrow bandpass filtering. Modal

spectra are easily calculated by obtaining spectra of the measurands

13
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+'- I [- <"v'CO)w , (o) - pw(') , and lw(O) - Vw 2- ,

and sotvLng gqns. (2-13) ;it each frequency.

2.5 Instrumentation for tile Instat_taneou.s Mod_,_S_//_araLion Technickue

A line diagr_mt of tile instrumentation used for the instantaneous te¢|l-

nique is shown in Fig. 4a .... Four B & K 1/4 in. condenser microphones wece

located at the same axi;ll station a;ld spaced 90 _- apart in the circumferen-

tial direction. The microphones were mounted such.t_at their diaphragms

were flush with th,' inner pipe wall. The fourmlcrophone outputs were fed

into an analogue circuit which perf_talmd additions and subtractions accord-

ing to Eqn. (2-9a, -b, or -c), depending on which mode was being analyzed.

Tile output of tile analogue circuit was then Iowpassed to avoid aliasing in

the digital s_unpling. The 3 dB rollol_f point was set at 5 Kllz to match

tile characteristics of the filters used with the time-averaged mode separa-

tion technique. Tile sampliug rate of the digital saulpltng system was 20 Kttz.

The B & K analyzer was used to :mlpl[fy the signal bereft, digital sanlplillg

by the analogue to digital converter.

The spectra were obtatnvd by tile averaged periedo_.ram method (,mee

Rabiner and Cold, 1q75). in this technique, sttcees_ive data samples are

dLscrete Fourier transfonned, _lfter being operated upon with a wh_dow flint-

lion. Tile result tng Fourier t ransfo:mu_ are then averaged, l".or the in_tan-

taneou_ technique, fi4 d[scret-_a. Four(er transfonlls were averaged. SJllce tile

data were all(llyzed l'eal time on ,t II-P 2100 (lltli(..t'-omputer+ tilL' s/unple_ were

mpaeed out over a t i,tlC period of ;ippl'OX[lllateJy tell IIl|lltltt'S. The ,_l_oetl'a

were averaged ovel" 31.(_ II;: b_|ndwtdths belt_l'e being IlOllll;I]lged tO ll balld-

width of 1 ||z. Final results were plotted in tile fl't+quent'y r;lll_'.e 200-0000 |tZ.

The computer progl'alll PIPI'; wa_ u_ed to per|orlll these opt, ra[lOllS. A listillg

fall be folll_d ill Appendix A1.

2.6 tnst rumentat t on t3_2- .t h e+,Ttm_e-Avi, r_£1.g,y.d_M.o.d3, 2qj,par.at ira\ 'J't,yhl\tS_Le

The |n.qtrtllllellta[ Jell ii._ed l'Ol" _he _lmt'-iIVel+;Igl%l lilt)dr, st,pilrat|oli let'h-

;l[q_lt, is 8hewn [11 Fig. 4b. The three nl[cropholle ,ql},n;lls wel'e first Iow'-
i

passed to ,ivold ;i1[;1,_[11), prel) lelllS, then ntnplified t t_ bp Conlp,lt ll_lt, with tilt,

digital 8a|llpllng svstt'lll. 'l'ht' ,q;lmpl(iW, Sv.rtt,lll was tl._ed in tilt, Sinllllt,llleOth_

14
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sample and hold mode. Tile data acquisition rate was approximately

42 Kllz, which is the maxtmut_L for the system. Thus al rasing would occur

for frequencies above app.roxinmtely 7 KHz. The 3 dB rolloff point, of

the filters was set at approx:lmately 5 Kttz to avoid-this problem. The ........

fllters were adjusted so that their frequency, response curves matched

as closely as posslbie. The maximum deviation in amplitude response

between tile three,filters was 0.2 dB. The deviations were largest in

the 3-4 Kllz freqtmncy range. The instantaneous subtractions (Pw(O) -

Pw01)) and (Pw(O) - Pw(_)),, required for the technique were performed

digitally. Spectra of

"_ _ 'n 2

p_(0) , (Pw(0) - PwC_))" , and (P_(0) - e (,-))W ....

were then obtained in a manner similar to the instantaneous technique.

The computer program PIPE4 was used for this purpose. Tile time-averaged

data were then separated into the three acoustic modes by use of Eqns.

(2-13). The computer program PIPE2 solved this set of equations at each

center frequency of the 31. b Hz bandwidth data. The final spectra were

nolmmlized to I ttz bandwidth and pl.otted in tile frequency range 200-6000

ltz. Computer programs PIPE2 and PIPE4 are listed in Appendix At.

2.7 Cpnlj_arison of Sl_ectra Measured with the Instantaneous and Time-

Ave ra_e_d_t Te c h,n_.

To further assess the advantages and d L_adwmtages of the two mea-

surement teehn_[qttes, their outputs were compared for the. ease of a coaxial .....................

,let in a pipe. As well as examining the relative merits of the two tech-

iliques, this comparison ainswers the question of whether or not the noise

propagating in different acoustic duct modes is correlated, for this par-

\ titular case. The spectra discussed here were measured 2.30 meters down-

i stream of a 31.8 mm orifice located concentrically in a _7 mm 1.D. pipe .7, . " -

The blach number of the flow through the orifice was 0.37.

i " The spectl';I nleastlrt,d with the instantaneous mode separation technique

2i r_. .

are shown in Fig. The (0,0) mode is eompletelv separated trot up to

*For :| detailed d|,_cllss|oll of the expt,rimetital apparatus, see Chap-
tt, r _.

_: .... ,,,..... , ,, I ....... I ................... i -- --1
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4400 Bz, the frequency corresoonding to "fcro, 1, where the (0,I) mode

starts propagating. Above this frequency the signal is a combination of •

the (0,0) and (0,|) modes. The (i,0) mode is completely separated

out up to 4800 Hz, the frequency corresponding to Ycr3,0,. beyond which "!

, it combines .with the (3,0) mode. However, in tlle example shown there

i is a large increase (apl_roximately 7 dB) in the signal above 4800 Hz.: Thus the output at frequencies greater than 4800 Hz is dominated by tile

(3,0) mode. The level of tlle (I,0) mode is obscured in this reg£on.

The (2,0) mode is completely separated out to a frequency cora'esponditlg

to Ycr2_l,. where it comblnes-with the (2,1) mode. This frequency is

too hlgh to be seen on Fig. 5.

To check tlie assumption made in developing the instantaneous mode

separation technique, the assumption of no. preferred angle for tilenodal

diameters, tilemicrophone array was rotated and the measurements were re-

peated. Tile results were unchanged, confiimllng the wilidity of this as-

sumption,

The first set of modal spectra measured with tht, tlme--averaged sepa-

ration technique utilized spectra of

Pw2(O) , [Pw (0) Pw(n)] 2 , L w<0>-
which were obtained by averagin_; 04 discrete Fourier transfoimis. The

results are sllown in Fig. O. TIle Sl)CCl. va exhibit the s_m_e overall cllnr-

acter as--t_-hose obtained with the instantaneous tochilique.- llowever, the

(0,0) mode has mu_:h l_irger fluctuations, at frequencies above tilecutoff

frequi,ncy of tile (l,O) mode, tllan those ol_tained witil the hlstantaneous

technique. 'File (1,0) mode agrees very well with the results el tlie in-

stantaneous technique. Tills is to be expected, since 11o subtraction of

time-averaged data is involved ill Eqn. (2-13b). The (2,0) mode has It

substanthll anlount of noise below its cutoff frcqttenvy and lit the vicinity

of 5 KHz. To explain the signlllcance of tile sllarp spikes in tile spectra,

a note on tile Wily till' spectra are plotted mliy be helpful. 'Flit' spectral

points are first plotted and tlien connected wlttl sti'aiglit lines. Tilus ii

single spectral point fill" off tile curve t';ln valise ii spike el tlw type

sLten.

I i1
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The similarity of the overall shape aad levels of the spectra ob-

tained by tilL' lnst;mtaueous and-time-averaged techniques leads to the

concluslou that the modes ame uncorrelated, or at least that they are

not correlated-over a hroad frequency range. To strengthen this conclu-

sion it is necessary to reduce tile difference in-the spectra obtained by

tile two techniques to the experimental uncertainties inherent in the

met hod s.

Tile_meertaluty ill the measurement techniques can baslcally be

thought of as conslsting of two parts. The first part results from an

insufficient averaging process during tilemeasurement. It is uotmmL_y

charact'u,rizedby a s)m_metrie scattering of points about the true value.

An, increase in tilemmlber of _amples obtained reduces this error. The

sL,eond type of error is a fixed error relxlted to the type of instrumen-

tation used in the experiment.. The fluctuations seen in the time-averaged

outpt!t ill general seem to be of tilt'-first type. 1'o check if this was the

case, the tlme-averaged mode sepa_atlon measurement was repeated, using

a larger number of discrete Fourier transforms in the averaging process.

The rt, sulls obtained, using au average of 25b discrete Fourier t ransforms_

are shown in Fig. 7. A marked improvement is seen in the (0,0) mode

spectra and ill t h_ (2,0) mode spectra above its cutoff frequency. The

|mprow, ment ill the (2,0) mode spectra below its cutoff frequency is not

as _;trlking. llowcver0 this can be explaiued by fixed system error. The

equation from which the (2,0) mode is calculated (l'qn. (2-13c)) contains

9 -_ 9

- p I_1
[l'w(0) w,:2_ and I_Pw(O) - l'w(.)_

The filters used to Iowpass P (0) and I' _n) matched very closely h,
W W " "

,|fill'J[ itudv l'L'.qpOIlS_'. IIowvver, the tl Iter llsed tO lowpass Pw devia-

ted approximately 0.2 dB in amplitude respouse form tile other two ftlttrs,

lot lrequencles above '2 Kllz. 'l'h|s will causl, approximately a 5% cancella-

tion error in Equ. (2-1h'). The magnitudes of

)

iu th,' 2-:_.4 Kllz r,11Wcare.quch that thv Incelnplelv cancvllat ion will re-

sult 111 an avv1"a_.v s[gn;ll lovcl ol approxim, iIelv qb dB, with ;i la1"ge

17
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amounL of scatter. This is basically the behavior seen in the (2,0)

mode spectra below its cutoff frequency, 3400 Hz.

In the region above the cutoff frequency the amplitude of the sig-

nals is such that this type of error is not significant. The (I,0)

mode is much cleaner below its cutoff frequency, because the filters

matched very well in this frequency range, and no tlme-averaged subtrac-

tion is involved .....Thus the deviations between _he output of the instan=

taneous and tlme-averaged techuiques are relatively small and cam be

' explained i_ terms of measurement erro=. This result leads to the con=.__

clusion that the noise generated by a coaxial Jet- in a pipe and. propa-

D gating in different acoustic duct mod_s has in fg=t no inter-mode

cor rela= ion.

2.8 Summary

Two new modal separation measurement techniques have been. developed

and applied _o tile case of noise generated by flow through a coaxial ob-

struction in a pipe. One technique requires the assumption that noise

in the different acoustic duct modes is uncorrelated. The other does not.

Comparison of the results of the two techniques shows that this is in

fact the ease, for the type of source considered here.

The instantaneous mode separation technique uses four wail-mounted

microphones, spaced 90° apart in the clreumferential direction,, to sepa-

rate the first three acouutle duet modes below the frequency at which _he

fourth mode starts propagatlng. The only assumptlon required is that the

higher mode nodal d I_uneters |lave no preferred angle in a tlm_,-averaged

sense. The technique could also be extended to situations where this is

not the case. All modes are completely separated below the cutoft fre-

quency of the (0,1) mode. The (1,0) and (2,0) modes are actually

separated out over a wider frequ_,ncy range, and information about higher

modes, such as the (3,0) mode, can often be obtained. The technique

only requires instantaneous addition and subtraction of tile microphone 1

outputs in addition to common spectra| measurement techniques. No micro-
/

phone traversing or phase-matched narrow baud filters are rt, quired by the i

method. The accuracy of the technique is high (trows.ted mode re tecttc

on the order of 40 dl_), even when several modes are present. The

18
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technique could be extended to separate the (O,l) mode with only the

addition of one mJre microphone at the center of the pipe. However, a

complete separation of the (3,0) mode in the presence of all the lower

modes w_uld require four additional microphones. This problem would not

be so severe if all of the lower modes were not pK_sent.

The time-averaged mode separation technique uses three wall-mounted

microphones to separate out the first three acoustic duct modes, but me_-

quires the additional assumption that the modes are uncorrelated_ A

matrix ope=ation on three tlme-averag_d spectra produces the_modal pres-

sure spectra. The technique requires only two microphones if the noise

source is sufficiently steady. This technique is easily extended to mea-

)_ sure a large= number of modes. Only one more microphone (or one additional

measuremsnt for a steady source) is requlred for each additional mode.
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Chapter 3

EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS OF NOISE GENERATED

BY FLOW THROUGH COAXIAL RESTRICTIONS IN PIPES

3.1 Previous Research --

A majority of the research on noise generated by flow through

restrictiol,s in pipes has been concerned with the problem of control

valve noise (Allen, 1969; Baumann_ 1970; Heymann, 1973; Nakano, 1968;

and Seebold, 1970). Much of--this research is-almed at developing low

noise values and/or predicting the overall noise level of specific types........

of-valves. The noise level at a given distance away from the pipe is

commonly the quantity predicted, and the results are strongly dependent

on the actual design of the valve and on it& installation. Thus these

engineering prediction schemes lack universality and should be consid-

ered as schemes which interpolate specific sets of experimental data,

rather than as scientific prediction methods. To produce more fundamen-

tal prediction techniques than those presently available, a deeper

understanding of the noise generation process and the coupled _rocess of

noise transmission through the fluid inside the pipe and through the

pipe wall itself is necessary.

Fundamental studies of noise generated by flow through restrictions

have concentrated on measurement of the noise levels inside the pipe;

these studies entail two complications. First, the noise is usually in

the frequency range where more than one acoustic mode is propagating

inside the duct. Second, hydrodynamic as well as acoustic pressure

fluctuations exist inside_he pipe. The experimental problem of separa _

_ tion of the acoustic pressure signal from hydrodynamic noise has received

__ the most attention. Only a few techniques are available for this pur-

pose. Karvelis (1975) used a cross-correlation technique to separate the]

acoustic pressure from the hydrodynamic pressure in the region downstream

of an orifice. This method works well when only plane waves, the (0,0)

mode, are present. His technique and our adaptation use two m_,rophones

mounted flush with the inner pipe wall. One microphone is displaced some

2O
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distance in the axial direction with respect to the other. The outputs

• of the two microphones are time delay cross-correlated_A peak in the

correllelogram occurs at a delay time equal to the time it takes for the

• acoustic wave to traverse the distance between the two microphones. The

hydrodynamic pressures measured by the two microphones.aregenerally

uncorrelated at this delay time, and hence, the peak value of the cross-

correlation gives the amplitude of the acoustic wave. This technique

does not work as well when higher acoustic duct modes are propagating,

since the higher modes are dispersive (i.e., the phase speed of the

_ wave is a function of frequency). The proper delay time then becomes a

function of frequency, making the results difficult to interpret.

! In a different study, Roberts and Johnston (1974) used a specially

designed rig (see Fig. 2) to separate the acoustic pressure fluctuations

from the hydrodynamic pressure fluctuations. The flow enters and exits

the rig radially through sections of porous pipe. Acoustic waves

generated by flow through a centrally located restriction propagate on

past these porous sections into the no-flow regions of the pipe before

being absorbed by the anechoic terminations. In the no-flow regions of

the pipe only acoustic pressures are present. However, elimination of

the hydrodynamic pressure fluctuations by this method causes some

attenuation of the acoustic waves.

The present research is a continuation of the program initiated by

Roberts. Cross-correlations of the type just discussed were obtained

during an early phase of the research ....These measurements showed, that,

for circular obstructions with a flow passage diameter less than one

half of the pipe diameter, hydrodynamic pressure fluctuations were small

compared to the acoustic pressure, at locations greater than i0 pipe

diameters downstream of the restrictions. Therefore, the present study

concentrated on measurement of the modal characteristics of the sound

field downstream of the source region near the restriction, without the

necessity to resort to cross-correlations or placement of microphones in
|

a no-flow zone. To the author's knowledge, modal spectra of this type

have never been presented in the open literature for the case studied

', _ ::' " , ,.... _--i..... I..................... II I I Ii
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here, that of noise generated by flow through coaxial restrictions

(orifices and nozzles) in pipes.

3.2 Experimental Apparatus and Instrumentation

The experimental apparatus, a sketch of_which is shown in Fig. 2,

is basically a 4 in. nominal diameter P.V.C. schedule 80 pipe, approxi-

mately ii meters long. The pipe is terminated on both ends by anechoic

terminaticns_ which have excellent absorption coefficients (above 9_%)

at frequencies greater than 250 Hz. Thus 250 Hz is the lower frequency

limit for the measurements. The flow enters and exits radially through

brmnze porous elements of the same inner diameter as the pipe (97 mm).

The air is supplied by a 300 SCFM compressor at a flowrate controlled

by a pressure regulator upstream of the inlet plenum. Flow metering is

by a Meriam laminar flow meter.

The maximum attainable mean velocity in the 97 mm. diameter sec-

tions of the pipe is approximately 15 m/set. The pipe is equipped with

static pressure taps and probe ports for flush mounting of 1/4 in. and

i/2 in. microphones. A picture of the rig is shown in Fig. 8.

Bruel and Kjaer 1/4 in. condensor microphones were used in the

measurements. The microphones are not designed to be exposed to a higher

level static pressure than the attached preamp. To permit measurements

inside the plp_e, at pressures up to 3 atmospheres, it was necessary to

seal the adapter between the i/4 in. microphone and the 1/2 in. pre-

amplifier. The R.T.V. sealant used for this-.purpose did not affect the

output or frequency response of the microphone system. A picture of the

microphone, adaptor and preamp is shown in Fig. 9. The four microphones

are shown mounted in position for the measurements in Fig. i0.

The instantaneous mode separation technique of Chapter 2 was used

for the measurements presented in this chapter. The instrumentation for

the technique was identical to that discussed previously, except for the

method of analogue filtering. The data presented in this chapter were i

*General Electric R.T.V. Type 102.
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taken using two analogue filters to bandpass the signal between.300

and 7000 Hz. The pressure spectra are presented in the frequency range

200-6000 Hz. The measurements were made i,i meters (11.5 p_pe

• diameters) downstream of the front face of the restriction, unless

otherwise indicated._ Other pertinent dimensions are shown on Fig. 2.

For more information on the experimental apparatus, consult Roberts

and Johnston (1974).

3.3 Definition of Parameters

Several of th_parameters used in presentation of the data require

some explanation. The flow speed through the restriction is character-

ized by the indicated Mach number, Mi . This Mach number is calculated

- by assuming an isentropic expansion of the gas from upstream conditions

(Po,To) to the minimum wall static pressure (Pi) measured Just down-

stream of the restriction. When the restriction is an orifice, the

1 minimum wall pressure occurs at or near the vena contracta of the ori-

fice Jet. For a nozzle Jet the indicated Math number is calculated using

the pipe wall static pressure measured very near the axial iocatlonof

the nozzle exit. In the Jet, at the vena contracta of an orifice or the

exit plane of a nozzle, the mean velocity profile is nearly uniform and

parallel and the total pressure and temperature are equal to the up-

stream conditions. The pipe wall static pressure equals jet static

pressure in subsonic flow, in which case Mi is very nearly equal to

the real jet Math number. For choked flow cases, Mi exceeds 1.0 and

is only a rough indication of the average Jet speed. In this situation

the jet will successively over-expand and shock down at a few axial

stations until mixing reduces the mean Mach number to subsonic speed (at

x/d > i0 , see Thompson (1972), Fig. 9.18_ p. 463). However, since the

noise generation is predominantly in the shear layers immediately down-

stream of the orifice or nozzle exit, a Mach number representative of

the velocities in the core of the Jet before substantial mixing hast

occurred seems most appropriate for correlation of the noise data.

23
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The-frequency ratio, f , is a second parameter used in

presentation of-the experimental results. This parameter is the ratio

of two nondlmenslonal frequencies, both of whlch are important in the

case of a confined jet. The frequency spectrum of free Jet noise can

be roughly scaled by the Strouhal number (see Banerian,. 1974),
St = fd/U , where f is the frequency, d is the jet diameter, and_ U

is the Jet velocity at the nozzle exit. This nondimensional frequency

is also important in the confined Jet case. However, for a confined .....

Jet the noise propagates in the acoustic duct modes. The behavior of

the acoustic duct modes propagating inside a circular duct is governed

by the nondimenslonal freqBency y = _ro/a ° , where _ is the circular

frequency, r is the duct radius, and a is the adiabatic speed of
O O

sound in the gas. The frequency ratio, defined by fr = y/wSt = Ui_/ao d..,

has been found to be useful for correlating the spectral measurements

presented in this report. The physical reasons for this are discussed

in detail in Se-gion 3.5.1.

3.4 Parameter Ranges Covered in the Experiments

Modal pressure spectra were measured for four orifice sizes (12.7,

19.0, 31.8, and 50.8 mm diameters) and three nozzles (3.18 mm diameter

and two 16.2 mm diameter nozzles with respective throat length-to-

diameter ratios of i and 8). Thus the ratio of restriction diameter to

pipe diameter, d/D , ranged from 0.03 to 0.52.

In order to compare noise generation by an o=ifice to that by a....

nozzle, the size of the 16.2 mm nozzle was chosen to match the cross-

sectional area of the 19.0 mm orifice vena contracta, for a value of _

Mi _ i . The purpose of the extended throat nozzle was to produce a

thicker bocndary layer at the nozzle exit. The displacement thickness

at the nozzle exit, estimated from mass flow measurements, was approxi-

mately 0.i0 mm for the short nozzle and 0.25 mm _or the long nozzle.

The values of the indicated Mach number, Mi , ranged from 0.15 to

1.23. The Reynolds numbers, based on orifice diameter and vena

contracta conditions, or nozzle exit conditions, covered the range

24
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4 x 104 to 6 x 10-5 . The frequency ratio, f
r ' varied from 0.18 to

28.0 , although this large range of-- f values could not be attainedr

with a single restriction.

3.5 Experimental Results

In this section the major experimental results are presented. To

insure that the measured fluctuating pressure levels were actually due

to noise g_nerated at the restriction, the hydrodynamic and clg back-

ground noise levels were also measured. For convenience, these measure-

ments are presented and discussed later in Sections 3.6 and 3.L With

few exceptions, the rms levels of the hydrodynamic and background pres-

sure.fluctuations were 15 to 20 dB below those of the noise generated

at the restriction.

During the course of the preliminary measurements it was found that

the experimental rig selectively absorbed noise in the hlg_Ler modes at

particular frequencies. This behavior is discussed in Section 3.8. The

measurements presented in this section were taken sufficiently close to

the noise source that they were not affected by the selective sound

absorption process.

The effect of the outlet plenum on the soundwaves was also

examined during the preliminary experiments. The measurements of outlet

plenum attenuation are g_ven in Section 3.9. The data presented in the

present section were not affected by outlet plenum attenuation, as the

measurements were made upstream of the outlet plenum.

The modal pressure spectra were measured using the instantaneous

mode separation technique discussed in Chapter 2. The spectral results

were stored on digital magnetic tape for later analysis. The axial

sound power spectra for the (0,0), (i,0), (2,0), and (3,0) modes were

calculated using the measured pressure spectra. These power spectra

were integrated to obtain downstream overall power levels, and the acous- :i

tic source efficlencies were then calculated. The acoustic efficiency

was defined as overall downstream power level normalized by the total

jet kinetic enezgy. The energy calculations we;e performed by the

25
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computer program PIPES, listed in Appendix A2. The modal pressure and

power spectra, as well as overal_ sound pressure, power, efficiency and

flow rate data in tabular form, are presented in Appendices A3 and %4.

The experimental uncertainties in the results were calculated usi_B

the method of Kline and McClintock (1953), appropriate for slngle-samp!e

experiments. The uncertainty in all the measurands was estimated at

20:1 odds; see Appendix A5 for details. The experimental uncertainty in

the sound pressure level measu=ements was estimated to be ±0.2 dB. This

results in an_uncertalnty in the efficiency level of less than ±6%. The

uncertainty in the flow rate measu=ement was generally about ±1%, and

that in Mi was less than ±1%.

No fluid dynamic data other than flow rate parameters were measured

for the orifices. Wall static pressure profiles and mean velocity pro-

files for the orifices are presented by Roberts and Johnston (1974).

The wall static pressure profiles for the two 16.2 mm nozzles were mea-

sured in the present investigation. These static pressure profiles are

presented in Appendix A6. The agreement with the wall static pressure

profiles for the ig.0 mm orifice which were presented by Roberts is

excellent, for similar values of Mi . This indicates that there is

little difference in the fluid dynamic behavior produced by a nozzle and

by an orifice, if the nozzle cross-sectional area is chosen to match the

orifice vena contracta.

3.5.1 Characteristics of the Modal Pressure Spectra

__ The shape of the modal pressure spectra was found to be strongly

_ dependent on the frequency ratio, f = UiD/aod . A typical set of

modal pressure spectra for a low value of the frequency ratio,

fr 1.19 , is shown in Fig. ii The spectra fall off rapidly with

increasing frequency, and the (1,0), (2,0), and (3,0) modes dominate the

(0,0) mode above their respective cutoff frequencies. The spectra of

the higher modes rise to a sharp peak at their cutoff frequencies, where

the mode is at a resonance condition. The cuton of a particular mode

seems to have no influence on other modes already propagating.
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• Although the (O,1) mode* (seen as a spike on the (0,0) mode curve)

has a sharp rise at the cutoff frequency, the..amplitude of the (0,i)

mode dies off very rapidly with increasing frequency, in contrast to
l

the behavior of the other higher modes. Thus, compared to the _ther

modes, it appears that the (O,1) mode transmits little acoustic power

in the_axial direction. This idea is further strengthened by the fact

that at frequencies very near cutoff the ratio of acoustic power flow

to acoustic pressure is much lowez than an frequencles farther above

cutoff.

A set of modal _ressure spectra for a higher value of the frequency

ratio, f = 7.4 , is shown in Fig. 12. A_ high f the spectra arer r

fairly flat over the frequency range measured, and the higher modes _o

longer dominate the spectrum above their cutoff frequencies. Except for

the resonance peaks associated with the cuton, of the higher modes, the

(0,0) mode dominates the spectrum out to approximately 5000 Hz, where

the (3,0) mode starts propagating. Also, the (3,0) mode no longer

strongly dominates the (I,0) mode above the (3,0) mode cutoff frequency,

as was the case at low f .
r

A comparis two sets of spectra with closely matching fr is

shown in Figs. 13 and 14. The results indlca, e tha_ the shape of the

frequency spectrum is primarily determined by fr ' with no significant

dependence on the separate values of Mi an_ (d/D), for the (d/D) range

0.13 < (d/D) < 0.52 . The two sets of spectra with the_same value of

f are seen to collapse onto one curve, when plotted as a functio_ of
r

frequency, in Figs. 13 and 14. However, this happens only because

_D/ao) is _oarly constant for these experiments. To obtain this same

collapse onto one curve in the gener_l case,_It would be necessary to

plot the spectra as a function of St or _ .

A more complete examination of the (0,i) mode could be made if

, the instantaneous mode separation technique were extended £o include
this mode. Such an extension was discussed in Chapter 2.
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Modal pressure sp¢,ctra were also measured for a 3.1.8mm diameter ..

nozzle (d/D - 0.03 , 15 _ f _ 28) . A typical set of spectra for
r._

this restriction is shown in Fig. 15. -These spectra exhibit the same

general characteristics as seen for larger _estrictlons at |_Lgh w_lues

of the frequency ratio, eXCOl)t for the.behavlor of the (0,I) mode.

In tile ease of the 3.18 mm nozzle, the (0,I) mode dld not die off

rapidly ahove Its cuto£f fr_equency, as it dld for cases with larger

(d/D) . The-stronger excitation of thc-_ (0,i) mode in this case im due

to the nL_ise source region for the 3.18 mm nozzle being concentrated

closer to the pipe axls-than the-source regions for the larger restric-

tlons. Since the (0,I) mode shape has-its maximum value at the pipe

tempter, a noise source concentrated near the pipe axis would be expected

to excite this mode.

To understand why the spectrum shape wlries in the manner discussed

show,, it is necessary to review briefly the dimens.|oual arguments

normally used in explaining a [ree Jet spectrum shape (see, for example,

Ribner, 1984). The free Jet spectrum exhibits a broad peak in the

v[clnity of St = 0.2 and rolls off at high and low frequencies

(Banerlan, 1974). In the dimensional reasoning, the assumption [s made

that a. given region of the Jet emits _.n_ly a single frequency. Thus

dtffermlt: regions or2 the Jet are responsible for different parts of the

frequency spectrum. The high frequency noise is generated In the region

close to the ncu,.zIe exit. In. this-region the charactea'£._tic velocity is

given by the Jet velocity, .U , and the characteristic length is given by

the shear layer thickness, (S . Tile characteristic frequency is then

gtw,n by LI/_ . Since L_ grows rapidly with axial d_stance from tin,

nozzle exit, the highest frequencies are generated very close to the

:' nozzle exit plm_e. The spectrum peak, at St : 0.2 , Is considered to be

generated 5-10 diameters downstream of the nozzle exit, and the low fre-

quency end of the noise spectrum Is generated in the fully dew,loped

region of the .let far downstream (x/d " 10) el the nozzle exit.

For .lets confined tn a pipe of diameter D , where the (d/D) ratio

Is small, tt is reasonable to assume that the metal i low and turbulence
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levels in the jet are not greatly affected by the presence of the

• confining pipe wall. In this situation the noise source itself is very

similar to a free jet, and only the radiatio_ conditions are different.

Thus it might be reasonable to assume that the noise spectrum peak

would occur in the vicinity of St = 0.2 , i.e.,.near the frequency

given by fst = 0"2-Ui/d " The Strouhal frequencies calculated in this

manner are noted on Figs. 11-14. In our experiments fst is propor-

tlonal to the frequency ratio, fr ' as (D/ao) was nearl_ constant for

all test cases. It can be seen that the lower the value of fst the

more rapidly the spectra fall off with increasing frequency. For high

values of fst the spectrum is basically constant..Thus, _o_1ow

values of the frequency ratio, f , the spectrum in the 200-6000-Hzr

range is basically the high-frequen=y end of the Jet noise spectrum.

For_high values of f the wide peak of the jet noise spectrum lies inr

the range 200-6000 Hz. No cases for which measurements were taken

resulted in values of fst high enough to show the extreme low end of

the jet noise spectrum in the 200-6000 Hz range.

Although the overall shape of the noise spectrum can be explained

easily from dimensional reasoning, an understanding of why the higher

modes are dominant above 2000 Hz for low f and are almost equal to
r

the (0,0) mode for high f requires a more detailed examination of
r

the turbulence structure in the Jet. R_cenr research (Mollo-Chrlstensen,

1967; Fuchs, 1972; Lau et al., 1972; Moore, 1977) has indicated that

large-scale structures exist in turbulent Jets. The structures are

strongly coherent in the initial regions o£ the Jet, before the potential

core disappears. The coherence of the structures seems to decrease

_radually with distance downstream of the nozzle exit. These large co-

herent structures are often described as coalesced vortex rings generated

by the instability and subsequent rollup of the vortex sheet (Yule, 1977).

The vortex rings are thought to be subject to circumferential instabil-

ities which, when experimentally observed, are called fluting. This

fluting, regardless of its origin, can be described as a wave-llke forma-

tion on the vortex rings, with various numbers of nodes and antinodes
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spaced about the circumference. Such a st=ucture would generate

pressure fluctuations with circumferential coherence, and thus be a

very effective source mechanism for hlgher-mode noise generation. The

fact that the vortices seem unstable to circumferential disturbances

would emphasize production of higher circumferential modes ((i,0),

(2,0), (3,0), etc.) over kthe circumferentially symmetric (0,0) and

(0,i) modes.

At di, tances-farther downstream ili the jet, whe=e the lower fre-

quencies would be generated, the large-scale structures have lost much

of their circumferential coherence.. Thus the higher modes would not be

expected to dominate over the (0,0) mode in cases where the noise in

the frequency range 2000-6000 Hz is generated sufficiently far down-

stream. This is the case for high frequency ratio.

The description of the large-scale structures given above has

generally been observed in low Reynolds number jets by means of flow

visualization techniques. It is not clear that the above description

is in all.ways appropriate to the actual experimental conditions, which

involve mueh higher Reynolds numbers. However, experimental measure-

ments of a higher Reynolds number Jet (Re = 4 x 105 ) by Micha_ke and

Fuchs (1975) have shown that circumferentially coherent structures exist

in the initial region of the Jet, and that higher circumferenLial modes

are-_important at higher frequencies. This work-suppertstheabove

explanation of higher mode dominance-for low f .
r .......

3.5.2 Modal Power Spectra and Oyerall Efficiency Levels

The modal pressure spectral measurements were conver_ed to modal

power spectra by use of the energy weighting function. The energy

weighting function relates a wall pressure fluctuation to acoustic power

flow in the direction of the pipe axis. The energy weighting function

is a function of frequency, and is different for different acoustic duct

modes. Thus the total downstream acoustic energy flow is calculated by

!-
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The theoretical-development-of t/_e ene=gy weighting functions is covered

later in-Chapter 4. In this chapter we chose to utll£ze the _hysioal

_.. energy flux definition,_ wl_h the assumption of a uniform-mean flow pr_o-

fLle.. The slug flow assumption gives-accurate results (less than 2%

error) in the flow _ate and frequency ranges encountered in the e:w.eri-

men t_.

The modal power sp_e_ctr.awere calculated by multiplying each

s_ectral point---(an average over a bandwidth of. 31.6 Hz) by the energy

J weighting function associated with-the bandwidth celtr.erfrequency. Two

modiflcat_ons to the measured modal pressure spec-tra wer_e performed

prior to calculation of t/re-power spectra. First, the (0,0) mode

pressure spectrum has a sharp peak in the vicinity of 4500 Hz, where the
#k,

(0,I) mode starts propagating. However, this peak dies off rapidly

and is not associated with power flow--in the (0,0) mode. The (0,1)

mode peak was removed by making a straight llne approximation to the

(0,0) mode pressure spectrum in this r-oglon. Secondly, above 4800 Hz

the (I,0) mode Is combined with the....(3,0) mode. However, in many

cases the ('3,0) mode dominates the signal strongly. _tus tiremodal

pressure spe_,trum-la_ this region-is assumed _o be equal to the (3,0)

mode only, and a-._tralght line approximation to the (i,0) mode pres-

sure spectrum was used above 4800 Hz. For illustration, the calculated

modal power spectra associated with the pressure spectra in Fig. 11 are

shown in Fig. lb. }
The overal.l acoustic efficiency and the efficiency of each mode

were calculated ush_g the f-ollowSug definition of acoustic efficiency, .......

, Use of the M_hring or Blockhlntsev energy flux deflnJtions, also

discussed In Cl_apter 4, would change the calculated acoustic energy flow
by less thau 3%.

Except for the t.18 mm uozzle data.
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where _ is the calculated downstream energy flow, _ is the-mass

- flow rate through the restriction, and Ui is the indicated velocitycalculated by an isentropic expansion to the minimum wall pressure

measured just downstream of the restriction. The overall efficiency,

which is the sum of the efficiencies of the (0,0), (I,0), (2,0), and
F

_ (3,0) modes, is plotted as a function of Mi in Fig. 17.--

t The overall efficiencies for the 12.7 and 19.0 mm-orifices vary
i 4.6

approximately as Mi , very similar to the M5 dependence predicted

for a free jet by the Lighthill theary. The overall efficiency curve
5

normally associated with free Jets, _ = 2 x 10-5 Mi , is plotted on

Fig. 17 for comparison. It can be seen that the order of magnitude of

the present results is also similar to that of the free _et case.

T_e overall efficiencles for the two 16.2 mm nozzles agree very
I

closely with each other and with the results for the 19.0 mm orifice, i
i

The cross-sectional are& of the nozzles was chosen to match the vena !

contracts of the 19.0 mm orifice. Thus the close agreement in these

experimental results indicates tha_ the exact shapeof the obstruction

is not critically important in determining the sound power generated.

The efficiency curves in Fig. 17 show a strong dependence on the

diameter ratio, (d/D) . An increase in (d/D) produces a higher value

of the efficiency, for constant Hi . There are two possible reasons .ii

why this might be the case. First, as (d/D) increases, the influence

of the confining pipe wall on the Jet structure increases. The entrain-

ment and turbulence structure within the jet will be altered, and the

noise generated by unsteadiness in the region where the jet reattaches

to the plpewall may also become important. However, as (d/D) becomes

sufficiently small, effects based on such hydrodynamic causes should

become unimportant.
t

Mean flow and wall hydrodynamic pressure measurements indicate that

the type of (d/D) effects discussed above are probably not important
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for the 12.7 and 19.0 mm orifices. However., large differences exist

between the efficlenclesfor these cases. A second explanation of the

, (d/D) effect is thus required. It is based on acoustic considerations.

If a-nolse sourcs spans a large part of the pipe cross_sect/onal

area, it may be more effective in generating propagating acoustic duct

modes than one which spans only a small portlon-of the cross sactlon_

To test this supposition for cases with small (g/D) ratio___the--

efficiency was divided by the area ratio, (d/D) 2 , and plotted in

Fig. 18. Goodagreement is obtained for the 12_7--and 19_Omm-orifice

data. However, the results for the 31.8 ram orifice and.ahe 3.18 mm

nozzle now fall slightly below those for the 12.7 and 19.0 mm onifices.

When interpreting the values of efficiency shown on Figs. 17 and

18, it must be kept in mind that only the frequency range 200-6000 Hz

was measured. Thus, for low values of the grequency ratio (or Strouhal

frequency), only the energy associated with the upper end of the Jet

noise spectrum is accounLed for, and for high values of f_ only the

low frequency end of the Jet noise spectrum would be accounted for.

For the 12.7 and 19.0 mm orifice cases, the Strouhal frequencies were

between i000 and 6000 Hz , and.comparison of the results for these two .................

orifices is probably affected little by differences in f .
r

Although..the modal spectra for the 3.18 mm n_zzle (d/D = 0.02)

appear to be fairly flat_ the Strouh_l frequencies for this res_rlction

(10,600 Hz ! fs£ ! 19,900 Hz) are substantially above the measured

frequency range. Thus, in calculating the acoustic energy flow the

. high frequency end of the J_t noise spectrum has been neglected, which

! may in part explain why the data for the 3.18 mmnozzle does not

collapse on the same curve as that for the 12.7 and 19.0 _m orifices.

As fst increases, the 3.18 mm nozzle data points lie successively

farther below the 12.7 and 19.0 mm orifice results, which supports this

explanation.

The 31.8 mm orifice data have much lower values of the frequency
!

< 1.50 , 325 Hz < fst < 1060 Hz) than those associ-ratio (0.46 _ fr -- -- --

ated with the 12.7 and 19.0 mm orifices. In calculating the acoustic
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power generated by the 31.8 mm orifice, a portlonmf the lower end of

_. the Jet ao±se spectrum has been neglected. This could explain why the

da_a for the 31.8 mm orifice fall below the dare for the 12.7 and

= 19.0 mm__orifices in Fig. 18. However, lf the lower values for the

i 31.8-mm orifice were exclusively due to the measured frequency range
being off the peak of the jet noise spectrum, the data at lower values

_-. of Mi would appear propor_ttionately farther below £he 12_7 mmand

_- 19.0mm orifice data, since _this effect increases for lower f .

:;2 Comparison with the extrapolated curve on Fig. 18 shows that this is

i_ not the case, contradicting a simple explanation that the lower values
for the 31.8 mm orifice areslmply due to the measured frequency range_

_t

-_ being off the peak of the Jet noise spectrum. This_result leads us to

believe that those (d/D) effects which are caused by the influence

of the confining pipewall on jet turbulence and entrainment, or possibly

the noise generation associated with flow reattachment, are of impor_

tance for the 31.8 mm orifice.

The results for the 50.8 mm orifice are also shown on Figs. 17 and

18. Although the two points show (d/D) trends similar to those observed__

for the 31.8 mm orifice, the actual values should be viewed with some

skepticism, for the reasons discassed in Sections 3_6 and 3.7.

The result of a simple acoustic power measurement, using one wall-

mounted microphone, was compared to the exact acoustic power in the

fre_u_nGy range 200-6000 Hz calculated by use of the modal pressure

spectra. For the single microphone measurement it was assumed, in

calculating the acoustic power flow, that the total signal measured by

the microphone was that of a plane wave. The single microphone measure-

men£ typically gave a sound power level approximately 1.5 dB above the

ac£ual sound power. The greatest difference between the two measure-

ments was less than 2 dB. An overestimation of the acoustic efficiency

by approximately 40% would result from an error in sound power measure-

ment of 1.5 dB. Although an overestimation of this amount is not

extremely bad for such an easily ob.alned acoustic measurement, the

lack of information about the modal characteristics of the sound field
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• might result in a much more serious error in estimating the noise

that would be transmitted through the plpewall or out the pipe inlet

• or outlet.

3.6 Magnitudes of .the Hydrodynam.ic Pressure Fluctuations at. the

Measurement Station

The modal pressure measurements were made. upstream of the outlet

plenum in the region containing turbulen_ipe flow. No effort was

made to eliminate the influence of hydrodynamic Rressure variations

in.thedevelopment of the modal measurement technlque. Thus the

acoustic measurements would be incorrect if the acoustic, pressure

fluctuations were not large compared to hydrodynamic pressure fluctua-

tions. This potential source of error was easily chegke_ by use of a

cross-correlation technique (discussed on page 20), at least in the

200-2100 Hz frequency range, where only plane waves propagate• Cross-

correlation measurements showed that the hydrodynamic pressure fluctua-

tions were approximately 15 dB below the acoustic pressure fluctuations

in the 200-2100 Hz frequency range, for all restrictions except the

50.8 mm orifice. In the case of the 50.8 mm orifice, with Mi - 0.225

(the highest flowrate), the cross-correlation measurement showed-the/-

the hydrodynamic pressure fluctuations were approximately 9 dB below

the acoustic pressure fluctuations in the 200-2100 Hz range. Details

of these measurements are glven in Appendix AT.

Above 2100 Hz, higher modes can propagate and the cross-coErelation

technique is not as useful. However_ at sufficiently high frequencies,

the turbulent pressure fluctuations will be essentially uncorrelated

over distances of the order of the pipe radius. Then, separating the

wall pressure fluctuations into the acoustic and hydrodynamic parts,

i.e., Pw(0) = Pac(0) + Phydro(O) , and substituting into Eqns. (2-9),
we obtain

!
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_--f-+ .
w (0)-+ Pw(2 ) + Pw (z) + Pw ffi PO0 _ hydro

(3-3a)

4" w(O) pw(_ ) 2 ---2-+ 1 _ (3-3b).....- ffi Plo 2 hydro

1% ....(0) + Pw(_) - Pw(2 ) - Pw = P20 _ hydro

Thus the error term associated with the (0,0) and (2,0) mode

_ measurements is 3 dB below the corresponding term in the (i,0) mode ._

measurement+ for uncorrelated hydrodynamic pressure fluctuations ....Now,
i_. -

below the cutoff frequency of a particular mode, acoustic pressure

_,- fluctuations die o£f-_xponentially from the source. Thus, at a.reason-

I able distance downstream of the nolse-generatlng region (_ 5D) , forfreque_ncies below the mode cutoff frequency, essentially only hydro-

i dynamic pressure fluctuations will be detected by the measu=ement tech-

nique. Therefore, examination of the (I,0) and (2,0) mode spectra

below their cutoff frequencies.will give a good indication-of the
)

magnitude of the hydrodynamic pressure fluctuations at higher frequen-

tles.

Typical modal spectra for the 50.8, 31.8, and 19.0 mm orifices are

shown in Fig. 19. The 50.8 mm orifice has the largest hydrodynamic

pressure fluctuations ......However, even in this case the higher mode

acoustic pressures-are at least 20 dB higher than the contributions due

to the hydrodynamic pressu=e fluctuations, as evidenced by the rise in I.

the (i,0) mode spectra at i_s cutoff frequency. However, the (0,0)

mode spectra may have been influenced by hydrodynamic pressure fluctua-

tions, for the 50.8 mm orifice. Examination of the higher mode sp@ctra

below their cutoff frequencies for the 31.8 and 19.0 mm orifices shows

that these measurements were uninfluenced by hydrodynamic pressure

fluctuations. The hydrodynamic pressure fluctuations are smaller,

compared to the acoustic pressures, for the 19.0 mm orifice than for

the 31.8 mm otiflce, as would be expected.
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A £inal point of interest is that the difference between the error

terms for the (I,0) and (2,0) mode spectra (i.e., the spectral

curves below the (i_) mode cutoff frequency, 2100 Hz) is approxi-

mately 3 dB. This was the result obtained in Eqns. (3-3), in which it

was assumed that the hydrodynamic pressure fluctuations at eachmlcro-

phone were uncorrelated. Also, for the highest flowrate case with the

50.8 mm orifice, Mi = 0.225 , the (i_0) mode error-term lies

approximately 12 dB below th_ (0,0) mode spectra.* Since the (i,0)

i p-_ this shows
mode error term in Eqn. (3-3b) Is equal to 2 hydro '

good agreement with the cross-correlation measurement, which gave a

value of P-_hydro 9 dB below the acoustic pressure in this frequency
m _

range.

The results presented in this section show that the acoustic modal

pressure measurements were not influenced by hydrodynamic pressure

fluctuations, with the possible exception of the (0,0) mode for the

case of the 50.8 mm orifice.

3.7 Background Noise

In the previous sectlon, the posslbillty of noise measurement errors

due to the presence of hydrodynamic _ressure fluctuations was discussed.

However, even though the hydrodynamic pressure fluctuations are small

compared to the acoustic pressure fluctuations, the background noise

generated by the rig i_self may influence the measurements. To check

these background noise levels, modal pressure spectra were measured with

no restriction in the test section. The background noise levels-were

then-compared to pressure spectra measured with a restriction in the

pipe, at the same mass flow rate.--For the 31.8 _m orifice the back-

ground noise levels were always at least 15 dB below the equivalent

modal spectra measured with the restriction in place. The _omparatlve

background noise levels were even lower for the smaller diameter restric-

, tions.

See Fig. A3-15.
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For the 50.8 mm orifice, the background noise levels were very

close to the levels measured with the res_rlctlon in place, for all

but the two highest flowrate cases, Mi - 0.187 and 0.225 . For the

Mi = 0.187 case, the background levels were aRproxlmately 5 dB below

the levels measured with the restriction in place. In the highest

flowrate case, Mi = 0.225_, the comparative background noise levels

should b_somewhat lower. However, the 50.8 mm orifice data should be

viewed-wlth some skepticism, especially as to the exact magnitude of

thenoise levels generated by the orifice.

3.8 Pipewall Excitation by Acoustic Duct Modes

Modal pressure measurements taken 2.2 meters downstream of the

restriction in an early phase of the research showed unexpected dips

in the hlgher-mode spectra. An example of this behavior is shown in

Fig. 20. The (i,0) mode spectra has a pronounced.dip at approximately

2500 Hz, and the (2,0) mode-has a similar dip at approximately 5000 Hz.

The other modes are unaffected at the frequencies of the dips. When the

measurement location was moved much closer to the restriction (0.7

meters downstream), the dips disappeared.

Many possible explanations for these dips were considered to be

theoretically feasible. However, our conclusions on this matter are

based on experiments using simple modifications to the apparatus. (i)

To see if the dips were related to the particula_ restrictions_ several

different restrictions were tested. (ll) The outlet plenum and associ-

ated downstream pipe were removed, to check if the dips were related to

physical characteristics of the plenum. (ill) The distance between the
I

restriction and the outlet plenum was substantially shortened to check

finite length tube impedance effects. (iv) The pipe support spacing

and locations, as well as total pipe length, were changed to see if the

dips were related to overall vibrational characteristics of the rig. In

all of these testo there was no substantial change in the frequency or

magnitude of the dips. Thus, it was concluded that the dips were related

-_, to an interaction of the acoustic waves with the pipewall itself, rather

than to the effect of a particular feature of the rig.
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• At this point it is helpful to examine the type of pipewall

• vlbratio_caused by different acoustic duct modes. The cross-sectional

pressure patterns for the first three modes are shewn in Fig. 21. The
I

° (0,0) mude hasa circumferentlally symmetric pressure field and thus

tends to expand the pipe in a breathing mode, where the pipe cross

section simply expands and contracts. The pipe is very stiff with .........

respect to this ty_e of excitation. The (I,0) mode has an asymmetric

pressure distribution, with one half of the cross section pos_tlve and

the other half negative at any Instgnl_-. Thlsmode represents a_fluctu_

ating unbalanced force on _he pipe and would tend _o.excite the bending

or extensional vibrations of the pipe. The (2,0) mode has two

quadrants positive and.two negative at any instant in time. This mode

will tend to excite the hoop vibrations of the p_pe wall, in which the

pipe wall is deformed as sketched in Fig. 21. T_e pipe is relatively

flexible to vibration in an inextenslonal mode of the latter type.

There are two ways that the pipe wall vibration could selectively

absorb noise in a give_mode at a particular frequency. If the axial

. phase velocity of the acoustic mode matches the axial phase velocity for

the pipe vibrational mode w/th the same circumferential mode shape, the

acoustic and vibrational modes would be phase-locked as they propagated

down the pipe. This would permit very effective energy transfer from

the acoustic wave to the pipe wall. Such a situation would in _eneral

occur at only one frequency, since the phase velocities are functions of

frequency. A second way for the pipe to selectively absorb one fre-

quency of a particular mode is f_or the frequency to he a natural fre-

quency of vibration for a compatible vibrational mode of the pipe. Such

i modes exist only foe finlte-length pipes• In-the experlmental apparatus

i. the natural modes would most likely be related to the length between 1

)

Ipipe flanges, as the flanges are much stiffer than the pipe wall and
J

effectively serve as vibrational boundary conditions, To check this,

the 1.5 meter length pipe section which was upstream of the measurement
i

' location for the spectra shown In Fig. 20 was replaced by several 0.6

meter length sections. The measurement station was 2.36 meters
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downstream of the orifice in the new configuration, as opposed to 2.2

meters downstream for thespectra in Fig. 20. The spectra taken at the

new location are shown in Fig. 22. It can be seen that the dip in the

(I,0) mode is very similar to that in Fig. 20, while the dip in the

(2,0) mode has been substantially reduced. This result indicates

that the.mechanism that produced the dip at 2500 Hz is somewhat differ-

ent from the one that produced the dip at 5000 Hz. Further research

woul4 be necessary to develop a complete explanation of this behavior,

but this mode selective absorption is believed to-be a result of pipe

I wall modal vibration.

I It is-clear from the above discussion that to adequately predict

the noise field outside apipe, research on the modal transmission

characteristics of pipes is necessary. The importance of the higher

modes should not be underestimated. Results presented by Kuhn (1974)

indicate that the (i,0) mode can transmit a significant amount of

sound through the pipe wall, even below its cutoff frequency. Because

of greater pipe wall flexibility to higher modes, noise transmitted by

higher modes may be of major importance, even when the plane wave

((0,0) mode) pressure is the dominant component inside the pipe.

3.9 Effect of the Outlet Plenum on Acoustic Waves

As discussed in the introductory section of this chapter, one of

the design objectives of the experimental apparatus was to eliminate the

influence of hydrodynamic pressure fluctuations on the acoustic m._asure-

ments. This-was accomplished by allowing the acoustic waves to prop-

agate through the outlet plenum into the no-flow zone behind the plenum.

However, acoustic measurements in the downstream no-flow zone must be

corrected for any attenuation caused by the outlet plenum section.

Roberts and _ohnston (1974) used a correction factor of 1-2 dB to

compensate for outlet plenum attenuation.

In an early phase of the present research, it was found that the

hydrodynamic pressure fluct,,atlons were small compared to the acoustic

pressure fluctuations in the re$i upstream of the outlet plenum, for
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sufficiently small (dZ/l) . This resuLt-allowed_a direct comparison of

modal pressure spectral measurements-ahead.of and behind_the outlet

plenum. A set of s_ectra measured in the flow zone upstream of the out-

let plenu_ is shown in Fig. 23a. The pressure spectra in the no-flow

zone for the same experlmental-conditlons-are shown In.Fig_ 23b. Com-

parlslon of the spectra shows an approximately constant 2-3 dB-attenua-

tlon of the (0,0) mode across the outlet plenum, for frequencies

below 4400 Hz ......The higher modes were much more.strongly attenuated.

The (I,0) mode. shows a typical reduction of approximately 7 dB, and--

the (I,0) mode shows a typlcal reduction of approximately 12 dB. The .................

(.3,0)__mode was not even distinguishable from the (i,0) mode in the

no-flow zone spectra, compared to a rise of approximately 9 dB over the

(i,0) mode in the flow zone upstream of the outlet plenum. Theatten-

uatlon of the hlgher-mode resonance peaks was more than 15 dB.. Thus the

outlet plenum ha_ a strong effect on the acoustic waves, especially the

higher modes, and measurements in the downstream no-flow zone are not

very representative of the noise field generated-by flow through the

-_ restriction (except possibly for the (0,0) mode, if an appropriate

correction factor Is.used).

The attenuation produced by the outlet plenum is caused either by

absorption of theacoustlc waves or by reflection o_ the waves-back up-

stream. The higher mode spectra take_ upstream of the outlet plenum

(Fig, 23a) have small, regularly spaced fluctuations o5-1-2 dB, These
i

samll fluctuations are characteristic of standing waves or sarong

reflections, in which =he reflectedwave either reinforces or partially

cancels the downstream propagating wave at the measurement location .......

Th_ spectra--taken downstream-of the outlet plenum-for the same flow-

conditions (Fig. 23b) d_ not exhibit such strong standing_wave behavior,

indicating that the outlet _lenum sectlon-causes stronger reflections of

the higher modes than-the anechoic terminatlon_

There are two main changes in acoustic properties caused by the

: outlet plenum. One of these is the change in the wall impedance due to

the porous element, and the other is the deceleration of the mean flow.
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A rigmodificatlon, which might significantly decrease the Deflections

caused by the outlet plenum, would be to mount the anechoic termination

cone so that it extended intcL the plenum in the _same.region as the

porous pipe section. This modification is illustrated in Fig. 24. As

well as possibly reducing, reflections caused by the. change in wall

impedance, the change in cross-sectional area would decrease the rapid

deceleration-due to the flow exiting through the porous-element. In

this modification, it might also prove convenient to mount a fifth

mlcrop/%one in the cone tip,_for use with an extension ......of__the mode ....................

separation techniques.

3_i0_Summar>

Downstream modal pressure spectra have been measured for--the case

of noise generated by air flow through a number of different coaxial re-

strictions in a long, straight, 97 tam diameter pipe. The restrictions-

tested were A.S.M.E. flow-metering orifices_with-diameters of 12.7,

19.0, 31.8, and 50.8 nun, and three nozzles (3.18 ram diameter and two

16.2 mm diameter nozzles with respective throat length-to-dlameter

ratios of I and 8). The Mach numbers of the flow through the restric-

tions ranged from 0.15 to slightly supercrLtlcal flow.

I The modal pressure spectra were measured in the 200-6000 Hz fr._-

quency range. The (0,0), (l,J1), (2_0), (0,1_and (3.0) modes are

propagating modes in this frequency range.

Tile shape of the modal pressure spectra was found to be determined

chiefly by the frequency ratio, fr = y/_St = UiD/aod • _( Is the non-

dimensional frequency governing acoustic mode propagation inside the

pipe, and St is the nondlmensional frequency governing the Jet noise

spectrum shape. At low values of fr the measured frequency range is

in the upper end of the Jet noise spectrum, and the spectra fall off

rapidly with increasing frequency. At higher fr the measured fre-

quency range contains the broad peak of the Jet noise spectrum, and the

spectra are basically t lat tit the rattge 200-6000 llz.
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The relative ampl±Cude of the (0,0) mode and the higher modes,

at frequencies above the higher mode cutoff fre_uency_depends_s_rongly

. on the frequency ratio. For low f the (i,0) , (2,0) ,.and (3,0)r

modes _ominate the spectrum abov_ their cutoff frequencies. AC high

values of f all modes-have approxlmately equal amplitudes. This

behavior can be understood-by realizing that-at low f the noise a=r

frequencies where_the higher modes p_opagate Is generated in the initial

region of the-jet near the nozzle exit. Large-scal_ szructures which

exhib.it_circumferantial coherence are found in this region__ Higher mode

dominanc_ indicates that the higher-order-circumferential structures

("fluting") are more important than the zero-order symmetrical struc-

tures in the initial region of the Jet. At higher values of f ther

noise in this same frequency band is generaaed much farther downstream

in the Jet. In this downstreaa_reglon the large-scale structures have

lost much of their circumferential coherence, and thus the higher modes

do not dominate the noise spectrum.

All of the higher modes rise to a sharp peak at their cutoff fre-

quencies, where the mode is at a resonance condition. However, wi_h

the exceptlen of the 3.18 mm nozzle case, the amplitude of the (0,1)

mode dies o£f rapidly at frequencies above its-cutoff frequency, while

the amplitudes of the (i,0), (2,0), and (3,0) modes do not exhibit

this behavior. F-@r the 3.18 mm nozzle, the amplitude of the (0,1)

mode did not die off rapidly at frequencies above Its,cutoff frequency.

Thls-can be expl_tned by the fact that, for this restriction, the noise

source region spans only a very small portion of _he duct cross-sectlonal

_ll'Ct! •

Modal acoustic power spectra-were calculated uslng_the measured

pressure spectra and integrated over the frequency range 200-6000 Hz.

The overall efficiencies were plotted vs. the indlca£ed Math number of

the jet tha_ issues from the orifice or nozzle. In general, the effi-

ciencies were of the same order of magnitude as those for free Jets.
t

The ,alues of the efficlencles for the 16,2 mm nozzles and the

19.0 mm or[flce agreed very closely. The nozzle size was chosen to
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match-the v_na contracta of the 19.0 mm orif/ce_ Thus, this result

indicate_ that tbe-exact shape of the re_triction is not veny important

in determining the sound power produced._

The ratio of-the restriction diameter to pipe diameter, (d/D) ,

had a considerable-effect on the efficiency results. In general, the-

value-of the efficiency increased as (d/D) increased, for constant

Mi . The efficiencies for the 12.2-and 19.0 mm orifices varied approxi-

4.6 The data. for the 31.8 mm orifice extended to lower
mately as Mi .

values of Mi andhad a-slightly lower slope than that of the smaller ....

orifices. The data for the 3.18 mm nozzle also had a slightly lower

slope than that-for the 12.7 and 19.0 mm_arifices. It wa_ found that
2.

_' when the efficiency was divided by the area ratio_ (d/D) + the data

__ for the 12_ and 19.0 _n orifices collapsed on a single curve_ The

31.8 mm orifice data, when R was divided by (d/D) , fell slightly

below the correlated data for the smaller orifices .....This result is

thought to be due to the increased effect of the confining pipe wall in

determining the fluid dynamic noise generation characteristics of thei
jet, for larger (d/D) . The data for the 3.18 mm nozzle, when divided

by the area ratio, also fell somewhat below the correlated data for the

small orifices. This may have been due to a failing of the area scaling

law for small (d/D) , or simply to the fact that only a limited fre-

quency range, 200-6000 Hz, was measure_. However, considering the

simplicity of the scaling law, the success of this correlation over a

large range of (d/D) values is quite striking.

Hydrodynamic pressure fluctuations due to the turbulent pipe flow

were-measured and found to be unlmportanI.-compared to the acoustic

pressure levels downstream of the restriction, for values of_

(d/D) < 1/3 . For the 50.8 mm orifice, the hydrodynamic pressure fluc-

tuatlons were most important at low flowrates, but affected only the

(0,0) mode. The rig background noise was much higher than the level

of the hydrodynamic pressure fluctuations, and became significant for

large (d/D) .

_4
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Cha_ter 4

ACOUSTiC ENERGY PROPAGAT/ON IN A CIRCULAR DUCT

CONTAINING AN AXISYMMETRIC, SUBSONIC MEAN FLOW

4.1 Previous Work.

The development of concepts of_anctexp__essions for_acoustic energy

prop@gatlon inside ducts have in.general followed J:he development of

similan expressions for acoustic pro_agatlon in-an unbounded medium.

The _lassical expressions for the acoustic energy flux and.acoustlc

energydenslty in the case of an initially uniform and motionless

medium are

J-- - p'_' (4-1a)
S

and

1 P'2+ 1 po_, 2_s = _ 2 2" (4-1b)

Po%

respectively_ ..InEqns. (4-i), p' is-the perturbation pressure, _'

is the perturbation velocity, 0° is the density of the undisturbed

medium, and a is the adiabatic speed of sound in the medium. _.Theo

instantaneou_ quantities _s and Js satisfy the special form of the

thermodynamic energy equation, I

s + div Ts ,, 0 (4-Ic) _.

when heat conduction and viscosity effects are ignored. Eqn. (4-1c)

is satisfied up to second order in the perturbation quantities (p',_')

and can be derived by a straightforward manipulation of the s_cond-
I

order acoustic equations (the derivation is a special case of the more

• general analysis given in Section 4.2).
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The quantities in Eqn__(4-1c) have easily recognizable physical

s£gnificances. The acoustic energy flux, Js ' is the flow work term.

The acoustic energy density, _s ' consists of two-parts. In essence,

the first part is the elastic energy of the acoustic wave, and-the

second part is the kinetic energy of the acoustic_wave. The_acoustic

energy flux given by Eqn. (4-1a) is directly appllcable to acoustic

propagatio_inside ducts and has found widespread use for cases with

no mean flow. Eqn. (_-1c) contains no source terms and-_hus time,

averaging the equ__ationgives div <'_s > = 0, which is a very useful

property_ For example, the total acoustic energy radiated from a-

duct end (i.e., the acoustic energy crossing surface S2 in Fig. 25)

can be determined by measuring the acoustic energy which crosses ..........

surface S1 inside the duct. This considerably simplifies the

measurement.

An acoustic energy equation for the case-of a uniformly moving

medium can be derived using the same approach as used for the case of

a medium with no mean flow. The energy equation is the same as Eqn.

(4-1c), except that _- is modified to include the convection-of the
S

acoustic energy density by the mean flow; i.e.,

3-_ss " _sV'o + p'_'' (4-2)

This result is also a special case of the analysis in Section 4.2.

i_ Because of the simple physical interpretation of Eqn. (_-2), this
T_

energy flux will be called the physical energy flux (denoted by _ss )'--

!_ Thus, for the case of a unif_orm mean flow the acoustic energy equation

still contains no-source terms. An analysis very similar to this, but

restricted to acoustic propagation inside of constant area ducts_ has

! been presented by Eversman (1971).

i: One of the first important steps in analyzing acoustic propaga-

_i tion in a nonuniformly moving medium was made by Blockhintsev (1946). ,

He considered the case of high frequency waves where the acoustic wave-

length is short compared to the length over which substantial changes
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in the mean flow-occur, i.e., the geometric acoustics limit. The

analysis of .Blockhin_sev is basically a perturhatLion-exRansion in terms

of a wavelength--parameter_where only the lowest-order terms are

retained. In this limit the acoustic waves appear locally as plane

waves that propagate along acoustic rays_ The g_ometny of the acoustic

rays.ls given by the solution_of the eikonal equation, and the varia-

tion of amplltude along the ray is given by an equation which

Blockhintsevcalls "the law of_conservation of the average energy in.

geometrical acoustics." This equation has the form of_an energy equa-

tion, and the ener_ydensity and energy flux agree with Eqns. (4-1) for

the case of no mean flow. Howeven, the energy density and energy flux

defined by Blockhintsev donor reduce_ in the limit of a uniform mean

flow, to those quantities derived fromthe thermodynamic energy equation,

_s and _P . This leads to the conclusion that £he "energy flux"s

defined by Blockhintsev is not the physical energy flux, but rather a

[ particular flux that is conserved in the geometric acoustics limit.
This last point has been amplified by Bretherton and Garrett (1969),

and by Hayes (1968). Bretherton and Garrett, utilizing a-Lagrangian

description of the fluid motion and Hamilton's principle (following the

approach of Whitham (1965)), showed that a quantity they called "wave

action density" is conserved in the geometric acoustics limit, whereas

wave energy is no_. Bretherton and GarTett define wave action density

as E = _s/_' , where _ is the acoustic ene=gy density (Eqn. (4-1b))

and _' is the intrlnsic frequency o£ the wave, i.e_ the frequency as

measuregby an observer moving_Ith the mean flow. This quantity

satisfies a conservation equation, i.e.,

+ ally(c-Z)- 0 . (4-3)

In Eqn. (4-3) _- a _ + V , where _ is a unit vector in the direc-
O O

, tion of the acoustic velocity _' . Multiplication of the wave action

density by the circular frequency, _ (a constant), leaves Eqn. (4-3)

unchanged. Blockhintsev's result is obtained simply by setting

E = U_s/_' in Eqn. (4-3).
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Hayes (1968) derived this result in an entirely different manner.

He showed.that for-/sentropic acoustic fluctuations in a nonunlformly

moving medium, the p_=_u_a_ion equations can be manipulated to yield

2 Vo-'

Poao

(4-4)

r ffii/a C_oa/_p) s , evaluated at the mean flow conditions. This equa-

tion, which is only sta_ed in final form by Hayes,_was derived indepen-

dently during the course-of the present investigation. It was later

found that Haye_had presented this result_in h/s 1968 paper. Eqn.

(4-4) is accurate to 0(_ 2) , an& contains only the flrst-order

perturbation quantities. The left-hand side-of Eqn. (4-4) is identical

to the result derived previously for a uniformly moving _edlum

(Eqns. (4-2) and (4-1b)). However, for a nonuniformly moving medium,

the rlght-hand side is no longer equal Co zero. The tex_s on the

right-hand side of Eqn. (4-4) are normally referred to as source term_s,

although this separation into rlght-hand and left-hand sldes-ls some-

what arbitrary. Due to the physical interpretatlon of the terms on the

left-hand side, as discussed earller, and the fact that the right-hand

side cannot be expressed as a-simple divergence term_ this view seems

approprlaEe. For the-cases of zero mean flow and un/formmean flow,

the source terms in EqR (4-45 are zero-and the resulting equation-

agrees with Eqns. (4-1) and (4-2).

Hayes evaAuates Eqn. (4-4) in the geometric acoustics limit. He

then adds an expression to each side of Eqn. (4-4) in order to cancel

the source terms. The resulting_equatlon can then be written in--the

form of Eqn. (4-3), which is the result obtained by Blockhintsev and

by Bretherton and Garrett. Various other investigators (Gulraud, 1964;

Cantrell and Hart, 1964; Ryshov and Schefter, 1962; and Morfrey, 1971a)
!

have also obtained results similar to those discussed above. However,

these analyses will not be discussed in detail here. A convenient form

I •
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o_the Bloekhintsev type energy flux is giyen by Cantrell and Hart

,_ (1964) as

--, _ _ _ p,2
P _

= -- +p_p'v + (Vo'V')v + v° 2 (Vo'V")Vo
%% a

o (_-5)

Equatio_ (4-5) will be used in the remainder of thi_cha_ter when

discussin_B_ockhintsev type energy fluxes, and is denoted 5y j--B fors

clarity.

A-number_of investlgators_ha_eapp!ied the BloekhinEsev type

energy analysis to acoustic propagation inside of ducts with flow.

Morfey (1971b) considered the case of a uniform axial flow in a con-.

stant area duct. Candel (1975) considered propagation is acoustic ducts

of slowly varying cross section+ In his analysis, the mean-flow was

assumed to be uniform, at each axial station. In-principle, the

Blockhintsev type energy flux can be applied inside a duct when the

mean flow is sheared, a_ least in the high frequency limit. _he

validity of this approach for hard-walled cylindrical ducts is examined

later in this chapter.

M_hring (1971) has developed acoustic energy quantities for the

...... case of a parallel sheared mean flow in a constant area duct. He used

a-conservation equation derived from Seliger and Whitham's (196_) form

of Hamilton's principle. There is no restriction tO high frequencies

o_low values of mean shear. The energy flux derived by Mohring is a

conserved quantity for all conditions and reduc@s to the Blockbintsev

energy flux for high frequencies and low values of the mean shear.

To summarize, there have been basically two appro&ches f_xllowed-in

defining acoustic energy quantities. The fivs_ approach uses the _:

thermodynamic energy equation and equations of motion to derive an

acoustic energy equation. The acoustic energy density and acoustic

energy flux defined by this approach are appealing, because of the
!

direct physical interpretation of the expressions. Bowever, the

acoustic energy equatlon developed from the thermodynamic energy
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equation contain_source te_ms in-the ge_eral case of a nonuniformly
!

i moving medium,_and thus the tlme-averaged energy_flux is noC diver- -
genre free.

, Imthe second apprQach, expressions whic_ fulfill a conservation .......... "
i

equation, i.e., an energy equation without sounce-_erms, are sought.

Normally such an equation-applies only t_ refrain classes of pr_o_lems,

For.example. the Blockhintsev--flux is-a conserved quantity only in the

geometric acoustics limit, and Mohring's-resulr applies only to duct._-

with aperallel shear flow. Although the flux def/ned by such an equa-

tion is _ conserved qu_ntlty_hls flux i& not always the thermodynamic

energy flow associated with th_acoustic perturbation. This dlstinc-

tionshould be kept in mind-when considering acoustic energy flux

expressions developed from a conservation equation apDroach.

The research presented in-_his chapter examines two aspects of

acoustic energy flow i_ ducts containing a mean flow with axisymmetric

nonuniformity. The £irst of these concerns the applicability of

energy flux expressions based on the thermodynamic energy equation

(Eversman, 1971; Ryshov and Shefter_ 1962; and Guiraud, 1964) to the

case of a parallel sheared mean flow in a duct. This energy flux

(Eqn. (4-2)) has been thought to be applicable only to cases with very

low mean shear, because it does not reduce to Blockhintsev's energy

flux in the geometric acoustics limit. However, in this chapter it is

shown that the energy flux give. by Eqn. (4-2), with mino_ modifica-

tlons, is indeed a valicL-formulation for acoustic propagatio_ in a

clrcular_ constant-a_ea duct contalnlng_an axisymmetric sheared mean

flOW.

A-second aspect of the energy flux inside ducts which was examined

in the present investigation concerns the agreement between the flux

term derived by Mohri_g and _hat derived _o_ the geometric acoustics

limit, Eqn. (4-_). The Blockhintsev type flux is donserved in the

geometric acoustics limit, but for lower frequencies or high mean shear
I

the Blockhlntsev energy equatlon (4-3) would contain source terms and

thus thls flux would not be conserved. It would be useful to have a
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quantitative understanding of the conditions under which this flux is

conserved. Since the M_hringflux is conserved under all conditions,

and agrees with the Blockhintsev flux in the geometric acoustics limit,

adirec_ comparison of_these flux terms for specific cases will

indicate the importance of the source term in the Blockhintsev energy

equation.

The comparison of the M_hring and Blockhintsev energy flux terms

will also serve a second purpose. The usefulness of the M_hring

acoustic .energy flux is somewhat limited in that the flux is not def_

except for the case of a constant area duct containing a parallel

sheared mean flow_ Thus, although M_hring_s energy flux is a conserved

quantity in the duct, it is not clear how to relate this conserved

quantity to the acoustic energy that propagates-out the duct inlet or

outlet into the surrounding region..Since the Blockhintsev flux is

defined outside as well as inside the duct, a comparison of the two

energy flux quantities serves to relate_ng flux to a flux

quantity defined outside the duct.

4.2 Derivation of the Physical Energy Equation

In this section an acoustic energy equation (4-4) is derived from

the_thermodynamic energy equation. Viscous and heat conduction effects

are ignored in the analysis. A nonuniform and, in general, rotational

mea_ flow is eonsidered, bu& the entropy of the mean flow is assumed

to be constant. There is some question as to what extent the assump-

-- tions of constant entropy and rotational flow apply together, since

vorticity is normally generated as a result of viscous e£fects_ which -

-k increase the entropy locally*. However, this has been the approach
f
l.
I ,

In a long duct, where the pressure is constant across the duct at
a given section and heat transfer is sufficiently rapid, thermal equil-

, ibrium across a section may be approached. Under these conditions,

constant entropy may be a reasonable approximation. In a duct with

adiabatic walls and high subsonic mean velocities, this approximation

may be unrealistic.
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generally followe_ in analyzing acoustic propaga_on in a duct--

containing a nonuniform mean flow (Pridmore-B_owr_58; Mungur and

Plumblee, 1969_Savkar, 1971; Shankar, 1972) and, with this in mind,

will be used hera. The mean flow is assumed to be steady, although

the analysis could be_extended to include the affects of a slow varia-

tlonln the mean flow. A complete development of th_ following analysis

is given in Appendix A8. For brevity, _n!y _he essential steps are

outlined below.

The variables, are first separated into mean and perturbation

quantities, i.e., p = R + p' , etc. The perturbation is considered to .......
O

be of order _ and for the presentmay be assumed to include all.

higher-order terms, i.e., p' = EPI_+ E2P2 + ..... The continuity equa-

tion can be written as

Bp', div(p'% �po_'+ p'_') ffi 0 (4-6)Bt

after noting that div(Po%) = 0 .

Similarly, the momentum equation can be written as (neglecting

O(E 3) terms)

, _' ,) (Vo.VV' V' -(po+p)-_+ (%+P + "W o) +

Oo_"V_' �p'%'%+ Vp' " 0 (4-7)

after noting that Po% " % + VPo = 0 . Multiplying Eqn. (4-6) by

v' and adding tO Eqn. (4-7), we obtain

Po "_-tt"+ B(p'_')Bt+ _' dlv(p'_+Po_') +

(Oo+p') + + 'Vo.% +vp' - 0
(4-8)
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The thermodynamic energy equation can be written as ......................................................

p e + + dlv p e +_+ v = 0 (4-9)

when viscous, heat conduction and p.otentlalfield effects are Ignored.

Substituting in the perturbation expressions, and noting that

p,+ (ao2/_Oo0J_-pe = Poeo + h°

_-_+ div_ +v° Po + +V'div(P'Vo+pj')+

b.

(0o+p')V(Vo.V')+ Vp' + V' poV(Vo.V')+ (0o+p')V o+ +

p' dlvV = 0 (4-10)
O

accurate to 0(c2) " _s and _ are given by Eqns. (4-1b) and (4-2),

respectively. When the third team in Eqn. (4-10) is simplified by use

of Eqn. (4-8), one obtains

p

_s__ _i - -
_P+ vP.v+ p'dlvv + '(_'.V_) 0

t + dlv Po o o o Pov " =
(4-11)

This equation is accurate to 0(c2) , and thus p' and p' are

needed to second-order acc_zracy. Howevcr_ note that the mean flow

continuity equation can be expressed as

-- +--_Vp • V - 0 (4-t2)Po div V° o o
a

o

Using Eqn. (4-12) and the equation of state p' = f(p') accurate to

second order, the terms involving p' and p' can be combined, result-

ing in
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_s -- _, (r-l) ,2 (4-4)-_-+ div_ - - _o_' • (Vvo) • 2 P div V°
Oaoo

accurate to O(e2). The equation is instantaneously satisfied by the

flrst-order perturbation quan£ities. Eqn. (4-4) is the equation presen-

ted.by Hayes (1968), as discussed in Section 4.1. When this equation is

specialized to the case of a uniform mean flow, the source terms (the

rlght-hand side) become zero. For the case of no mean velocity, Eqns.

(4-1) are recovered.

Time-averaging Eqn. (4-4) gives

div < =PJs> = < - PoT' " (_) " _' (F-l)2P'2 div Vo > (4-13)

Poao

This result will be applied to the case of acoustic propagation inside a

duct containing a nonuniform mean flow in the following section.

4.3 Application of the Physical Energy Equation to Acoustic Propagation

Inside Ducts

The time-averaged physical energy equation derived in the previous

section will be applied tc acoustic propagation inside a hard-walled cir-

cular duct. The geometry being considered is shown in Fig. 3. The mean

flow is assumed to be an axlsyLmmetric parallel shear flow, i.e., V° =

Uo(r)e z. As a result, the source term in Eqn. (4-13) simplifies to

< - 0oUrUz(dUo/dr) > . Integrating Eqn. (4-13) over the duct volume be-

I tween two different axial sections zI and z2, we obtain

f f'f< JP > ds I " < , , o

s Sz IZl -" zI _S - P°UrUz -_- > dsdz (4-14)

where JP
Sz is the component of the physical energy flux vector _n the

axial direction and ds denotes the different!_=! e!cr.en'tof duct cross-

sectional area.

The integrals on the right-hand ant left-hand sides of Eqn. (4-14)

will be evaluated separately.

J
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4.3.1 Evaluatlon.of /_I < JP > ds
Js s z

The left-hand side Of Eqn. (&-14) will now be evaluated. The de-'
)

tails of this calculation are given in Appendix AS. We have

S _- Z

z 2Poao 64-15)

' etc., were given in Chapter 2 asi The solution forms for p', ur,

E'n"'"'-"°"]p' = Re (r,8)

i- r
:t(_at-kz_-._z)1), u.'° 2RELY=r m,n mn (r,8) e ,etc.

Substituting these expresslcns in Eqn. (4-15) and tlme-averaglng, we ob-

tain

) ,

v0o,,,,.... < jP > = i Re PmnPbc Po * Po *

sz g 2 *TVr V +T
2Poa ° mn rbc

0o,,+ -2- Vzmn Zbc b

We also have

i _--T
V - (4-17a)
rmn %(_-kz Uo)

_P
uul

i r_--T

V0 - %(_-k z Uo ) (4-17b)

and

k P _P_dUo
z

Br dr
V " mn _ (4-17c)

zmn %(_-k uo) %(__kzmUo)_mn

where P is given bymn

Pmn = Cmn cos(me +_mn ) Rmn(r) (4-18)
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Substituting Eq_. (:,i=) in=o Eqns. (4-17) and using these expressions

in Eqn. (4-16) the £ollowing resuLt-is ob=alned, when < JP > is inte-, s_

grated across the duct cross section.-

_r2 c_ CmnCmc coS(_mc-*mn) flt IRmn "

-- -- m2R R k k R R _X-- 7 |JXd_,
dr + mn mc + .mn mc mn mc + ar ar

T2V. K y2r2K K Kmn-Kmc y4K2 K2mn mc nm mc mc ran

-- dR dR r_

kmnRmn mc dM -- mn dM

_ k c½c
K=

T2K n mc y2K c mn

dR

+ mc mn mc dr I 2rdr cos(kmc-k mn ) z (4-19)
Kmc y2K2mc

The summation is assumed to extend over all cu_on modes, and the expres-

sion has been nondimensionalized using 4

kz ao U

-- __ Km ,,,k-nM
r = _ ffi mn M m O _ (i- ) ,

r ' kmn _ ' a ' n
o o

tot
o -- t0z

y = _ and z =
s a
o o

The original summation over four indices in Eqn. (4-16) has been re-

duced to a sumnmtlon ove_ three.indices by virtue o_ the orthogonality

properties of the cosine functions. The terms multiplied by M/2 are the

expansion of < _s > Uo' and the last two terms in the integral are rela-

ted to < p'u' •. Tile terms for which c = n are independen= of z,z

while the terms for which c _ n have a cosine dependence on z add an

amplitude which is related to the difference in phase angle between the

(m,n) and (m,c) modes.

When the integrated flux f < JP >ds is substituted into Eqn.
Js sz

(4-14), the terms for which n = c will cancel out, as these terms are

Indep_._ndentof z, Thus it proves convenient to break the integrated
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0

acoustic energy flux into two parts. The part for which .n = c will be
I

designated by

We thus h_ve ..........

sz

4.3.2 Evaluation of _P

The part of the integrated acoustic energy flux which is independent

of the axial coordinate_ z, will now be examined. Collecting the terms

in Eqn. (4-19) for which n = c, we have

-rl I .P°a° _ mndo mn mn mn

• ,(-Tf-,,_, mn= d7 d7 _ _2
y4K4mn - --_ yK_--2_-- + mn_mn

dR
mn dM

R

_ mn dr-- dr 2_d_ (4-21)

I _,2K2nln
J

--a--p_ P associated wi_h.where is given by Eqn. (2-8). fhe portion of 2ms a

_. the convection of < _s > by the mean flow can be simplified by an inte-

gratlon by parts. We have

M I d dr 1 mn

_1 _ t-'dr" = -L MR -- dr- dr- dr r-d_K2 mn dr K2
mn mn (4-22)

as the contr'.butions from the end points vanish by virtue of the boundary

conditions on R n. _,e first integral on the right-hand sldf; can be re-

written by use of the differential equation for Rmn (Eqn. (2-3)). When

this result is substituted bock into Eqn. (4-21), the followlng result is

ob tained.

[
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L

dRmn__M

+:- ::: Ef:il;+ +-+-+
(,q

7 74v4,. 2rdr (4-23)

express/on _a P is-actually the total energy flow in the direct
The

P

tlorLof the duct axis. The-contrlbution-of _ b to the total energy flow

is cancelled by the source--term in the physical energy equatlon_ as will.

be shown in Section 4.3.5. When dM/dr is set to zero in Eqns_ (_4_-23),

_: reduces to the time-averaged energy flow derived .by Eversman- (19.71).

For convenience in later work, the acoustic energy flow will be expressed

as

z_ _ro__Z__ _ <,-_.,
Poao m,n mn

where the phy_i.c_al..._energy weighting function is given by

dR=dM dRmn dM

1 k R2 1 + + 2EWFmnP= + ..... 2rd_"

mn y2K2mn y4Kmn (4- b)

This expression is called an energy weighting function because it relates

the wall acoustic pressure _evel to acoustio energy flow in the direction

of the pipe axis.

4.3.3 Evaluation of _

The part of the Integrated acoustic energy flux which is a function

of z will now be examined. Collecting the terms in Eqn. (4-19) for

which n @ c and noting that the summations over n and c both have
"Zb P

the
same upper bound, _-b can be manipulated to yield
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co. I0{ lo CmnCmc (_mc-_mn) -- -- --

0oao m,n c<rt 2(l+Cm) c°s(kmc-k M mcRmn

• -- m2R R k k R R dr dr "dr/
+ dr dr + mn mc + mn mc mn mc +

y2KmcKmn y2r2KmnKmC KmnKmc 4 2 2Z=K_c
dR

R d_n

k R d--m'cdMdr _ _-IdM--7_ _ 1- 2. 2 - _ ---"_-'--I+ + R R
_J

dR dR
mc dM mn dl_

R R

mn dr dr mc dr dr 2r--dr'...... (4-25)

y2K2 y2K2
mc mn

The part of the integrand-multlplied by M can again be simplified by an

integration by parts and utilization of the dif£eren_ial equation for the

mode-shape functions R and. R . The final result ismn mc

P _r2" _ E CmnCmc c°S(_mc'@mn)c°s(kmc-kmn)z x
• _b = Poa---_m,n c<n 2(1+E m)

,{E, d
dR

me dM

E + E:-,,..+,,..- 2kmcM kmckmnM2 1 mn dr dr mn me

_ --2K2 + y2K-_ - 2K2
ran---- mc mc

R m____n_nd__M_MM mn mc dM

_ mc dr dr dr dr "dr" ----+ y2K2 + y4K2 K2 2rdr (4-26)
mc llln Inn lllc

m_

" f0
For the case of M cons t we have i RmnRmc

= r dr = 0, and thus

_b _P 0 for this condition• However, for arbitrary M(r), _Pb is not

equal to zero.
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Lz 2___/s dU
4.3J_.--Evaluation of < , , o

i - %UrUz -_{"> ds-dz_....
The integral on the rlght-hand side of Eqn. (4-14) will now be eval- o

uated. Again, considering only cuto_ modes (for which k is. real),_mn

" we have, using Eqns. (4-17),L

r z _ Re 0o(_-k z Uo) (m-k U )o o
mn zbc

_ ar dr- (4-27)

Po(_-kzbcUO)

Applying Eqn. (4-18) and Integratlng over the duct cross section, we ob-

tain

< u1ut > o Z mn mc
r z -_-] 0oa----_m,n 2(1 + £m)

x

oI cSmc dF dr dr dr _d?' ....
t - 2rdr sin(kmc - %n ) z (4-28)

roy KmcKmn r 73K K2
o mn mc

Note that the terms for which n = c have disappeared in the time average.

Integrating over z and noting that the summations ovur n and c have

the same upper bound, we can combine terms to obtain

_s ( dUO_ a° _r2 c<_n C C c°S(_mc-#mn)me
;2 <u'.,• -po ds dz - o mn

r z -_-rI -_0-- 0oao in,n - 2(1 +era) x
dR dR

z2 l Lc dr dr mn mn dr dr

mn mc dM mc mn dM

d_" dr- "dr" dr- dr" "dr-" - -
- - 2rdr (4-29)

(k -k )y4K K2 (k -k )_4K K2me mn mn mc mn m¢ m¢ mn

6O
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4.3• 5 Substitution L_to the I_tegr_ated Form of the Time-Averaged

Physical Energy Equation

The .expressions evaluated in_ the previous subsections will-.now-be

substituted into the in_erg/ated-form of the physical energy equation

-(4-14). Noting _hat is independent of._ z, Eqn, (4-14) reduces to

_b dUo_ a•Po -_Tr_]< u'u'r.z> ds o_ dz
•J Zl,- S.'

Using Eqns. (4-26) and (4-29), we obtain

0- - Z
%a° I zl

dR

+ .!m c (i- mn dr d7 kmn

dR

- (i - 2k--mnM+kmn,cM2)}2K2 .. "c mndr d_d--Mi ----
72K2 2rdr (4-30)

mc mn

Now, in general, the terms in Eqn. (4-30) are not linearly dependent and

thus each term must vanish independently. Therefore, the integral in

Eqn• (4-30) must vanish for any set of propagating modes R n and Rmc,

provided c _ n Thus the source term < ' ' dUo• - OoUrUz-a- _- > cancels with the
P

cross-mode flux P b' and in so doing presents an orthogonality property

for the eigenfunctions Rmn and Rmc. Although the orthogonality rela-

tionship is by no means simple and involves the eigenvalues kmn and

kmc as well as derivatives of the eigenfunctions Rmn and Rmc, it 1
could be of use in further developing the mathematical properties of the !I

eigenvalue equation (2-3). ]
1
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Thus the application-of the Rhysical energy equation to the-case of

acoustic propagation inside a circular duct haa._shown that_a time-aueraged

energy flux of the type presented by Eversman, Ryshov and Shefter--and by

Guiraud, i.e., _ _ < p'_' > + < _s > %' can be extended to the case

of a-duct containing a sheared mean flow___The =oral acoustic energy flow..............

down the duct, _a'P is the sum of =he integrated-flux _Ps for each

mode consldered_s_parately. Furthermore, the source term in the physical

energy equation is zerowhen each_mode is considered separately, and is

_pPonly nonzero for cross-mode terms, in which case it cancels with b '

giving the physically satisfying result that the croSs-mode terms do not

enter into the energy flow expression.

4.& Acoustic Energy Flow Expressions Based on the Conservation Equation s

of Blockhintsev and M_hring

In this section acoustic energy flow expressions-based on the work of

Blockhintsev and _hring will be derived for the case of an axisymmetric,

_ sheared mean flow in a circular pipe.

The Blockhintsev type energy flux is given by Eqn. (4-5). Special-
I

izing this expression to the case under consideration, the axial acoustic

energy flux can be written as

,, <jB> <p'u'>_1+.2>+.(_--<u'2>+<p,2>.}C4-_l>
B

._ his nergy flux across the duct eros section in the same

!1 "s ec t ionmanner as in the previous , we obtain

B wr 2 . C C cos(_ -O ) 1 k Rf .... o- _ _ mn mc mc mn f _ mc mc

s z oo ,.,n_ • o [ k .c
dRc dM-I /. dRmn dM\ / dRmc dM\

- --_ T_- l_Z+s ) s,...... -- R-- -27---_e_! _ K= ,r2K'- /_ m= "yK2 ]
'"__J _ % mn /i mc I

!

+. R_= 12n? cos(_.-_n) ; (4-3_)
Details are given in ._ppendix A9.
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Again, the integrated p_ower flow can.be separated into two p__arts,_B a
-- B

and _ bB, where _a B is independent of z--and _b has-a-coal_e de-

pendence oft z. The results are

--f01 M + kmn" R2 (4-33a)a Qoao m,n

,rK=
and

/--

bB%%° .10" -} .c
X

2_- 2. c dr mn dr " mn
Y Kmc Kmn

The equivalent energy flow expressions based on the work of Ftdh_Ing

will now be derived. In his-1971 paper, _fdhring presents an acoustic

energy flux, derived from his conservation principle, for the case of a......

two-dimenslonal duct containing a sheared mean flow_ The acoustic energy

flow can be divided into two parts. The first part, _M a ' is the sum

of the energy flows for each mode interacting only with itself. This

part of the acoustic energy flow is independent of the axial coordinate,

FMz. The second part of the acoustic energy flow, b' contains the

cross-mode terms and has a cosine dependence on z. When the results of

: _fdhring's analysis are rederived for the case of a circular duct, the

following expressions are obtained.

dR

.... P,,, + mn -2 4-
%a ° n 'Y Kmn (4-34a)
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and .....

2

T, i -
- cos z

Compa_ln_ Eqns_ (4-33a) and (4--34a), and-(4-33b) and (4-34b), it is

seen that the term&-not. _nvoLving derivatives o£ the mean flow profile are

the.same fort the Blockhintsev and _/6hring fluxes. Thus these expression&

reduce to the same limit for a uniform flow. Furthermore, the coefficient

of the terms .linear in dM/d[ in the B1ockhlntsev acoustic_energy flow

.-_i_( M2[ __2 --2k_
the-propor tlonal/ty

constant of M_hr/ng Is simply i/y . Thus these terms also-agree closely

for low--speed mean flow (M << I). For sufficiently high reduced frequency,

y, the terms linear in dM/dr are negllglble_ The Blockhlntsev energy

flow expressions also contain a term quadratic in the derivative of the

mean flow profile, with a coefficient proportional to M/74. Thus these

terms are also negligible for high values of 7_ and the Blockhintsev ex-

pressions reduce to the results of _f6hrlng for sufficiently high frequency

and low mean shear.

The total acoustic energy flow defined by M_hring, _ aM-+ _M, must

be conserved for-acoustic propagation inside a hard-walled duct. _M is
a

independent of [. However, _ M_b is-a sum of terms each of which has a

cosine dependence on _. Thus, for the total energy flow to be constant

at all z,
We require _b = 0. For this to be true in general, the in--

tegral In-Eqn. (4-34b) must equal zero. This is an-orthogonality condi-

tion for the elgenfunctlons Rmn and Rmc. Although it is considerably

_';" simpler than the orthogonallty condition derived from the physical energy

equation, the expression still contains the eigenvalues and derivatives

of the eigenfunctlons.
!

The total acoustic energy flow calculated from the Blockhlntsev flux

expression is conserved in the geometric acoustics limit, i.e., for suf-

ficiently high frequoncy and low mean shear, and agrees with the Mohring
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energy £1ux in this limit. However, the extent tcL which the Block_lint- i

sev flux. reduces to the M_hring flux, i.e.__ the extent to which-the geo-

metric-acoustlcs ]_mit is valid, also depends-on-the behavior of th_

, eigenfunctions_ In order-Co quantitatively assess-the conditions under

which the Blockhintsev energy flux is a conserved quantity, the values

! of the_/n_egrals containing

2

M2 dM M ld"

2..d_ - and

must be compared-to the values of the other-lntegrals in the Blackhintsev

flux. Since analytical solutions for- Rmn are not-available for_general

M(r--), this comparison must be done uslng.numerical techniques.

Following the approach used for the physical energy flux, the M_hring

and Blockhintsev energy flow exp_rgsslons can be written as

B = o -p2 EWF (4-35a)

Poao m_n mn m_n

where the Mohring and Blockhlntsev. __nergy weighting functions are given

by dR

0 kmn R2 mn d7 dr ----i M _ 72K4 2rdr (4-35b)
• EWFmM'n= I m_.... mn

dR

. R _ _
" + + M2 - 72K4

inn

In the next section, the M_hring and Blockhintsev energy weighting

functions are numerically evaluated to determine the frequency and flow-

rate range over which they give essentially the same results. This de-

fines the validity of the geometric acoustics limit.
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4.5 Numerical Results

This section presents numerical results J_or the energy weighting

functions developed in the previous sections. The objectives of the

numerical study were (i) to gain._uantitsti_e information on the flowrate

and frequency range over which.the Blockhintse_.and_6hrin& energy flow

expressions give essentially the same result, and _(ii) to examine th_ ...............

accuracy with which the energy flow can be approximated-by the use of a

uniform mean flow (slug flow*) assumption. The calculations are_consid-

erably simplified by this assumption, since the energ_ weighting functions

are given by analytical expressions for the slug flow case._ To_facili-

tate companisons, the energy weighting functions for the (0,0), (i,0),

(2,0), and (0,i) modes were calculated for the case of a one-seventh

power mean fl_profile_ (M(_) - _ax(1-_) lIT)- , representative of tur-

bulent pipe flow. The frequency range from mode cuton to y = 20 and

mean flows with centerline Mach numbers up to 0.9 were covered in the

calculations.

4.5.1 Numerical Technique

In order to evaluate the energy weighting functions, the radial mode

shape function, Rmn, and the axial wavenumber, kmn' must be determined. $

The differential equation for the mode shape function, Eqn. (2-3), is

dR R = 0
(i- M)2J

with the hard-wall boundary condition dR/dr = 0 at r = i. Eqn .....(2-3)

is an eigenvalue equation whlch_ for given values of y, m and M(r),

has solutions only for particular values of k. The elgenvalue k ap-

pears in the parameter (l-kM) as well as in the standard position for

a Sturm Llouville type equation. The eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are

real for propagating modes, for the case of a hard-walled duct.

The differential equation was solved by an iterative technique. An

initial estimate for the eigenvalue, kes t, was substituted into the

_le slug flow approximation is a constant Mach number profile (M(r) =
constant) which has the same f]owrate, when integrated across the duct

cross-sectional area, as that obtained for the i/Tth power mean flow profile.
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(I -kM) terms. We then have a Sturm Liouville type system. The equation

was finlte-dlfferenced in sell-adJoint form (see Dahlquist and BJorck,

1974), using an evenly spaced mesh and a second-order, accurate numerical

scheme. Normally,_512 mesh..polnts were used across the duct radius

(r = 0 to i). The Choleski decomposition (see Hornbeck, 1975) was then

applied to the system, resulting.ln a matrix equatlon of the form

<A i) ° o. Theelgenvalueofthlss  emnearestto 2est was.......
then found, and the system--iterated to converggnce. Normally only two

or three iterations were necessary for a reasonably good first estimate

of the elgenvalue.

A¢ter the mode shape function R andaxial wavenumber k weremn mn

determined, the energy weighting functlons-.derived from the physical

energy equation (4-24b) and the Mohr%ng and Blockhintsev energy flow ex-

pressions (Eqns. (4-35b) and (4-35c)) were calculated. Each term in the

energy weighting function was integrated separately, to allow a comparison

. of the relative importance of the different terms. A Romberg (see Hornbeck,

1975) integration scheme was used for evaluation of the integrals. Details

of the numerical analysis are given in Appendix AIO, where the computer

program, MODE, and a sample of the c,,tput are listed.

4.5.2 Comparison of Blockhlntsev and M_hrln_ Engr_y Weighting Functions

The results of the numerical calculation showed a remarkable agree-

ment between the values of the Blockhlntsev and M_hrlng energy weighting

O functions. Representative values of the differences between EW_ and

EWFM are given in Table i. For the (0,0) mode, the differences were

always less than 0.03% fo= the full f-equency and Mach number range cov-

ered. For the higher modes, the differences between the Mohrlng and

i Blockhlntsev energy weighting functions were greatest at values of 7

close to cutoff. The largest differences observed in all the cases for
t

which calculations were made was 5% for the (i,0) mode at y - 2,

Mma x = 0.9, kl0 _ 0.096. For the same value of 7 with &ax " 0.5,

this difference was reduced to 1%. The largest difference observed for

the (2,0) mode was 3% at y " 3.5, Max = 0.9, k20 - 0.155. In gen-

eral, the (I,0) and (2,0) modes showed similar behavior for the dif-

ferences between the values of the Blockhln_sev and Mohrlng energy
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welghling functions. For both of these modes, at values of 7 greater

than twice the zero mean flow cutoff frequency, the difference was less

than 1% for the M = 0.9 case and less than 0.1% for the M - 0.5
max

case. For the highest values of 7 the differences approached those

found for the (0_0) mode.

The differences between the values of the Blockhintsev and Mohring

energy weighting functions were much less significant for the (0,I)

mode than for the other higher modes. The largest difference for all the

(0,i) mode calculations was .........0.7% at 7 = 4, Mma _ = 0.9, kol = 0.0513.

The differences between the two energy weighting functions were also cor-

respondingly smaller for larger values of Y.

The higher modes displayed the tyre of behavior expected for the com-

parison between the_6hring and Blockhintsev energy weightirg functions,

i.e., good agreement at high frequencies and poorer agreument closer to

_:_ cutoff. The closer agreement near cutoff for the (0,i) mode than for

P ROl(?)._ the (i,0) and (2,0) modes is due to the fact that changes

: sign across the duct radius, while _0 and R20 do not. The dominant

term of the two additional terms in the Blockhintsev energy weighting

function is the one containing

dR

M2R ran dM

mnd¥ d?

for the higher modes with a one-seventh power mean flow profile. At

values of 7 near cutoff,

M2 dRm__nd..M.M

is ai_ays positive across the duct radius, for these three modes. Thus

the contributions to this integral for R01 positive and R01 negative

nearly cancel, giving m'_ch better agreement between the _6hring and Block-

hintsev energy weighting functions for the (0,1) mode than for the

(i,0) and (2,0) modes.

A more surprising result is that the (0,0) mode Blockhintsev and

Mohring energy welgh_ing functions agree almost uniformly for low as well

as high frequency. This can be explained by noting that both add_tlonal

terms in the Blockhlntsev energy weighting function involve
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dR
i mn dM

• 72 dr.'.., d_

These terms are insignificant for large values__f _, as expected.

Examining these terms for lower values of y, we flnd_that as y de-

creases, dR00/dr also decreases. Since mode shape changes due to mean

shear are mainly a high frequenc X effect, R00(_) approaches its uniform

mean flow shape (a constant) for low values of _.. Thus these two ef-

fects cancel, and the additional terms in the Blockhlntsev energy weight-

ing function are unimportant in the (0,0) mode case for the full range

of parameters studied.

4.5.3 General Characteristics of the _6hrln_ Ener_ Weighting Functions

and Comparison to Slug Flow Apprc:Lmations

The calculated values of the _6hring energy weighting function, for

the case of a i/7 power mean flow profile, are shown in Figs.-26a, b, c,

and d. The values obtained using the slug flow approximation are also

shown. In order to compare the effect of different prefile shapes, the

energy weighting functions were also calculated for a laminar flow profile

(M(_) = Mmax(l-_2)), with Mma x chosen tO produce the same flowrate as

that obtained for the M = 0.i i/Tth power profile case.max

Although only the Mohring energy weighzing functions will be dis-

cussed in detail in this subsection, the physical energy weigktlng func-

tions display similar characteristics. The values of the Mohrlng and

physical energy weighting functions are compared in Subsection 4.5.4.

Detailed results are presented in tabular form in Appendix All.

Referring to Fig. 26a it is seen that, at low values of _, .......the

(0,0) mode energy weighting functions are slightly higher than those

obtained with the slug flow approximation. This difference increases as

mean flow Mach number increases. The values of the (0,0) mode energy
t

weighting function fall off rapidly with increasing y, due to mean flow

refraction effects which decrease the acoustic pressure in the central

region of the pipe. These refractive effects increase w_th increase of

frequency, for a given mean flow profile. The energy weighting functions

fall off more rapidly, with increasing frequency, for higher mean flow

Mach numbers. The effect of the mean shear is quite substantial. Even
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in the Mma x = 0.i case, the i/7th power--profile reduces the energy

weighting function hy approximately 50% aa....._ = 20. A comparison of the

laminar flow profile results to the l_Jth power profile, Mma x = 0.i_

case shows that the laminar fiow profile share _rodu=es an_.ven qreater

change from the uniform flow results than that produced by the i/7th

power profile.

The Mohring energy weighting functions for the (I,O) and (2,0)

modes are shown in Fig@. 23b-and -c_The behavior of the energy weighting ....

functions for the (i,0) and (2,0) modes_is very similar to that for

the (0,0) mode. The agreement with the uniform mean flow assumption is

very good at-_values of y near cutoff, but the actual, energy weiEhting

functions fall far below the uniform flow approximations as y increases.

Again, the laminar flow profile shows a stronger effect than the equiva-

lent i/7th power profile.

The calculated values of the Mohrlng energy weighting function for

the (0,1) mode agree well with the uniform flow approximations near cut-

off, but lie substantially above these curves for higher value_of y,

in contrast to the behavior of the other three modes. The reason for this

is that the mode shape function gO1 attains its highest values (approxi-

mately 2.5) in the central region of the pipe, where the mean flow Math

number is also the highest. The mode shape function gO1 is affected

little by the mean shear, at high frequencies, compared-to the other three

l_odes. Thus, as k01 inereases,_for frequencies higher above cutoff, tbe

integralof " 2 becomesmuchlargerthantheequivalentB

" integral for the slug flow approximation. The convected energy term,

_i/( I --i.e., the integral of MR -koiM), also displays this same effect.

_-: In order to check if refractive effects eventually reduced the ex-

tremely high values obtained for the (0,i) mode energy weighting func_

t:ions, the calculations for the M = 0.5 case were extended up to amax

value of y = 40 (see inset, Fig. 25d). It was found _hat the e,Aergy

weighting function reached a peak at around y = 20, and decreased for

higher y. For the laminar flow ease, the (0,i) mode energy weighting

funct4on reached a maximum at approximately y - 15. The laminar flow

profile in general produces stronger refractive effects than the one-

seventh power profile.
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4.5.4 Comparison of the Mohrln B and Physical Energy Weighting Functions

ReRresentative values of the M_hring and physical energy weighting

functions are compared inTable 2. In all cases shown, the M_hring energy

weighting function is larger-than the physical energy weighting function.

The differences are greater for higher Mach numbers, and for a Eiven.Mach

_ number the differences are smallest for the higher modes near cutoff.

For the higher modes, as- y increases, the differences (on a per-cent

basis) approach those found for the (0,0) mode.

The behavior described above can be explained by noting that the dom-

_ inant terms in the M_hring_energy weighting function are the same as those

in the physical energy weighting function, but multiplied by i/(i -kM).

The axial wavenumber, k, was positive for all cases shown in.Table 2.

Thus the factor i/(i -kM) is always greater than i, and is larger for

higher values of the Mach number. In the higher mode cases shcwn-ln

Table 2, _ is small for values of y near cutoff and increases with

increasing y, approaching the values of k found for the (0,0) mode

at high y. Thus the behavior of the factor i/(I -kM) explains why,

for the higher modes, the differences between the M_hring and physical

enezgy weighting functions are small for values of y near cutoff, and

on a per-cent basis approach those found for the (0,0) mode at high Y.

The large differences between the physical and _6hri_g energy weight-

ing functions _alse the question of which flux expression is the approp-

riate definition of acoustic energy flow. The utility of a particular

definition.depends on the application in mind. For exsmple, suppose we

are interested-ln the total acoustic energy propagating out of a duct

inlet, as shown in ?ig. 25. If the mean-velocity is negligible at dis-

tances far from the 4uc£ inlet, the Blockhintsev flux reduces to the actual

acoustic enerBy < p'v' > crossing surface S2. Then, at least in the

high frequency limit, a measurement of the Mbhrlng/Blockhlntsev energy flux

' crossing surface $i inside the duct can be substituted for the measure-

ment at S2. If the physical energy flux definition were used in this

case, the source term in the physical energy equation would have to be

evaluated over the region which lles between SI and S2, and a simple

measurement across SI would not suffice to determine the acoustic energy

crossing surface S2. Thus the Blockhintsev approach is clearly more
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use£ul in this case. However, although the Blockhintsev flux is more

useful in the above example, we believe that the physically appropriate

tlme-averaged acoustic energy crossing surface S1 is not the M_hring/

Blockhintsev flux, but rather the physical energy flux.. If this view-

point is accepted, the conclusion must be drawn that acoustic energy i&

not conserved in a general nonuniformlv moving medium. Since even the

Blockhlntsev flux is not conserved except for the high frequency limit

(geometric acoustics), this viewpoint seems appropriate. The analysis of

Section 4._ then leads to the conclusion that not only is the _ohring

flux conserved for acoustic propagation in a constant area duct containing

a parallel sheared mean flow, but the physical energy flux is also con_

served. This is discussed in detail in Subsection 4.3.2.

4.5.5 Importance of the Terms Containin_ dM/dr in the M_hrin$ and

Physical Energy Weight in_ Functions

The M_hrlng, Blockhintsev and physical energy weighting functions

(Eqns. (4-35b,-35c, and -24b)) would be simplified substantially if the

terms involving derivatives of the mean flow were neglected. This sec-

tion examines the accuracy of such an assumption.

The percentage contributions of the terms contai1_ing dM/d_ to the

physical and Mohrlng energy weighting functions are shown in Table 3.

For the (0,0) mode, these terms never contribute more than 2% to the

M_hring energy weighting function and 3% to the physical energy weight-

ing function, even for Math numbers up to 0.9. In the Mma x 0.5 case,

the shear terms never contribute_ _ore than 1% to the (0,0) mode energy

welgh_ing functions. The contribution_ of the mean shear were approximately

ten times as large fo_ the laminar flow profile case as for the equivalent

flowrate i/Tth power profile case.

For the higher modes, the contributions of the terms involving dM/dr

were most important near cutoff. The importance of these terms gradually

decreased with increasing frequency, approaching the percentage level con-

tributions found for the (0,0) mode at high frequencies. In all the

cases for which calculations were made, the highest percentage contribu-

tions were for the (i,0) mode at y - 2, M = 0.9. The terms Involv-
max

l_g dM/dr contributed 10% to the M_hring energy weighting function and
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14% to th_ physical energy weighting function in this case. The contribu-

tions to tile (0,i) mode were much smaller tha_.to the (i,0) and (2,0)

modes, which is explained by the fact the R01 changes sign across the

duct radius, while RI0 and R20 do not. Thus the dM/dr term cancels

to a certain extent when the (0,I.) mode integral is evaluated. This

does not happen for the (i,0) and (2,0) modes.

- Compared to the large effect that the introduc£ion of mean shear has

on the energy weighting functions, a_ displayed in Fig. 26, the con£rlbu-

tlons of the terms which contain dM/dr explicitly are relatively small.

The addition of mean shear changes the value of the energy weighting func-

tions principally through changes in the mode shape function, l%us the

physlcal energy weighting function and the Mohrlng and Blockhlntsev energy

kmn R2 2rdr (4-36a)EWFP = +

m,n (i nM mn

EWFM = EW_ fl M kmn R2 2[d[

m,n m,n ....(l-in (i- )3o mn

(4-365)

with little error, except very near the mode cutoff frequency.

4.5.6 Orthogonality of the Mode Shape Function

In order to numerically check the orthogonality expressions derived

from the physical energy equation and M_hring's conservation equation

(the integrals in Eqns. (4-30) and (4-35b)), these integrals were evalua-

ted numerically for two typical cases. In addition, the Blockhlntsev

cross-mode energy weighting function (i.e., the integral in Eqn. (4-335))

was also evaluated. This cross-mode energy weighting function should ap-

proach zero in the geometric acoustics limit.

The first case considered was that of the (0,0) and (0,I) modes,

for a lamlnar flow profile with M ffi0.3 and y = 5. The calculated
max

values of the integrals in the physical energy equation and M_hrlng ortho-

gonality relationships were less than 4 x ]0-6, which is smaller than

the uncertainty associated with the numerical integration. The Blockhlnt-

sev cross-mode flux was only slightly larger than the integrated value of

the DZhring orthogonality relationship.

Details are given in Appendix AI0.
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The same functions were also evaluated for a one-seventh power pro-

file with M - 0.5 and "l"= 5. The values of the orthogonallty rela-max

tionshiRs were again within the uncertainty of the numerical integration.

The Blockhlntsev cross-mode energy welghtlng functlon-was also negligible

in this case.

Thus the numerical results verified the orthogonallty properties de-

rived earlier in this chapter, and also showed that the Blockhintsev

cross-mode fluxwas approximately zero for these typical cases.

4.6 Summary

Two types of acoustic energy flow relationships have been examined

for the case of acoustic propagation inside a_clrcular duct containing a

sheared mean flow. The first type of acoustic energy flow expression is

derived from the _hermodynamlc energy equation, while the second type is

derived from conservation equations presented by Blockhlntsev and Mohrlng.

In the case of a nonunlformly moving medium, the acoustic energy

equation derived from the thermodynamic energy equation in geDeral con-

rains source terms. For this reason, applications of the acoustic energy

flow derived from the thermodynamic energy equation to propagation inside

ducts have been criticized as being applicable only to flows witl very

I small shear. In the present research, this type of energy flow expression

has been found to be generally applicable to acoustic propagation inside

a constant area du_.-contalnlng a nonuniform mean flow, with no restriction

to the case of small shear. The source term in the acoustic energy equa-

tion combines wlth the mross-mode flux term to present an orthogonali_y

relationship for the radiaLmod_ shape functions Rmn and Emc. The

acoustic energy flow de_eloped from the thermodynamic energy equation is

called the physical energy flow, because of its interpretation as the sum

of the flow work of the acoustic wave and the acoustic energy density con-

\vected by the mean flow, i.e., < p'v' > + < _s > "

The energy flow expressions derived from the work of Blockhlntsev and

M_hring satisfy conservation equations, i.e., energy equations with no

source terms, but these energy flow expressions are not necessarily the

thermodynamic energy associated with the acoustic wave. The energy flux

defined by Blockhlntsev is a conserved quantity only in the geometric
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acoustics limit, where the wavelength is short compared to the distance

over which substantial changes in the mean flow-occur. M_hring's energy

flow is a conserved cLuantity for the case of a constan_ area duct contain-

ing a parallel shear flow, and reduces t_o the Blockhintsev resulzLfor

sufficiently high frequency. Since the M_hring energy flux is not defined

in general outside of the duct, the usefulness of his resulC is-somewhat

limited. However, a comparison of the /_hring and Blockhintse_energy

flow expressions inside the duct not only allows one to assess the validity

of the geometric acoustics limit in this particular case, but also relates

the M_hring flux to anacoustlc energy flux defined outsid_ the duct.

The M_hring and Blockhintsev acoustic energy flow expressions were

compared for the case of a circular duct containing a one-seventh power

mean flow profile, with Mach numbers up to 0.9. Themgreement between

the two acoustic energy flows for the (0,0) mode was extremely good_ver

the whole frequency and flowrate range, although the Blockhintsev analysis

is essentially a high frequency limit. The surprisingly good agreement at

low frequencies is due to the fact that the (0,0) mode shape function

is affected very little by mean shear at low frequencies.

The agreement bweteen the Mohring and Blockhintsev energy flows for

the higher modes was poorest at frequencies very close to cutoff. However,

the largest difference observed between the M_hrlng and Blockhintsev--

energy flows was only-5%, for the (1,0) mode at 7 equal to 2, with a

centerline Mach number of 0.9.. At higher frequencies--the differences be-

tween the Blockhlntsev a Ld Mohring energy flo_s approached those found

for the (0,0) mode. Thus, for energy flow calculations, the geometric

acoustic_ limit appears to be valid for duct propagation over a very w_de

range of frequencies, even for cases with very highly sheared mean flow.

The energy weighting functions for the one-seventh power mean flow I'i

profile were compared to approximate values oStalned assuming a uniform

flow profile with the same overall flowrate. The agreement was very good

for the (0,0) mode at low frequencies and for the higher modes very

_ close to cutoff. However, for higher frequencies the agreement was much
worse. The (0,0), (i,0) and (2,0) mode acoustic energy flows (normal-

ized by the wall acoustic pressure) were much lower than the uniform flow

approximations, due to mean flow refractive effects, which increased with
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frequency. However, for the (0,I) mode, the actual acoustic energy

flow became muchlarser than the uniform flow aRp_roximatlon, as the fre-

quency increased beyond cutoff. A_very high freq_encle_, refracLive

effects began to dominate, lowering the normalized acoustic energy flow.

The exact acoustic energy flow exRressions are-fairly compl_cated

for the case of acoustic propasalion inside a pipe containing a sheared

I: mean flow. However, it was found that under, a wide range of conditions

these expressions can.be simplified cons/derably, with the apRr_xlmation .....

causing llttle loss in accuracy .......

i-
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Chapter 5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Conclusions

•. Two new experimental techniques have been developed for-separating

acoustic waves propagating inside circular duc_a into the acoustic duct"

modes. The instantaneous technique_uses four wall-mounted microphones

to separate the first three_acoustic duct modes_ the (0,0) , (i,0) ,

and (2,0) modes, below the frequency atwhich the fourth mode starts

propagating. The time averaged technique uses only three microphones

to separate the first three acoustic duct modes, but requires-the

additional assumption that the modes be uncorrelated. Comparison of

the results of the two techniques shows that this is in fact the case_

for the type of noise source examined in this study. Both techniques

can in principle be extended to measure a greater number of modes.

•. Downstream modal pressure spectra (200-6000 Hz frequency range)

were measured for noise generated_by flow through coaxial restrictions

in a 97 mm pipe. Four orlfice_ (12.7, 19.0, 31.8, and 50.8 mm

diameters) and three nozzles (a 3.18 mm diameter nozzle and 16.2 mm

diameter nozzles with throat length-to-diameter ratios of 1 and 8) were

tested_ at exit Jet Mach numbers ranging from 0.15 to slightly super-

critical flow.

The shape of the frequency spectrum was found to be scaled by _he

frequency ratio, f = _= Ui__D
r _St aod " fr is the ratio of two non-

dimensional frequencies: (i) _,.the nondimensional frequency govern-

ing acoustic propagation inside ducts, and (li) St, the Strouhal

number, which scales the Jet noise spectrum shape. The experimental

results showed that the higher modes dominate the pressure spectrum

above their cutoff frequencies for low values of fr ( < 3) , while all

modes are of approximately equal streng=h for higher values of fr "

This result is related to the behavior of the large-scale flow struc-

tures in the region of the Jet near the nozzle exit.
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,. The measured modal pressure spectra were converted to acoustic-

power spectra and integrated to determine overall downstream acoustic

power. The acoustic efficiency levels(sound power normalized by Jet

kinetic energy flow) were plotted vs. Mi , the Indlca_ed Math number

of the Jet that issues from the orifice or nozzle. The acoustic ......

efficiencles were of the same order of magnitude as for the free Jet

case.

The acoustic efficiency levels for the 19_0 mm orifice and 16.2 mm

i_. nozzles agreed closely, indicating ve=y similar noise generation char-

acteristics for nozzles and orifices when the comparison is made usingorifice vena contracta and nozzle exit plane conditions.

The acoustic efficiency increased with the ratio of orifice to

pipe diameter, (_I, for constant M_ When...theefficiency levels

/d_2 _ t
/ !

were dlvided by the area ratio, t_ ) , he data for the 12.7 and
19.0 mm orifices collapsed onto a single curve,

= 3.47 x 10-4 MS "6 . The daL- the 31.8 and 50.8 mm orifices(d/D)T l

fell somewhat below that for the smaller orifices oh this plot. This

is believed to be caused by the increased effect of the confining pipe-

wall on the hydrodynamic behavior of the Jet, for larger (!!so The3.18-mm nozzle data, when efficiency was divided by , foil

somewhat below that for the 12_/ and 19.0 mm orifices. This is

belleve_ to have been caused by the neglect of the acoustic energy above

6000 Hz.

........An approximate acoustic power measurement, which used one wall-

mounted microphone and assumed that the to_al signal measured by the

microphone was that of a plane wave, was compare4 to the exact acoustic

power measurement. The one-mlcrophone technique typically produced a

sound power level approximately 1.5 dB above the exact value.

•- Acoustic energy flow expressions were developed for the case of a

circular, constant-area, hard-walled duct containing a parallel sheared

mean flow• Three different formulations were examined: (i) energy flow

expressions derived from the thermodynamic energy equation, (ii) energy
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flow expressions-derived from the conservation equation o£Blockhintsev,

i.e., the geometric acoustics limit, and (ill) energy flow expressions

derived from the conservation principle of Mohring.

The acoustic energy flux derived from the thermodynamic energy

equation consists of tw_ terms. The first term is the flow work

( < p'_' >) of the acoustic wave and the second is the convection o£

the_acoustic energy density by the mean flow__ This flux is conserved

for the case of a hard-walled duct containing a parallel sheared mean

flow, but is not conserved in a general nonunlformly moving medium..

The energy flux expressions derived from the results of

Blockhlntsev and MShring agree for high fr&quenc_,_s and low mean shear,

i.e., in the geometric acoustics limit. The M_hrlng flux i_ a conserved

quantity for all frequency and flowrate conditions, while the

Blockhintsev flux is conserved only i_ the geometric acoustics limit .......

Thus a comparision of the values of these two energy flux expressions

defines the validity of the _eometric acoustics limit.

The values of the (0,0) , (i,0) , (2,0) and (0,i) mode

Blockhintsev and M_hring energy flux expressions were compared for a

i/7 th power mean flow profile with centerline Mach numbers up to 0.9.

For the (0,0) mode, the difference between these two energy flow

expressions was uniformly small for low andhlgh frequency. For the
i

higher modes, the differences were greatest at the frequencies near cut-

off and approached those seen for the (0,0) mode at higher frequen-

cies. The general validity of the geometric acoustics limit was

remarkable.

The values of the energy flux expressions calculated f_r sheared

mean flow profiles were compared to approximate values obtained by

assuming a slug flow profile with the same overall flowrate. The

agreement was very poor, except for the (0,0) mode at low frequencies

and the higher modes very close to their cutoff frequencies.

The acoustic energy flow analysis based on the thermodynamic energy

equation and on the results of Mohring both resulted in orthogonality

• properties for the elgenfunctions of the radial mode shape equation.
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These could he of use in further developing the mathematical properties

of this eigenvalue equation.

5.2 Recon_endatlons

.. The approximate scallng law suggested in the present investigation,

(d/D)_ = f(M i) is a potentially very _seful result. In orde= to
further substantiate thls_result, experiments with a greater number of

restricti_,, sizes should be made. Increasing the_ frequency range over

which the measurements are made would also improve the_confidence in

this resul_. The mode separation techniques could be extended to

separate a greater number of modes, thus allowing measurements over a

wider frequency range.

•. The present research considered only circular shaped restrictions

mounted concentrically in the pipe. For these types of restrictions

the higher mode nodal diameters varied randomly. As an extension of the '

present research the behavior of nonclrcular restrictions could be

examined. In particular, two issues are of interest: (i) do the higher

mode nodal diameters have a preferred direction for noncircular restric-

tions, and (li) can .the acoustic power output of nonclrcular restrictions

be correlated in .the same manner as the results for circular obstructions?

•. The experimental result_ of the present investigation show that in........

most cases the (0,I) mode dies off rapidly above its cutoff frequency,

in contrast to the behavior of the (i,0) , (2,0) and (3,0) modes.

- It would be interesting to see if the behavior of the (i,I) and (2,1)

modes is similar to that of the (0,I) mode. The (i,I) and (2,1)

_ modes could be examined by simply measuring the spectra with the instan-

m taneous mode separation technique over a wider_frequency range. The
I

(i,i) mode would combine with the (i,0) mode and the (2,1) mode

would combine with the (2,0) mode. If the (i,i) and (2,1) modes

also die off rapidly above their cutoff frequencies, this may indicate

that the _odes with the nodal circles (i.e., (m,n) modes with n > 0)

are less important than the (m,O) modes.
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•. The extent to which _he hlgheKacoustic duct .,odes contribute to

the noise transmitted throug5 the plpewall is influenced strongly by

the flexibility of the pipe to these particular modes. The present

research indicates that the higher modes may make a significant contri-

bution to the noise transmitted through the pipewall. Further research

on the pipewall vibration caused by the higher acoustic duct modes and ....

th_ far field noise resulting from such _Ipewall vibration might

clarify this issue ......

•. The Mohring and Blockhintsev acoustic energy flow expressions give

essentially the same results for the case of a hard-walled duct contain-

_ ing a parallel shear flow. However, in many practical applications the

duct walls are acoustically treated. Thus a similar comparision for the

case of a duct with acoustically treated walls would be useful.
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Table 1

Accuracy ef Geometric Acoustics Limit

for i/7 th Power Mean Flow Profile,

Tabulated Values are (EWFB - EwFM)/EWF M

in Per Cent

(0,0) Mode (i,0) Mode

' ' i _ !

= 0.5 M = 0.9 M = 0.5 M _ 0.9
Y i_Imax max max max, 1

0.5 0.002 0.018 21 1.23 5.05
!

6 0.002 0.022 4 i 0.092 0.70

I0 0.002 0.026 i_ I 0.006 0.06

20 I 0.002 0.029 201 0.003 0.03

....... (2,0) Mode (0,i) Mode

y M = 0.5 M - 0.9 'f Mma x 0.5 Mma x 0.9i max max

3.5 i 0.63 2.95 4 0.18 0.68

I
6 I O.087 0.68 6 O.040 O.25

lO i 0,014 0,15 l0 0.009 0.0720 0,004 0.04 20 0.002 0.017
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Table 2

A Comparison of the Mohring and Physical Energy Weighting Functions

for i/7 th Power Mean Flow Profiles

(0 0) Mode

M _ 0.i M _ 0.5 M _ 0.9
max max maxY

EWFM EWFP EWFM EWFP EWFM EWFP

0.5 1.168 ].080 1.995 1.413 3.086 1.765

6 1.061 .9825 1.525 1.088 2.244 1.305

i0 .9113 .8447 1.075 .7787 1.501 .8955

20 .5732 .5340 .5544 .4117 •7333 .4566

(I 0) Mode

M _ 0.i M = 0.5 M = 0.9
max max max

7

EWFM EWF_ EWFM EWFp EWF M EWFP

2 .2945 .2902 .4462 .4347 .6657 .6503

4 .6985 .6556 1.035 .7978 1.422 .9705

i0 .7042 .6556 .,9259 .6813 1.292 .7921

20 .5315 .4957 .5467 .4066 .7237 .4519

(2,0) Mode

M z 0.i M = 0.5 M = 0.9
max , max _ax

7 EW_ EWF P EWFM EWFP EWFM EWF P

3.5 •2985 •2908 .4126 .3843 •5732 .5289

6 .5399 .5088 ,7659 .6018 1.024 .7210

i0 .5733 .5362 .7805 .5863 1.070 .6841

20 •4830 •4513 •5278 •3943 •6988 •4397

(0 i) Mode

b-e • l

= 0.I M = 0.5 M = 0.9
'"' Mmax max max

p_ . . EWFM EWF P EWFM EWF P EWFM EWFP
l!
l_ 4 •3089 .3042 •5450 •5300 .8711 •8480
l

l_, 6 .8742 .8224 1.257 1.001 1.626 1.190

i0 i.163 1.077 2.046 1.481 2.749 i.679

20 1,832 I.684 3,760 2.618 4.841 2.741
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Tab] e 3

Percentage Contributions of the Terms Containing (dM/d_)

to the Total Values of EWF P and EWF_'"

(0,0) Mode

1/7 Power Profile 1/7 Power Profile 1/7 Power Profile l.ani.Flow Profile

I Max- 0.9  ax" 0.5 " 0.i " 0.163
_6hr'ing Physical Mohring Physical M'6hring Physical M'6h'ring Physical
Flux Flux Flux Flux Flux Flux Flux Flux

0.5 1.80 2.42 0.61 0.85 0.03 0.04 0.44 0.65

6 1.97 2.65 0.66 0.92 0.03 0.04 0.43 0.62

i0 2.13 2.85 0.71 0.98 0.03 0.04 0.36 0.53

20 2,09 2.79 0,70 0.97 0.03 0.05 0,20 0.29
I

(1.0) Mode

I
2 l 9.78 13.64 7.84 11.08 2.01 2.96 9.39 13.28

I
4 I 5.50 7.12 2.36 3.22 0,27 0.39 1.47 2.11

i0 1 2.58 3.40 0.90 1.24 0.06 0.09 0.42 O. 60
I

20 I 2.11 2.81 0.71 0.99 0.04 0.05 0.20 0.29
i

(2,0) Mode

3.5 l 7.14 9.98 5.09 7.22 1.07 1.57 4.64 6.68

6 4.64 6.12 2.05 2.82 0.24 O.35 i.15 i.65

I0 3.00 3.95 1.12 1.54 0.i0 0.14 0.50 0.72

20 2.16 2.88 0.74 1.03 0.04 0.06 0.21 0.30

(0,i) Mode
l .

4 ].81 2.72 1.59 2.40 0.53 0.80 -0.16 -0.09

l 6 0.88 1.63 0.52 0.89 0.I0 0.]5 -0.22 -0.22

i0 0.15 0.51 0.ii 0.24 0.03 0.04 -0.17 -0.22

i20 0.02 0.13 0.01 0.04 0.003 0.005 -0.04 -0.05
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Fig. 3. Duet geometry and coordinate system.
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Flg. 4.. Line diagram of [nstrumerttation for the instantaneous
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Fig. 6. Modal pressure spectra measured with the time-averaged
mode separation technique using 64 ensembles (light

line). Output of the instantaneous technique (heavy

llne) shown for comparison.
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t Fig. 7. N,oda_ pressure spectra measured with the time-averaged mode

i separation technique using 25b ensembles (light line). Out-

put of the instantaneous technique (heavy line) shown for
compdr] SOil.
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Fig. 8. Photograph of experimental apparatus.
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Fig. 9. Photograph of microphone assembly.

Fig. i0. Photograph showin_ microphones mounted in the pipe.
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Fig. 12. Typical modal pressure spectra for a high value of the frequency

ratio, fr = 7.42. (d/D)- 0.131, Mi : 1.08, f_t- 5290 Hz.
--_--- (0,0) mode, (i,0) mode,_ (2;)0 mode.
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ii Fig. 13. A comparison of two sets of modal pressure spectra with MlOiely

• matching frequency ratio. Light llne: (d/D) = 0.327,

0.149, fr = 0.455, f t : 325 Hz. Heavy llne: (d/D) _. 23,

Mt " 0.225, fr " 0.42_, fst = 305 Hz.
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Fig. 14. A com0arlson of two sets of modal pressure spectra with closely

matching frequency ratio. Light llne: (d/D) - 0.196, M -

0.755, fr " 3.65, fSt : 2610 Hz. Heavy line: (d/D) : _.131,

MI - 0.499, fr r 3.72, fSt " 2660 Hz.
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Fig. 15. Typical modal pressure spectra for the 3.18 mm diameter nozzle.

(d/D) - 0.033, M i - 0.75, f - 21.8.
(0,0) mode, (_,0) mode, = (2,0) mode.
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Fig. 16. Modal power spectra calculated us:Lng the modal pressure spectra
shown in Fig. ii. (0,0) mode, (I,0) mode,

,(2,0) mode, _ (3,0) mode.
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Fig. 17. Overall noJse generation efflciency plotted as a function
• o; ,letindicated Hech number.
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Fig. 18. Overall no:l.st, generation e_flciPncy divided by area ratio

plotted ns a function of Jet indicated Math number.
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Fig. 19. ModaZ pressure spectra illustrating the relative levels of acoustic
and hydrodynamic pressure fluctuations at the measurement station.

(0,0) mode, - . (1,0) mode, _- (2,0) mode.
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'7O
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5O l,, J

I 2 $ 4 5 8 KHZ

Fig. 20. Modal pressure spectra measured 2.2 meters downstream of the

restriction. Note dip in the (I,0) mode at 2500 Xz and in the
(2,0) mode at 5000 Nz.

(0,0)mode, (i,0)mode, ; (2,0)mode.
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(0,0) Mode (I,0) Mode (2.0) Mode

Fig. 21. Cross-sectional pressure patterns for the first three acoustic

duct modes. Dashed lines indicate type of pipe wall vibration
caused by each mode.
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Fig. 22. Modal pressure spectra measured 2.36 meters downstream of the

restriction with stiffened pipe configuration. Experlmental

conditions (Mi and (d/D)) are identical to those for Fig. 20.
• (0,0) mode, (i,O) mode,. = (2,0) mode.
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Fig. 23a. Modal pressure spectra measured upstream of the outlet plenum
(2.2 meters downstream of the restriction). Experimental con-

ditions ((d/D) and Mi) are identical to those for Fig. 23b.
---E>-_ (0,0) mode, .... (I,0) mode,---_ (2,0) mode.

70 _I

| sO
I t .

]i 4o

300 , z , 5
FREQUENCY {kHI)

Fig. 23b. Modal pressure spectra measured in the downstream no-flow zone.
Experimental conditions ((d/D) and Mi are identical to those

for Flg. 23a.----O--_(0,0) mode, .... (i,0) mode,
(2,0) mode.
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Fig. 24. Proposed modification to outlet plenum section of

experimental apparatus.
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Fig. 25. Schemath: of possible surfacea for measurement f_r

a¢:ousti¢'energy flow from duct end.
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Mmu 1/7th POWER SLUG FLOWPROFILE APPROX.

0.1 00.3 --'-- ----,,-
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Fig. 26a. (0,0) mode energy welghtlng functions for sheared mean flow
profiles and comparison to slug flow approximations.
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FiR. 26b. (I,0) mode energy weightlng functions for sheared mean flow
profiles and comparison to slur flow approximations.
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Mmex 1/7th POWER SLUG FLOWPROFILE APPROX.

O I0.3 .....

0.5 _ ....3- 0.7 .....
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EwF2,o
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0 5 I0 15 20
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Fig. 26c. (2,0) mode energy weighting functions for sheared mean flow
profiles and comparison to slug flow approxtraattons.
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0 5 I0 15 20
_r 0

Y= a'_"
Fig. 26d. (0,i) mode energy welghtlng functions for sheared mean flow

profiles and compacison to slug flow approxlm_tlons
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, Appendix AI

• COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR THE MODE SEPARATION TECHNIQUES

The pmograms ix:this appendix are Fortran-programs written for use

with the Hewlett-Packard HP-2100A computer,

A1. i. Program PIPE

The computer program PIPE ph=forms an on-line spectral analysis of_

an analogue input signal using digital spectral analysis techniques.

The program is usually run ftom a remote teletype terminal located near

the experimental apparatus. The plotted spectrum is displayed on the

oscilloscope plotter. Results are printed on the line printer and stored

on digital magnetic-tape•

The program operates in an interactive fashion, with the computer

stopping and asking for input and. control variables at various points in

the execution. The definitions of the input variables are included in

the program listing on the following page•
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AI.I. L1stln8 of PIPE
e

FTNtk
_NU_AM PIPb

C 2/3t77
Eo KENbCME!_

C
C IHlb P_U_KAM U_8 1_k M_T_UU _F *V_A_kU Pk. IUUUG_._5 TU D_IEN_IN_ T.E

, C PUnbK SPeCTrUM UF A M|CHUPHUN_ _I_AL. TM_ _PEGI'NUM Ib OI_PLAYEU UN |M_
C U_G[LLU_UP_ PLQIIILI,(, PARAMkII:.N_ &P_NAL H_U_T8 ANb _TUREU. UN MAG TAPE,
C
C |NPUT |S| M_CRUPMONE 5XGNAL _NTU A/O CHANNEE tb
C UK= MAG _AP_ PRUDUCEU BY: P_UUNAM UowOY_ (7/_17E)
C
C _UIE8 P_UG_AM PAKAME1EH_ A_UM_ I_PUI MILHUPHU|_E _GNAL Z$

AMPLITUDE _CALEU U¥ AMP_E_H _ECllU_ UF U&K _U|O,

TTV COMMUNICATION 1_ PHUMPIEO AT _IAILMbNT_,.a b, 6, 10, .1_, t?e tit, ?=q,

OUTPUT I_8 _I-'+.Gi_UM U_ _CILLOSGU¥_ PLUTTEH
C UUGUM_NTAlIUN-UN Ll-r_ P_TEN
C PANA_ETERAND _E_U_T_ _IUNA_= U_ MAG TAPE
C
¢

_FkuL_bJ
_IMLt,_IU,_ IUA1EC_O},LAL_O),LIN_L_U),ntaO_a),IPT_LaOOO3,_MIKEtaO_|
UkMct_eLU_ TCUEF(tU_J,IT_F(t_),_A_E_tUJm..LIYC25b)eYDUt2'_b)
UIMENS_UIW LT_NE_(_)e_T[MEh(_}
b_ _ALb,wC_ L_FLL)_ICUEF(|)_B{I),IPI_t_))_L_MIKE(I)_CMIKE(t))
_Wu,VALb_b (IbFt_bUOJ_/.IY_t))_t/_F{SUOUJ_YUU(|))
_WuIVALb,_CL _ALP_I(I),IT_(;))_(IA(3UJI_Ab_;(I))

C
C UbI_.M_¢L UAIA ACUUl_I11UN MUUE 8 bbl PANAMblbN_L. FUH IMZ8 HUN
C ZbAw = FLA_ FUR DATA A_UUI_II_UN NuU_

G UAIb & CU_E_I_ A_E FU_ UU_U_bN1_TLU_
C NMUU_ = NAULA_ MbU_ NUF,_N
C MMUUE = C|_CUMFL_ENT|AL MUD_ NUMUEH
C bALN = Uu LEVE_ UP b&K _u|O "MLTE_ ZEHU"
C NLHb. = NUmUEN UP PLN_UUOGNAM AVENA_[b I_ BE MAUL
G

nHllb Ll,b)
FU_MAI_I_wPUT tFLU_Y$ TAPbt FI_E _,_)

G NUIk= o o IN#_LVLUU_ FUNMAT.-_TAIE_LNT 1= fly "=Ekk = 8YMB06
N=AU _t,k) LFLLE

n./lk (l,b)
b FU.MAT{elYPE ,|o FUk UATA TU Uk A[WUI.kU H_Ak TL2qE BY AL_ 8YSTEMn#
lenoeo o.|o FUN UATA TU UE NLAU PNUM MAG lkP[onJ

IF LI_Aw._l,u) _U 1U 15
flMllk tl,Lv)

tg FUN_AT&/"/NPU18 UA-_E t A klhE UF Gt'_M_NI_ FU_ IH|8 RUN"/
!i'= _"_.v.| _IS/II"I

5* 4/W iN. NULZLE_ UELPLPM i 3.g _N_ H_Ue bg IN, DU_N_iN_AMo')
NbAU (l,ll) IUAlk,|k

;'" |1 PUNMAI LCUA_eIp¢UA_)

,, |_ FU_MATL/IMINPUi$ MMUDE_ NMUUE_ UA_N_ NE_SU,')
N_AU _|,_) MMUU_pNMU_EeGA_NeN_N_

" bU IU tO

"1
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t_ _AU (_Dtl) IUAT_,|A
_A_ L_e|b) MHUULw_UDEo_AIN

n_Zl_ LIe|?) JUAIEw%AeMNUUbp_U_pSA%N
t( FU_A| L_L_UA_,I]_n(D_L$t"Iw,ILsw) MUUEnfSXpWGALNtWoF§.Lt n UU"t

L/mlVP_ L_ °lvbh_U°. ")
_I:.A_ LLwl) NbN_.. •

2v Gu_11_
C

C _NITLAL_ZE EN_kMBLE CUUNTLR _b" & 8E_ PARAMETER8
U_U = Uk_unlDl. PU_ UbE IN _Pb_l_k P_U1 (_l)

C £5_K....=-PEkIUU UP U[5[T_L SAMPLZNb _A|L L_IGHU-SEC_)
G I_NP :. bO :>. _0 KHZ
C NU_N_ = r,_L_uER UF POZNT8 PEN-_TA bbT
C AP_H = bASIC bA_PLE LENgtH (,.3,kC.)
C F_EU = bPbC[NAL _LSULUTION (H_IHA_HUNIC)
C N_P = _U_E_ UF PUI_T_ OUIA_NEU bf AIU,._Y_TE_
C NF_ = AIU CHAN_b_ _b
C" _LA_[L" AUUb UOCU_NTATIUN TU _IA _
C

U_U = IU,_=I,5
_b_P _ 50

kO_b = dOg_
APL_ = P_UAltN_INSJe|,E-_eFLUATtISHP]
FN_U = I,IAP_R
k_*X = F_U*FLUAtLN_LN$1_)

_FC = 1_ _ _UUB
C
C
C .A_,I_ING DATA nXNDUW hXLL _E U_EU IU 1APCR HICNOPHUNE 8AMPLESo
C IH_ FuLLUw/_G _IArkM_NT8 CU_PUTE TH_ _EI_HT_N_ GUEFFXC_ENT_ ....
C 1Pun = _II_U_ PU_EH CUHRECT]UN FAC1UR
¢

PL = _,l_lb_tb5
N_ULF = NOIN_I_
IPLm : Oo
UU _O LzL_NGU_F
fCO_Ftl) a 0.5_ - U._b*CO=(P|*KLOA[(_-IJltO=3,_

50 1PUb = IPUh 9 ICULP(%)**_
IPUn = _,*IPU_

C
C l_U GU_f{ECT_UIv FACTUN5 AHE NEEOEU TU CA_CULAI¢ SPECTRA FNOM
C DAIA bk_PL_$,
C m_U_ _V_A_LLE_ FF1 UUTPU1,
C CNCI CUMPcr_AIE5 FUR F_CIUH8 |NTkUUUCkO _Y T,_ MUUE SEPARATION
C IcCH_I_Ub,
C ,_

C
C TU CU_E_vE _0_I_ _1U_ _TCUEF _ U_ UISC
C

CA_ LXECtI?,IFTK,ILf_,I$1Z)
CA_L bXLC(_pZ_TCOEFt_O_O_LFIK_O|

C
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I

C.
C. ;NLIIALLL_ "n M A_NAY FUN PF£ 8 81UN_ Oh U;aC

UALL /PFllnt_OqEwU)
LALL EXE_e_w_e_Oqbe|F]K_|b}

G
C

C IN/TIALIZE AM_R._ -THlS AHkAY _LL. CUNTAIN GUHNENT PSU AVERAGE
C AMI_ = NUNMAL1LEU MA_NIIUUL _UAHE LPEAK) UF _PECIRA.
C a_ ¥ULT_**2- NE| U6K _O|g

UU aU L=lwLO_
bO AMI_L_I) = O,U

C
C
C U_IAIN M_KUPMUNE _AMPL_
C NUT_ 1hat TflU DATA SET8 AHE UU|AINbD 8_WUbNTIALLY,
C GUMPL_X PFI. "_LL. TKAflSFO_M T_U UAIA 5_la aLhU_IANEUUaLY IN SAME T|M_

C
_F tIUA_.L_,O) GU TU 110

C
C
C iF IHL_ b_Af_GH LNliN_De S_1 UP AID _Y_TEM _ GET DATA
G uut Fl_bf, _bl _IA_ILNG TIM_ FHUM bY81_M O|_G FUH _ATEH CDqPUTAT_ON
C UF _FP_C|IVL AVbHAGZN_ T/ME _ (T_AN)e
C

CALL EX_LLIeLI1M_b)
q_ CALL ;_L_lTeO)

CALL Id31_il,b,'1,U,i_NP,O)
tALL Id_1_iT,_,-l,t,,r_FC,hbP, IU_eO)

C nail U_TIL uala ^_ _EAU IN
|U9 CALL IdJI_L?_I,L_IATe|LUU_

iF LJ._IATeLIeU) _U IU |U_
_ALL Ld_I_L/_U)

C iF LAb1 _N_,_LL, GET Flf_l_M llM_ FHg_ SYSTEM DISC.

C CM_R FUN AIU ILM;-NU _HNU_

*_llt ik,lVl) h_
|U| FuKMAI_LO,"(H bAMPLL _TAREN - PA_._ _NNUN UklECI_D")

_U lu _q
C CH_C_ |HAl UAIA _ _I|H|N $'|0 VULL OYNA_IC NANGE
C N_IIG_ lb _LV_ lF UV_LUAE_ PUINT5 kXCEkU LU& UF _AMPkE

I_ GALL UVLUUiI_F,_Y_NPULU,NNULU_I|..
IFtNPULCtNNULD,LI._09) _0 IO I_U
_II_I,LV_) NL,NPOLD,NNO_U

10_ FUH_A1t_SA_PL_M_I_"Ine|OXeIA, " SUVEN_UAU_,m_|Oxe|4* _ "OVE_LO AoSm)
5t_ IU i_u

C
|F 1H1_ _HANGM EN_EHLUe 5Ei DATA _NUM MA_ 1APE

C NUlL IHAI brNGHHUNIZATZUN _|GNAI, |NTkx_tAV_U nJTH MIKE 8|GNALe J_ _X_CANDEU

110 h_|IE (1,111)
111 FU_Ai(I'rvP¢ IN AVEeA_|NG lIME (SEC.)._J

_ik_ tl,*) luAH
IMLN # FLUATLNLNbul*F_OAi(N_|N_)IFLUAI_;tNPlm|,E-_
LF (T_AN.LleTMLN) 1UANuTM|N
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AM/_tiJ) m AMIK_(J) * (SNOHM*XaPY_ * A_IKb_J) o ANIKE(J))/NE
21U Cu_11NU_

C
C
C CUMPUIE £U_kNl EU[IMATE UF NU_MAkILEO 8TATI_IlCAk ENNOR

_IE_V = I.O/3_HICN_*BnD/FHE_) .
C
C CUMPUI£ _UN_ENT _,M,8, PRE$SUHE E 8PL
C THI_ MU_T _ NUH_AL.._ZED FU_ U&K _U_U

C
C _lk UUI CUrrENT VALUES UN TbRM_NA_

_N_I_ (I_bU) N_eblE_e_IE_PeU_
_U _U_MAI("AFTk_"eI3_ n ENSENUL_ _neF3e_eM/#eF_e_ee 8TATISTXGAk ERRO

_)_ _PL ="_Fb,l_ _ _M)

C TE_I =N_MUL_ CUUNTEH
NE = NL •
Ih LNE.L_.t_bN_) IF (IDA,) leO_qq

NEN3_ : Nb
C

C U_IbMMINk bFF_CIIV_ AVERA_N_ TIMEe IF NUT PH_VIOU_L¥ SPECIFIED,
C

lh LIUAW.Lb,U) _U TU bUO
TH : 111MCF_) - 111ME_)
IM = lll_ht3) - I11NEG(3J
T_ = I11M_Fl_) - 111MESl_)

IUA_ = TFtIU_. • Tb • bU.*(1H * bO,eT_)
C

C. CA_U_ATE 1HE POhb_ _PECT_A_ D_N_ITY BA_D ON _UflOm BANDWIDTH.
C

A_ASI_ = tu.*eL_IN /lO,)
UU _U IX=l_b
YUULIXJ m U.
IIY_IX) = U

_9 A_P_ILIX) m Q.
UU o_g Ixu_d_Sg
F_lix) = buug.*lIX-e§)/_eb.
FL : FNi_LIX) - Unu/_,
FU = _HviIX) * BnUI2,
NJ_ : FL/FNE_
JL = _JL
IF_hJ_-JL._T.U._) Jk • Jk_|
HJU m FUtF_G
Ju = _g_

ih_NJU*Jq,b1,U,_) JU • JU6|
ANnA • U,U
UU blg JzJl._dU

bTg ANkA : AR_A 9 AMI_E{J)
ANkA_AHEA*AMIKE(Jk)*(_J_-Jk,Oo_)mAMI&_(JU)_(JUgUo_-NJU)
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i

_AL_ b_IuPL_elPF_LI),_Pf_¢2UUU),_uOO,A_TC) .
UU b_S _Xu_e_bO

IF _IY.LT._u) _U IU b_

11YLIX) = 1_
bah _UNIANU_

C
C _Oh AUU PbEUUU-EUNN_¢IING LINb_ 80 8PECTNA P_UT APPEAN8 CONTLNUOU8
G

XYMI u 11TLIXJ - l
1_ LZY_I.LI._U) GU TU 6q5

]F (]U.G_.JYM]J UU TO bg_

6qb CUrliCUE

G
G _1_1 _PUNIAN1 PANAMETER$ ON LINE PH[_IEN

nNI1E _U./_l) IUAIE,MMOUE.NHUU_IAeNEN_B_IERk_81EEP,1BAR
nN2Tb (bel_2) APbHeFMAXeFNbW_U_U

nNLlb Lb,7_) LkI_b

&n AVE_b_U Pb_|UUUbNAH UPE_TNA$_e/t_X
|_1_" _A_P_E_ IAKEN => _UHMAL_LbU _TA[L_TL_A_ E_NUN_ z'#_P4._e"l _
_,P_.delelXeFl,_," _bC, AVbRA_INb I[MEne/)

_dd PUH_ATLI|Xtn_A_PL_ LbNG1M|",F_b,5_ _ a_C."_I_|X_MMAX[MUM PH_U_N_Y|

_I_Xe"PLUT EUUIVALENT bANUhIOTHIe,Pb. Ie " HL'e/)
1_ rUh_kl( n U_K _V|0 AMPkZP/kH tMbT¢_ ZbNUZln. Fb,l, _ UB_el_ " N.M.8. V

_ULIA_b U_ AVE_AGbU PHES_UNb _NAL|M#pb,_ M V_TS_,t_ _ FU_ 8P_ bP8
gn_Fb,d_ M Ut'_eltlt)

7dq _,_k|[" UAIA bTUhAGE| °Pl_ IAPb ! F_k_ _.14.tt w _UUK_b PNU_RAM
1| P_PE (dl_l?7) n)

C

?_b FU_hAl (M1neCbXe#F|kE _",]_,1" "t_(_At#FHEM, DB "))

1_0 FU._AT [M M)
UU l_b IX=_b

LAd = IA| • bb
IX5 = Ixd * bb

l_b nNlib (b,l_l) FNu[lXJ,YUUiIX),FH_(/;IJ,YUB(IXIJ,FRO(IXE)_
aYbULIX_).P_WLAA_}.TUULIX_)

7Zl PUkkA1 (n nt_(_Xt_,gt|XeFS,j))
nNl1_ (be/E7) FHUL_b).YUU(_6).FN_(14|J_YUB(|q_)eFHg(|96)e

_UULZ_b_

C
C UAbP_AT aP_CIHA ANU klST ON Ik_A_ If D_UIN_D,
¢

/]g PUNNAI ("IYP_ tie IF kZST|hG IB U_8_N_U ON 1ENM|NA_emt
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_w"UIH_N_lb_ IYPk °-l°"J
N_AU tLw*J LI_T

hffilk ilpl_b)
lSb PU_AI L"U"w_LUXwMFNEU. UU ")1|

Ub I_I lX#_dw6_

iX_ = IXl • 55
I_5 s IA2 • b5

131 _kll_ _1,15_] _h_(IX),YDBLIX),F_UtlXLJ,YUUilXL],FRU(IXE)_
_TUb_IXdJ,F_U_IX4)pYUUtIX3)

73_ FU_r;A1 (" ",,(_XtFb. O,IX,FS._.3)
w_ilk (1,146J F_ULeb)_YUUibbJ_FHWii_iJ_IUU(lqi),FNg(ieb]_

aTuu_lgbJ
?35 GUNIINUb

n_lIE (lel_)
I_9 PU_hA| _" TYPb _1 t TU 8TUHE OUIPU1 ON _A_ IAP_"I

GALL UbPL_-I_U#O)
LFLblU_b._W.'I) _U TO 1000

C
G _IUN_LNFUhNA|IUN UN HAG 1APE,
C
C

H_niNP 8
_FiLb = iF/Lb - 1
GALL PIA_L_NFILk_O)
n_ilb t_,T_1) IUATb

_ll_ i_l_) APE_FMAX,FNEUe6Tk_T_P
_ll_ (_7_) _NHHUtDB_GA_N_bhD_1bAK

731 FU_hAI t.UAe)

7_ FU=p|ATL" THL_ NkCUNU %NT_NTZONALkY kBFT BLANK=]
CASk bX¢C(_AMIK_O_8)
CALL _AkG(_8,ALPL_SZ_]
bNU FiLE o
_U P[Lb
N_LNU 8

C
C I.ib $EGIiUN bx118 PNUGNAN

I_UU _U_ILhU_
blOP
bhU
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AI.2. Program PIPE4

The computer program PIPE4 digitally samples three microphone out-

puts (Pw(0), Pw(_) , and Pw(_)), performs the subtractions (Pw(0) -
p

ew(Z)) and (Pw(0) - w!_)), and calculates the frequency spectra of

Pw(0), (Pw(0) - Pw(_)) and Pw(0) - Pw(_)). The spectra are displayed

on the oscilloscope plotter and stored on magnetic tape for later use.

Results are listed on the llne printer.

This program also operates in an interactive fashion and is usually

controlled from a remote teletype terminal. Input and control variables

are explained in the comment lines included in the listing.

i

i

I.
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AI.2. Listing of PIPE4

F1N,L
PXU_I_IPE_

C e/IJ/?l
C- _. K_X_CHbN
C

INLb PhU_KA_ IAKbS bIMULTAIXEUU_ bANPI.J_ UF PLU), P_qU) AND P(|UU) I U-
C FUHM |HL 11M_ AV_kAGLO SP_GI_A _¥1UJ_*d_w ¢(_[UJ " P(|80)_tt_) AhU
C c[PIVJ - PLqUJ_m*_) _EC_$AH-Y FUH IIM_ A_b_AUbU MUU_ _tPAHAT[ONe THE
C 11ML AVbA_EU UU.TPUI_ AHE _TUNbU UN_APb FOH U_E NI[.M.PIPE3, ....

C %NVUT 1_| MICHUPHONE R(0) 1NIU [HAN. [b_.-,_.{N.OJ |NTO CHAN, IT ANO
C P[_BU) |NTU CHAN. |_,
C
c
C OUTPU%...I_I SP_TKUM O,_ U_CILLU_CUP_ VLU[_E_
C UOCU_E_TATIUN ON L11_k P_I_T_N
C PA_A_|bR ANU HL_ULI_ _IUHAU_ UN _AG 1APE
C
¢

_.U_U_ ]UF(bl_J_lhlKt(_v_U,_)eAMlhbtbld_,_)

U1_bl_IO_-IDAT_C_U)eIAtqU)eLI_qbL3U.J_,tIU_),IPt_LROOO)_IFI[[(_)
UL_blU*_ ICU_FL.bI2)_%Y(_bb)eYU_L_b)eAL_Li(_)_F_U(_b)
UIM_IU_ ZTI_b(bJeLTZ_bF(b)elvPU_UL4J_ULU(3)_EMRM_JeUU(33
UI_I_bIUN H_[Kb(_O_J_C_I_ELbI_)_IPII,L13UO)

•L'_UIVAL_CL [Ib_LbI3),IIY(I))e(IU_Tbq)eA_PLT_I))

_WUIVALEt_Cb [-IUF[304_JeIP£3(IJ)e(_UF(5121)eGMIKE(I))
C
C bbl PAHA_|_U _UH T_I_ _U_
C l_lLb : _P1PE TAP_ _ FILe X _ bTUHA_E UP _bSU_T8
C DAIb _ CU_,_b_Ib ANb FUH DUCUMENTA11UN
G N_UU_ _b _bT IO _b _ FOK TH_$ PHUGHAM
C _MUUb _ _[ |U _b _ FUH TH_b _U_NA_
C _AI_I = UU L_VEL UF B&K _ bAIN _bTIIN_

_AII_ :- 13U - _AINI _ FU_ CUNblblL_GY h|lH OlH_ PHUGHAMS,
C N_bB : NU_o_ UF PENZUUO_RAH AV_KA_$ TU U_ _AOb
C

n_llb (1,_)
FU_eAiL"I_PUI 'FLONY8 TAPL t FILb NUMOEH$ FON 8TOHAGE OF_I

_"_PtU)**_>_ ctP_OJ " P([_O))**_ A_U _PtQ) " PtqO))**_ _)
C

_EAO tl,eJ IFILEtl)eIFILE(2),.1FZL_(3) .....
_/Ib LI_LQ)

|_ kU_AI.t/nLj_PU1_ DA1E,._ k kINE OF _UMM_NT8 FOR 1NI8 HUNe_

3" _l_ 1_, NULZLE, _EJ.V_FM • 3.0 IN. M_Ue bO |h. DU_48TkEAM. _)
HCAU LI,11) IUAIEelA

11 FU_At L_UA_,I,_OAz_)

I_ FUHMA|it/'INVUll UAIN|p h[N6Ue m)
:!. _AU {I_) _AINI_NEN6U

_UU[ s b
_AI_ : |3U - _A|NI

C
C I_|/IALI&E [N_LMULk CUUNTbM MN[M i a_T PAHAM[T_RI

_ C _U • BANUnlUIM FUN U_E IN 6PECTNA PLU1 tilL) i
¢ _bhV • PEH|UU OF D|G_TAE 8AMPL|NG KATE |M|_NQ-SEC,)

i ;1
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C " huLr_ s _UMU_ UP PULNI_ P_ UATA bkT
C APt_ : bAblC bA_PLL LkNGrH _S_Go)
G FN_U m bP_CIHAL flE_OLUIZUN (HL/MANMUN|G)
C hSP = NU_UE_ uf PULNT80B1A_N_O _ AIU_SY.STEM
C NFG : A/U CHA_L lb
C

_E:_
¢hU : IU,gc_l,5
la_P = il
_oINS. = LU2_
AP_k : PL_AI_INS)*t,E-b*FLUAILI§_PJ
P_L_ = LotAPLH
FMAX = PN_U*FLUATLNBLNII_)
N_, =. (£*NbIN8)*3

_ = 1_ • _Ob
C
C
C. HAMMING UATA. _I_GU_ _IL_ BE USEO TU TAP£K _¢_O@fl_NE 8AMPLEIe
C IHE FULLUnL_ U.TATEMENT$ CUMPU1E T_E _E&GHT;NG _OEFFI_|ENT8 ........

_Pun • _LNUUn PU_EK CUHNECT|ON FACTON
C

IPUh = _o
UU 5U L=I_CUEF
I_u_PCL) = U.5_ - O._6*CU$(PL_FLOA](_-|)I_|o)

50 IPU_ = IPU_ • TCUEF(¢)**_
IPu_ = 2o*IPOn

¢
8NUHM NU_HAkIZ_ EFT UUTPUTo

C

C
C TU ¢U._3kNVE MEMUHY_ 8TU_E "TCUEF w UN OZSC
C.-

GA_L LX_GL|/eLFIK_II._R_I§_Z)

C
C
¢ lNIlIA_ILE _ AHHAY PUR FFT & _|U_k ON D18C

CA_L IFF[(ne|U_eU)
GALL bXEG_@oE_O_b_|_TKe_)

C
C
C ;NI||ALI£E AHZKE, AM_KE _|_ CONTAIN CUHNEN| PSO

kVbHAbbb LK_AliV_ TU °GA|NI).
¢

UU b_ J=L_
UU _U l=l,ble

bU A_IKkLI_JJ # U.U
C
C
C UbIAIN M_¢HUPHONE _AMPLE
C huTb IHA! _nU UAtA JEtS AHE UUIAJNkU _bMUENIJ_L_Y,
C CUMPkEA FFT _LL INANSFUHM T_U UAIA SET8 b|MU_TANEUUI_Y |li lAME T|ME
C A_ bII_GLE UATA UETe

hH_1E(|_/U)
7g FUHMAT(I" NkNUB"_)XpeSTAT_ kHH,_e3Aen¢P[O)ne_)_t)Xe
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q

C
G

bbl UP AIU bY_ILM _ b_T UA.t_
UUI rabbi, _L! _IA_IING,.TI_b FHUK 8YSI_M U_bC FUH LATCH CONPUTAI[UN

C UF e_F_bCTlV_ AVLkA_LNG fLMbt, (TUAH}e

9¥ CALL l_313(7tUJ
EALL l_l_L/w-/eO-,Sel_O_wNL_}
CALL I_SL_C7_O_U_SeS)

_A_ l_3L_le_e'_e_eNeCeNbPe[BFeO)
_ALI U_/L UA.IA AHE K_AU _N

IUU _k_ l_13&7,1elblkTel_U_)
[_ L[bTA(.L],uJ _U TO |UU

¢ ;F LA31 _3b_Lk_ GET F|NIbH _IM_ FHU_ 8¥ST£_ DL_C.
ZF Lhb._W.i_N3H3 CAL_ _A_(||_111_EF3

I_LLUIblL/UF_P),bE_O) GU 1U IU_
.._,I[ LI.IVI) N_

_Ol FU_AILI_t"TH_-_AMP_ k_TA_N - PACI_5 ENffO_ O_T_CT_Oo|
bU IU 94

C 6Mb_h TflA| UAIA _S _ITHIN e-|U VUL.T UYNAMIG NANGE
C NUI_Gb i_ 5ZVb_ IF UVt_LUAUbU PUINIb LXCkLP 5S OF }AMPLE

10_ UALL UVLUU_FeNbPtNPU_e_NU_Ue_)
MVULU : _PULU(_) $ NPULU(_)• _PULU_3_
NULU : _,_ULULI) t hNO6_t_J t _U_U(3)
IVL_tVULUttCULU.LT,(Nb_I_UJJ _U 1U |$U
n_Ib(lelU_J Nb_MPU_UeNULU

|U_ FUH_AI_"_A_PLLne.I.$enI"elUAeICe" sUVbN_UAg_eweLOEe_e _ "UYEH_OAD8 _)
C

• _ b_PANAIL UAIA INIU PLUJu_MAAbLIeI)e (PLUJ-P_|_U)Ju|_IKE_,_)
C ANU LPLUJ-P_qOJJ:[_L_L(Ie_), UA]A _[_L b_ _ONVEff1_O 10 F_OAT[N6
C PUINt VuLIAUL FUHM LAIEN.

C

lelKb_kel) :.-Ik_U_1bF_t[-_Je|?71bU_Jl_
l_l_l/,_J : IMIK_L|eI_ - IANU{IB_i3nl)_|71?bOB)t4

I_U 1Mightier) u 1MIhLLIe|-) ---_ANU_IUFL3*I_|)._?/T_OU)I4
C
C CA_CU_AI_ FUU.IbH IHANSFUNM8 UF PLU)e LP.(_J-Pt|OU)) _NU tPtU)mPrtqO}}'

C
UU dSU Jul,3

C _IL_LEAVE FUN U_ AN FFTe _1UNE |N A_NA¥ mNM_K[mW AN_ CONVENT
[ 1U _UAIiN_ PU|_I VUL1A_E _UNMe
C

;d s _,I

_XhS(l_) • ;_;_E(NU|NSt_,JJ*O,VU|ES
ibu Cu_tI_u_

C
C Nb_A_ 'I_U_F _ _NUM O|_C m APP_T UAIA T&VEN

CA_ EA_G_|t_,ICOEF,_O_m, iF/KtO)

t ,_ '_
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h_r:_b = Nk
C
C UkT_KM]Nb kFFkClLVk AVE_AGIN_ T|htw IF NU1PN_VIUUUL¥ 8PLC|F[_O.
C

IH = |[]M&_(Q) - _lZNE_Lq)
IM = LI_M&F&5) - _I_ML_L_)

IF = I.IIMbFtl) - 111ME8{I)
TUAK = IFIIUO.,e Tb-e bgee(IM • bgo_IH).

C
C CAL_ULAIL-IHk PUntN bPECTRAk UEN_III.BAS_U UN wURUn BANOR|D|H. ..................
C

KEnINU e
NFIL_,=.I

_U I_VQ J=%e)
C

AbAIN = IU.Q*&GALN 110,)
UU b_O lX=Le2bb
_UULlx) = Q.
IIILLXJ = U

bqU ALPLILIX) = O.
UU bbU IA¢$_50

HJ_ = FLtFM_W
JL ; _JL
iPLNJL-JL,_1.U._) Jk • JLel

JU = kJb
IPtHJU-JU,GI,O,5J JU = JUt1 ....
AhEA = g,g

UU olu I:JL_JU

_N_A=ANLA-AHL_kLJL,J}eLNJL-JLeU,_)._AM|K_JU,J)_(JUeO,5"_JU)
ALHLI_|I) : AGA_NaAH_iIb_U

b_V _U_il x) = IO,n_LUGI(ALPLItIX}}
C
C 561 uP 5¢bP_ e_HAPM PAPbNs
¢ _UhILUNIAL AXib 15 FHEQUbN_Y PLUT1_U L[t_EANk_ { O _U bogg HL. |
C VbNII_AL kXl_ J,_ POSEN bFb_THAL bbNSLIt P_UTTbU GOGAH]THM]CA_?,
¢
C FI_U N&_MUM bI-GNAL ANO b¢A_[ @NAPH ACCUNU|NGLY,
C

ALNA_ = ALHL| _3_)

UU bug _p_bU

IF LALPLT(|J.bToAL_AX) ALMAA s aLPkTti)
_gO Cu_Wll_gk

UUMAX = _UeALbGI {A_AX)

M_CALk = (INItuUMAA)/LU)*|O • |O
N_41N = M_ALE - dO

C
TbAIN = 5,g
CALL _ElUP(I,IPIILI),|PTI(I$OO),I3OOpIBTA]
CALL XAX|bt_b,_55,_,_O}
CALL XAkib(_5,_bS,E,_55)
CA_L Yaxib_t_P_55.d)
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nN4;_lo,llbJ
bU 1U 11g

71_ l_Ld,bl,_} GU-1U..71S
_Nil_lUw?il)
bU IU t1¥

_lb FUKMAT("I. IN_|ANTANEOU8 8AM_LXNb _NU_AMI _P(g)t*_ m]
711 FU_MAIL"%.L_bTANIAN_UU8 _AMPLIN_ PkU_NAM; _P_O) -..P¢IOO)}**tP m)
71B FUN_k3LMI IN_IkNIANEUUS SA_PLIN_ P_OGNAM8 _IP(_O) - Plqg))**21 m)
I19 _K_Ik Lue7EU3 IPAIk_I_I_kNS_Ik_|E_T_A_

h_ZlE Cbe1_4) ZFZL_(I)_J,F%Lr.-(_)elFZLE_$}

&m AV_HAbkU PLHiUUUb_AM 8Pi_.._lKAine/elX
|_Lbl." &AMPLE5 1AS_N =_ _UNMA_Z_U _IATI_I.ICA_ _NOH9 Sm_E-_._lm/_
_,FA._tlelX_P/ol_ n _ECo AVEKAG/N_ TLMkni/)

7_1PU_A.T_I.IX_"_AMPLE LENG_H:_IF_b,_ # b_C.liIIIXeMMAXIMUM FHEOUENCY8
l_ll,Ui _ HZ._/_IIXI"MAXIhU_ _PkClKAk KEbUkUTIUNInIFgI_. n HL_ .................
_LIAe_PLUI EUUIVAL_NT BANU_IUTMI"eFb,le _ MZnl/_

;d_ FU_hA|( n b6_ _ bA|N 8_111NUineFS,ie # OUnlll n HeMeSe Vne
;_ULIA_E OF AV_EA_LU PRESSURE 8|ShAk.Ln_Fb._en_._.OklS"e/e M FUR 8P_me_

7_3 FU_hiA1(" FLL_ NUMUE_8 "el_ae nII4t_.ANO ";Zt_.l_ TAKEN 8|Mme
i'ULIAI_EUU3L_

7_ FUm4AIL" UA1A U.IUEA_Ei IP_E TAPE t FI_E _l_.l_U 80UHCE PflOGRAM
lZ elPE_ (511_171)")

C
h_Zlk (biTCh) LFl_ECJ)

l_b FUHMAT in;"eEbXe"FZLE _'_|_el" me4_4Xe_FHE_. ..... DB "3)
n_L1_ (_eT_O}

. UU l_b ZX=4_,_b
IXl = Ix • b_
lxd = IX1 *'bb

7_b n_/lE Luel_T) F_U(IX)_YU_(IX)_FH_IXI)eY_(IXt}eF_U(ZX_)_
IYbbLLAdJ,kHVLLX3JeYUBIIX&)

7_7 FUnSAl _ "t_L_X_FS.Ot.i_e_ _.,,,,tl_
h_ll_ (b,l_lJ FHU(Eb)_YUU[Ob_FHU(i_I)eVtI_LiI_i)eFRQ(IQB)e

iYUbLlqb)
C
C
C
C UIbP_AY _P_CTWA k_O _ZST ON TEHMiNA_ |F U_H_Ue
C

_ALL UbPLYLio_eO)

730 PU_MAI _"!YP_ °i_ IF k181|hG I_ UESI_ED ON TEHMINAk_t / .]

NLAU _li*J kl_l

iF Lklbl,kM,-i) _U TO 13_
h_lit ii_/_5)

7lb FUHMA1 (nlnll(lllml_EOe OB "ill
UU l_l /Xu_te_5
111 • IX e 55
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a_UUilX2),FKUllX_),Y_8(IX_)

_Nllf' ile13bJ FHgi_b)_g_ll_)eF_lltlJe_ilQl)eFHg{19b)e
&TUDLI_b) •

?J5 CUN.IINU_

13q _UMMAI. im LYPt 11_ 10 STORE O_1PUT, ON-WAS laPEwnt
i n UTHt_k_L_ IYP_ mol!_)

¢
C _._I_K_ 1NFUKMAT1UN QN MAG 1AP_8
C

C
NFIL_ : IFIL_(J) - NFILE

CA_L PIAPbi_NFILE_O)

_llb L0,7_1) iA
h_lb l_l_J IPIb_(J)#NUINb_J_IE_UB_MMU_b_NMO_
n_l_ l_,73_) APER_FMAX,FRE@_51._HR._l_HP

n_ilE iu,7_J

?t_ Fu_aTl _ IHlb _k_O_D I_1&NTIUNA_61LLF106Ah6")
{A_L ExtCld_,C_lSE_1Od_)

_N_ FIL_ 0

_A_L P1APEIO_'],O)
C
I00g _U_11_U_

H_hlNO
ui_
E_U

$

_ it: • ,

,.,. .,,,:,_ . ...._. /.,.
, , 'r .
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AL. 3.-- Program PIPE2

The computer program PIPE2 perfomns the subtractions of time-

averaged data n_eded for the tlme-averaged mode separation technique.

This program operates on frequency spectra of Pw(0)_ (Pw(0) - Pw(_)),

and (Pw(0) - Pw(_)) which have previously been calculated by program

PIPE4.

The program PIPE2 first needs £he frequency spectra of Pw(0),

(Pw(0) - Pw(_)) and (Pw(0) - Pw(_)) from magnetic tape. The time-

averaged mode separation is then performed at each center frequency of

the 31.6 Hz bandwidth data. The (0,0), (i,0), and (2,0) mode spectra

are then sequentially displayed on the oscilloscope plotter_. Results are

- listed on the line printer and stored on magnetic tape.

The program operates in an interactive mode, with the input informa-

tion being provided when asked for over the CRT terminal. The input
7£_

_ varlables are explained in the program listing.
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AI.3. Listing of PIPE2

FTNwL
_XU&XA_ PIP_

C @/_qlT?
C"
C E. _LXHC_N
C
C |MIH PNU_NAM P_HhUXM_ MOU_ _LPANAT_UN _T A MA|XIW
C UP_NAILUN ON I_ML AVkHAG_U UA1At AND P6UI8
C bP_C_I..KA ON IML DHC|LLU_CUP_ PLU||EK,
C
C 8UUNCk HPECTXA MUb_ HAVE UEEN PHLVIUU6LY U_[EHMINED,& STOKED ON
C IPLP_ 1AP_ I UY 6UUhCE PRO_KAMS PIP_ 12tJl?l)
C
C

_UM_iUN ALPL1LESb)_IPTI(13OO)eZI.Y(_b]eYU.BJL25b)e|PT)_OOO3e
&A_2bb,J)wP(_bbe3)eAMIKE(IU_)eFND(a_O)
ULM_N_IUN NUATE(qG)t|A(40)e_DAT_(_U)ehINEi_O)_MF|LEi3)e

Idh/Lt_)

C

FUnSAl (1/" INPUT THE DA.T_")
N_AU (le_) NDAT&

q FUK_iA_ {_Ok_J

lbxM u
_nIND
*_Fikb = 1
nxll_ LI_IU)

IU FUXM_T(I/" MA1HIX NUDE _PANATION TE_MNLWUkmlI_TYPE IN n
| , bUUX_ °PIPE |APE ! FIL_ NUM_XH FUK ¢(PLO)Jne_)enl

nxllk llell)
11 FUXNAT ("I_PE_ IN fI_& NUMU_N_ FUN 81URAGE OF MUUA_ 8PECTXA_|

NLAU (|e*) JFILE_I),JFIhE(d)_J_|kE(_)
C
C H_.AU UATA FXUM MF/L_H,
C

gU eV lul,_
N_Lk = HFI_(|) - NFILE
1_ _N_IL_._.U) NFILE • _FILb - 1

X_AU _St_)IDAIE
HLAU (e_)lA
_LAU _Oe_b)|F|_E_NUIN_eN_N_eMMUO[eNMUDE J
N_U _Oel_) AP_HtFMAXeFN_e_|_HNebT_rC, NP
K_AU _eeXO)CMHNbeUBe.I_LA.J.Ne_wlBAN

|_ FUxMAI{_OAdJ
|a _UNMAT_JIeVe._II)
|8 FUMNAI_kdU.1)

_A_ PIAPE[_tUe_)
CASk LAL_(I,O_ALPLT_51_)

_g AkAXel) u A_PLT_IX)
¢
C CHb_5 1HA1 @NOPkR DATA HA8 OLIN H_AD |N ...............................................................................................................................................

N_I_E = IFILE
IF _MFI_(IJ.Lg. IFILE) _0 IU bY

C
C IMIH UNANCfl EN1_HEU ONlY IF DATA EHNU_ 9_lkCIkO

a5 _xlt[ _l_qT) _Flkb(|)
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q? PU_MA|LIIM_A|A EHNUH U&|&_T_U _h N_AUIh_ FILk Jwt|_)

C
NUH_A6 PMU_HA_ CUNT_NUAIION

C _N_IL UUI UUCUM_IAILU_
C

bO n_I1E_L,SI)lFI6EwlUATEwIABD_
_1FU_M_T_ItqFI_ _nw1_leagA2elwQOA2elouSP6. s"pFbj|w u DBa)

C
_0 CUNTINU_

IFtIENN.EW.I) _U 10 1000....
C
C

PbNFUNM MUO_ _EPAHA|;ON,

_u qO Ixul,dS_
PLIA,IJ : AllX_l) - A(IXe_)t_.U - A(IX,_)I4.0

c
C NUn P_UT bP&GTHA UN OaCIL_USCOP_ P_UTT_N
G

_U _D 1u1,3
_U t0 IX=3_,_bO

?0 ALPLILIX) • PLIX,I)

C
C _¢I UP bCOP_ _APM PAPE_ _
C MU_ILUNIAU AXll _ FNtWUENCY PLUITIU LIHkAN6Y ( 0 TO bOO0 HZ )

V_TIUAL AXI_ lb PUnEN SP&C1NA_ _NS_1T P_UT|_U _OGARITHM|GAL6_,
C
C FINU MAX;_UM _JGNAL AND 8CA_ G_APH ACCOH_;NG_Y.
¢

ALP.k& = A_PLlt_)

iF LALPUT(J)._T.ALMAX) AkMAX m A_P_liJ)
50_ Cu_ll_u&

U_X _ IU*AkUGTtALMAX)
Hb_ALb u LIN1LO_MAXJtlO)mI_ $ 10
NbALN = M_CAL_ - £U

c

C*_ 3cIUPtZ,LP11L|),IPT-ICI300)eJ&OO_;STA_

_A_ _kAibLd_p_Op_bSp_)

GA_ YkAiaLdbbe_Op_5)e_)
Uu _I_ _=l,q
_ub-k

Ck_6 AA_Ia_cb,_qeI,%YT|C)
blO GA_L XAX_(_b_e_5_ele|YT_C)

_U olb _zl,b

_A6_ CU_E
e_Llbik/NEebl_)

bl_ FU_MATI|I)
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X_ s iX - 3 |
CALL 51LX_(I_LINEpot)

u|5 CU,_lLnU_
GALL _UU_

CALL _ILIt_(_P245_LI_E,'_)
UU b_ L=I,_

_ALL CUU_

b2_ CALL bTL_N(_tL_N(_'])
CALL CU_t

CALL _ILI_(I_2_L1NE,'3J
CALL CU_
nKITb _L_s_b_ HMUOEpNHUU_

GALL _TL_N(IUU_O_L_NE,'_O)
C

:: ¢, NUn PLU_ IHE bP_CI_UH '
?:i C

_ALL bblUP{_IPT]LIJ_ZPT_t_OUU)_OOO_STC)_._
UU b_U IX=l,tbb
YU_LI_J = U,

b¢_ ll_lX) = 0

LF(ALPLltlX).LE.I.OE-30_ GU TO b_O
.J _U_IX) = IO,*ALU_T_ALPLT_IX))

!* _ALL I_IPv_LkX#IY)

C _. AUb eS_uUU-GUNnECTIN_ LINE8 50 bPECTNA P_UT AP_EAN8 ¢OPlTI_UOUS

:] C b¥O UU b95 Ix=53_Z_9

, IF LI_|DLI._U) _U TU bq5
i 1. = M/_O_LLY(IX-I),IIT(IX$|))

;P tlO.kl,_O) IU=¢U

CALL ?AAIbLIX,IU,IYMIe_)
_gb CU_II_U_

i °. C lMlg k_ A ?E_POkA_Y FIX.

_Aklt = O,U
t_N5 = goO
UO = OoO
UU 09b J_I_lO_i

bqb k_lK_(JJ • g,O
C
C
C

1.36

: !_2.

............................"-"-:-"_"----"....:"-_....00000002 Tg-DI
:?_::............._..--.,/,-
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?J_ PUMae_1 (/l" 1YPb Ill TO 8/UHE UuIPu1 ON NAg TAPE,m/

k_AU (le*) _IUNb
l_blU_E.kg.ol) _U TO b_

C
C blUN_INFUNHAIIUN ON NAG lAPko
¢
C

_LLE = JFIL_(I) - NFILE
IF_NFILE.LEog) NPILL = NFLL_- I
GALL PTAPkL_wNPILEe0J .
_PILE _ JFIL_(I)
nKi[_ (SBI)I) NUAIE
n_/1_ 18,73!) IA
_si|_ L_,I_J JFIL_IJpNbI_pN_Nb_oM_UU_,hMUU_
_wil_ (_,I_3) AP_H,PMAXwFN_ST_HN,_i_NP
_wll_ Leslie) EM_H_UB_.GAIN#.b_U_IBAH

131FUWWAT(_UA_)
75_ FUW_AI_31E_,EII)
73_ FUw_allb_U./J
13_ FUR_A1L" IHib RECOND INIENIlUNA_ _FI g_ANK_) ..............

_ALL EXhC(2e_tAMIKEedO_)
CALL _xEGI_e_AL_LI#bI_

¢
_1_ FILE

CALL PIAP[(Be-3eO)
bO CUNIINUE

_IUP
ENg

1
C

L[_T ENU ****

.... " ; --I
' m , n I I
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Appendix A2

• COMPUTER PROGRAM EOR ACOUSTIC POWERANALYSIS

The computer program PIPE5 was used to perform the acoustic energy

analysis• PIPE5 is a FORTRAN program written for use with the Hewlett-

Packard UP-21OOA comp_te=.

The computer program first reads-the acoustic pressure frequency

spectra of the (0,0), (i,0) and (2,0) modes from magDetic tape.

These spectra had previously been obtained using the instantaneous mode

separation technique and. computer program PIPE.. The required fluid dy-

namlc inform_tign (Pamb,_To, Mi and_._) and a_ estimate for the level

of the (i,0) mode at 6 KHz were input through the terminal. The

program then calculated the necessary fluid dynamic parameters and modi-

fied the pressure spectra to eliminate the influence of the (O,l) mode

and approximately separate the (i,0) ang (3,0) modes• The modal

acoustic power spectra were calculated using the physical energy weighting

function and a slug flow approximation to the mean flow. The acoustic

power spectra of the (0,0), (I,0), (2,0) and (3,0) modes were then

displayed sequentially on the oscilloscope plotter. The spectra and

integrated results were stored on-a floppy disk and listed on the llne

printer•

mP

Im
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FINeL

C T/_ITT
C

C

_UUAL PUnkN 8PN[CTKA_ CALCULA|_ MUUAL PU_&_
C ¥ANAM_IkH_ ANU P_I8 NL_U_r_ UN-]H_ USCI_USCUPE
C P_UII_H
C
C _UURC_, _PL_A MUST HAVE UL_N_PK_IUU_6_ U_|_M_N_D & 8TORSO UN
C _P_PL TAPE_ _Y bUUNC_ PHUGNAM_-.PIP_ [_lJlll}
C
¢

CUMMUN A_P_ _b) eIP T t (330_] r11_ (_b_) _YU8 _?J'_),
_AL_bbe_JePUn[_bbe_eFKw(dbb)eAMIe._eAMA_HeP_IUU_*
&PbPLUUlePKSUb{_Je_PL_I.eP_|UUUePLP_UUeP_PLU_ePO_U_)e
b[F_LeL_F(PI._LFFP_L_F_J

UAIA LUIb_I_H* I_IFF_3)I_H
C

C
n_l|_ tteO)
_UNMAI (1t" INPU| THE DkTk")
NkAU _le_) NUAIE

_kNH : U
_4NU d
Nk_Ut : l

|U FU_iAT{/t" PUhEH F_U_ CALCULA1/UN_t/_|_PE IN _

L," _UU_ °P_¥E |AYE ° FL_E NUMb_ FUR tO_g),(t,O)"l
_ AINU t_lUJ MUU_nt//M i'll TO _LI,JP_J

NIr,.A_]**J _F|LL_I)_MFLLE_t)eMFILE[3|
IF LHPLLtL[J,LI,U) UU %_ |UOU
_Hllk |t_ll)

it eU_AI ("|_PL IN FLL_ NUM=LN FUN 8TURAGEUN F_UPPYt 1[. IFFUL .=)

1 fUR_kl_AgJ

G NkAg UAt_ _U_ _AG,--T..kPE_
G

uu le l=t_3

I_ t_L_t,LL,U) _FIkE = NFI_E = )
CAk_ PIAP_O,NF |EE_U|
_Au t_et_-)|UAtk

_AU _O,IO)|_L_,N_|NS,N_N_,MMUUE_NMUDE
_AU _OtLO| A_kNtFMAE,Fk_W,ET_NN,I|kKP

|b FU_MAIt_uA_)
I_ Fu_AILjAeU,_Ii)

t40



CAL_ PI_P_LbwUe_)
CALL k_tl,apAkPLleSI_J

_U A(iXel) m ALPLTt_X)
C
C CME_ IMA[ _MUP_K UAIA HA_ U_LN K_AD IN

L_ .I_FLLEtlJ,_,IFZLE) _O 1U _O
c
C TMIS BHANCH &NI&H_D UNLY IF DATA _NRUH U_T_CT_D

_5 hi, Lib Lle_Z) MFLLE_|}
@1. PUN_ATLtI_UA1A EkNUH DLI_¢]_U |N HEAD_N_ FI_E Iw_ll} .......................

LLNN = |
C
C NUNMAk _NO_HAM CONTINUA_IUN
C nHllk UUT UUCUM_NIAIIUI_,
C

_I PU_NaILt/"E.ILE _"_l_,le_OA2,1_@OA_l_SPk :_eFb,_e _ OB_)
c

lPtlEk_o_U.l) 5U TU 10OO
1_ CUNIlNUb

C
THI_ Ib A TLMPUNAK? F_X |U CUHNbCT E_HUH _N INRU| OF.

C FILE _u_UbN 179

IFL_FIIbiI_,NL.179) GO TU _
uu _U IX:le_bb

_U AtlXp|);AtIAel)-/IO0,O
_d GU_TIwUL

G C_L_ULAI_ NbCL_AHY FLUID P_UP_NTIE8
C
G APun _UNIAINb CUNVEH_ION_ IO GlV_ _H_ ACOUSTIC PUflk_
C HbLATIVL IU 10b-1_ wATTS, FLU_PU_ _IVE8 LHE FlOw
G Punt_ I_ wAIl_.

C

55 Fu_AIL"I,_PU1VALU_ uF PA_ett_PeAMIe_ ANU 8P_ ESTI_ATE'I
_ PuN LleuJ HUUL _T bKH_ w)

N_AU _1_) PAb;De_AMIw_LU_

kl:_.gde_NILll)

PU,. : la,b_*t_-U.U|J
P # _PA_b • PUN}*IU,/_9 "....
NnU : PIt_J.3_*_.I $ _bq.b))
AU • _oO_*buNl{I $ _59_b)
FLHU_ = _UI_t_I_M¢9
N¢¢_U a Q,I5_

UUI_ s _ltNhU*3,|_Ib_ZLNO_)
kMA_M = UUNtAU

C [AL_ULATL PANAMEIEH_ NECESSARY FUR bE1_NM|NAT|ON
C UF _UUAL d_Ur.C.T_k,

C
' _u(1)# 0.O

Ai_l{t) • t._
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_Pr_L =._PLI_I(FL_Un*I_°_t*I_) .....

I_V kPFLIJ = PU_AWT_I)/iFLPUw_IU.Ut_t2J

P_#Luo = |_,U,tALUG|IP_LN)

Uu I_U i=_m4

13U PU_UUll) = Ig.U**ALU_ILPU_INltl))
PN_IUI = PH)XNi(I) + PR$1NI{_) + PNaINTI3)+PN.INI(()
PU_IUT = PU_INII|) + PU_INT(_) + PON_N_(_)+PO_INT(_)
PbluUe = tO.U_ALUbI_PH_IU|J
_nI_UU : tU.U*ALUGILPU_TUI)
P_IUPL : P_1U1eAPUh_([.0eAMACH)
PTPLUU = [OeU*ALUGt&PfllUPL)
EFFIPL = P_IUPEItFLPU_tt.OoU**t_) • .

C
NUW P_U1 bP_TRA UN O_CILLU_GUPE P_UTIEH

C
UU IOV l=Ie_

C
C
C akT UP bCUPb t_RAPH PAPER _
C eUHILUN1AL AXI_ 1_ FHE_U_NC_ P_UII_U L_NEAH_ [. O 10 _OgO HZ )
C VL_IICAL AX/b I_ PUnEH _PECINA_ U_._IY P_uTtED _UGAH|THM_CA_EYe

• _ FLNU P,AXI_,Ue _IGHAL ANU _CALE GHAPfl ACCURU_hG_Y_
C

PUnMX = PUh_eIJ

lr _Pun_J,/J.G1.PUhNX| PU_MA = PU_IJ_L).
bVg _U,wl INUk

UbI4AX = _U_&LUb| (_O_MX)

Na_ALL : II_ILUUMAX)/IO)eIO + 10....
Nbk,11w : _CALt - _U

¢
• bVO _VAI_ = b.g

CA_L _tlueLI,I_TllIJ,IPTIi33OO)_330O_I_TA) 1

V_ _lv L=_ q
h = _'L

C_LL x_xI_t_O#_V.t. IYIIC)
• _0 _AL_ XMXZ_kdb_-_Zb_e|.|TTIC}

UU bib L=|_O

[ALL VAxA_tAxe_v,_3el}

_A_L _UUL

n. IILLLI_EeOI_) L

_x m Ix - J
CALL 5TLIN(IXmO,LINE,-I|

' _|$ Cu,wlXNUE
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bZI. FUNHAZt"U_")
CA_L _ILI_tUt_5_LINEe'Z)
UU _ L=Zw_

= N_AL_ * Lko_j*lg

_ALL _UU_
n_Ll[.(LIN_ebt¢) N

e2_ FU_MAItL_}
b_ _ALL S1L/N(3_vJ.eLIN_e-3)

CAL_ _uu_
n_J,L.(LLI_b,b2_,L-

C_L_ COUE

b_9 FU_A! {_("eiL_eO) MUUE PURER")
_A_L _tLINLeU,2¢O,LINE#-_b)

C
C NUn P_UT IME _PLCTKUM
C

UU u_u 1_=l,_bb
_UuLlx) = O.

bqO 11tLIX) = g
UU =dO L_=4_2bO

?UU(/X) = IU..*ALUG1_PUh(IX_I))

LF _/_.L;._U) _U I.U bSg

I_YC_x) = 1_

C _Un AUU P_bUUU-_UN_kCIIN_ LIhk_ _O 5PECTHA P_OT APPEAN8 C_N|[NUOU8

bqg UU o9_ lx:_t_q_
IY_I : llY_Ix) - 1

lb : Nl_Olli_llx-l)eiZ_lXel))

6qb CU_III_u_
C

n_lk_|.eb4_) N_MUU
bYb PU_AI_//," (",|L,",O) NUUE MA_ UEKN CALCU6A|EUmoI_

bALL UbPLV(|;Q_U)
NLAU_|**) [CNI

_LL U_P_T_-|eUeO) ![ Li_l UUIPUI ON L|NL P_|_ILH,

h_lk(b,|lUV) _UA|Lt|A
I/gg Pg_hA1tlel_,qOA_,llel_XeqgA_ol)

_ nN|lL_b,|lob) AMI,_,AM&CM
_ |?US FUN_aT_20_," INOICITED NACH NUMB[H! meF|,],t,

1,
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Appendix A 3

MODAL PRESSURE AND P-OWERSPECTRA.........

This appendix contains tSe modal pressure, and power spectra at all

experimental conditions_for which data were obtained. The spectr_ have

been normalized to a bandwidth of 1 Hz (af/.erbeing averaged over_6 ........

31.6 Hz bandwidth), as discussed in Chapter_3.

The following symbols were used in plottingthe modal pressure

spectra:

(0,0) Mode: __ O"

(i,0) Mode:

(2,0) Mode: =

The following symbols were used in plotting the modal power spectra:

(0,0) Mode : O

(i,0) Mode: ,

(2,0) Mode:

(3,0) Mode: :
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DB PilE|SUN_ 9PECTM

It0

t00

9O

80 A4_ ...............

70 "
s e ' _ I I I

l t | 4 S 8 IHI

i

DB POHEB9PECTBA

°I l7O

SO " .
e I _ i I I e

l ! 9 4 S • n#|

d
FLg. A3-1. 12.7 mm diameter orLfice (_ " 0.131),

Hi -" 8.25" " 1.24, fr "
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PflESSUnqCSPECTMDB

tOO

9O

,o
I 2 3 4 6 8 _II

DD , , PO_EflSPECTRA

eO

i

?9

SO

SO

40

' _ I" , I I !-
l I $ 4 | • IIHI

d
FiE. A3-2. 12.7 mm diameter orifice (D " 0.131),

Mi - 1.08, f - 7.42.r
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rp.[s__m_[.SPECTM
Dll

tOO

90

80

70

80
lint

Dn

O0

70

80

6O

40

1 t $ 4 S II Itl_l[
d

Fig. A3-3. 12.7 mm diameter orifice (_ = 0.131),

. Mi - 0.918, fr " 6.48.
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70

O6 POllERSPECTRA

?0 i i i i , I1

I
|0

SO

40 - i
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PI_EWURE8PECTNtOD

8O

?0

SO

SO

40.

I 2 $ 4 5 | nHZ

OB P_ndER8PECTM
I I I I I I

SO

,o
40 "

SO

20 "
I I I i l I

l 2 $ 4 6 8 flHZ

d
. Fig. A3-5. 12.7 mm diameter orifice (_ - 0.131),

Mi - 0.499, fr " 3.72.
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6O

SO
i i I J- i i

t 2 | 4 S 8 RHI

d
Fis. A3-6. ].9.0 _ diameter orifice (D" 0.196),

M i - 1.07, fr " 4.94.
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• Oil ....... PIINII_E SPECTM

• 1Z

10

90

eO

1 A -70 " I I l '_ I I I

l l I................ _ 6 O IIHI

I0

4O

I I! l 4 • • llHl-

d
Fig. A3-7. 19.0 mm diameter orifice (D " 0.196),

Mi = 0.918, f = 4.33.r
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rMSSURE SrECTRR
O6

9O

8O

?0

60

.IL J ,l, , ,1
t ..................... 1 ..................... 1 ..........................4 .........................I .................... 1 .............tHI ......................................

_lS POllERSPECTRA

I I ! I I _ I I

?0

'°_

411

SO
I I I __1 i i

t Z S 4 'iS • ItH|

d
Fig. A3-9. 19.0 mm diameter orlfi_e (D --0.196),

Hi - 2.45- 0.492, fr
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SO

4O

8o

t E 9 4 s | NH|
d

Fig. A3-10. 19.0 _undiameter orifice (D = 0.196),
Mi . - 1.97." 0 393, fr
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PmL_IME SPECTN__.____.__, _ _
. M - , ....... , , ........... , | '.]

ltOO
e

}

90

8O

?0

l _ $ 4 5 6 KHX

POWERSPECTRA
011 w i _ I' _ i
80 "

s

60

Im

40

I z $ 4 s 8 nHI
d

FiB. A3-11. 31.8 _ diameter orifiee (_ - 0.327),

MI = 1.49.= 0.500, fr
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"l
eq

De_ Pl_88UflE8PE'CTflR .,-. !

t 2 B 4 $ 8 INZ

POl_flgF%=CTFIR

'° NI0 "
---, I I

1 ! 8 4 5 8 _IE

d
Fig. A3-14. 31.8 mm diameter orifice, (_ = 0.327),

Nt " 0.149, fr " 0.455.
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l i PRESSlURESPECTRAI I I
DB

O0

?O

$M

SO

40

Z 2 $ 4 S 0 KHE

Oil PffilERIIPECTRA
.m i 1 I I I iSO

SO

40.

110

sO

t | | 4 S | KH|
|

d
Fig. A3-16. 50.8 nundiameter orifice (D " 0.523),

Mi - 0.356= 0.187, fr
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• DO PI_"_gUE 9P'[C'I"M

7O

O0

4O

1 2 8 4 S O Kilt

40
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DE PMISUflE SI'ECTM

O0 ' ' ' ' ' 11
I

60 "

40 '
I I l I I I

1. 2 3 4 S O _HI

p

POXERSPECTRA
DR , , i , I ,

8O

2O

lO 1
i i i i !
1, 2 3 4 5 O KHlr ]

Fig. A3-19. 3.18 ._ diameter nuzzle (UD= 0.0327),

Mi = 28.O.- = 1.00, fr I
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5O

POHERSPECTRA

DBSOI I ] I i "-"_/

40

80

°I i LtO
I I ] I I i i

z s 4 s e ..z !
d

Fig. A3-20. 3.18 mm diameter nozzle (D = 0.0327),

Mi " 0.750, fr = 21.8.
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4O

OB POXEItSPECTRFI
[ I I I I I'

50

4O

30

eO

10 "
I

1 2 3 4 5 $ nell

d
Fig. A3-21. 3.18 mm diameter nozzle (D " 0.0327),

gi , = 15.0.= 0.500 fr
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Dil. PRESSUR(SPECTRR i
ILO

lO0

90 "

SO
I l t | e i

I 2 | 4 S 0 nHI

Fig. A3-22. 16.2 mm diameter nozzle (_ --0.167),

Mi J' 1.12, fr " 5.98, -

Lt/d- l.
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PRESSUflESPECTRR
e.

LlO "

100

90

80 "

70 "

& 2 $ 4 5 8 KNZ

POXERSPECTIVI

DO i : i i i ii

"I J
O0

7Q

80 -

60 " "
I I I- I I I

t Z | 4 S 8 HH|

d
Fig. A3-23. 16.2 ram diameter nozzle (_ : 0.167),

Ht = 0.917, fr = 5.07,

l.t/d = 1.
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PRESSURESPECTRA
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80

PCll4ERSPECTRA
DB - I _ I ' ' " _'
80

4O

80 "

ZO " i i I i- i
t 2 _ 4 S 8 I_HI

d

Fig. A3-26. 16.2 mm diameter nozzle (_ - 0.167),

Mi - 0.394, fr " 2.32,
Lt/d - i.

i
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I 70 _ I I ,"

t Z............. a ........... 4 ............. 5 .......................e............_a! ..........
P

POXER$PECTRA
! OB , ,, I , l i'

gO

eO "

?0 "_

O0 "

50 "
I_ I I ' i I-

. t 2 S 4 § 0 KH!

d
Fig. A3-27. 16.2 mm diameter long nozzle (D " 0.167)

• M i " 1.16, fr = 6.19,

I.t/d = 8.
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40 L L I I l

t E $ 4 5 6 KHI
d

FiB. A3-28. 16.2 mm d_ameter lons nozzle (D " 0.167),

Mit d0'926'/8. fr = 5'12'
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7O

40

l 2 S 4 § | _NId
0.167),nozzle

L__ s

Fig. A3-29. 16.2 mm diameter long _
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PN[|ILII_ SPLrCTM
DB

eo

Bg._

4O

l 2 $ 4 S 6 KH|

PBHER9PECTRA
DB | I , " i t ,
O0 "

,o l2O
, I , I I i , i

t 2 ,q 4 S 0 _i4i

d
Fig. A3-31. 16.2 mm diameter long nozzle (D " 0.167),
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PflE_UItE SlmECTflR
O| u u i u i i

" 1
70 "

!_ "

2 3 4 5 6 KNZ

Fig. A3-32. Backsround noise measured with no restric-
tion in the pipe. m - 0.249 Ibm/sec.
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8O

50

4O

3O

Z 3 4 5 8 KHZ

Fig. A3-33. Backsround noise measured with no restr_c-
tlon in the pipe. m = 0.174 ibm/see.
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Fig. A3-34. Background noise measured with no restric-
tion in the pipe. _ - 0.114 ibm/sec.
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Table A4. I

12.7 mm Orilice (d = 0.131)
D

Mt .499 .752 .918 1.08 1.24

U, (ft/se¢) 554 807 964 1103 1229

: m _Ibm/sec) .0368 .0615 .O818 .106 .134

1.53xI05 2.49xI05 3.19xI05 3.98xI05 4.83×105
Re _ Pillid/11[

• I' upstream (In. Hg) 35.77 44.32 52.72 (_I.97 7S.57
o

I To (OF) 7,qo 740.......... 77 ° 77° 7,qo

_ f = UlD/aod 3.72 5.44 6.48 7.42 8.25

i r _

t Acoustic Pressure (dbTotal: 110.9 124.1 130.9 136.8 14[.7

200-2100 Hz: 106.0 118.2 124.2 129.4 133.7

(0,0) Mode: 107.9 121.5 128.2 133.9 138.5

(1,0) Mode: 105.6 118.3 125.0 131. i: 130.3

(2.0) Mode: 103.2 1 115.4 121.q 127._, 132.5

(3,0) Mode: 97.1 I i12.1 119.7 126.7 131.9

Acous+._c Efficiency "

Total: ,.53xi0 -611.56xI0 -5 3.92,.10-5 8.89xI0 -5 1.69x10 -4

Plane Wave Assumption 3.73×10 -6 2.18xi0 -5 5.42xi0 -5 1.25_10 -4 2.39xI0 -4

200-210OHz: 1.20xlO -6 5.50xi0 -6 1.16×10 -5 2.25x10 -5 3.79',10-5
I

(0,0) Mode: 1.86x10-61 1.18xlO -5 2.94xi0 -5 6.33xi0 -5 I.I(,_I0-4
q

(I,0) Modo: 4.80×10-7 2.76xi0 -6 7.13,10 -6 1.89_I0 -5 3.87xI0 -5

(2,0) Mode: 1.63×10 -7 7.96xi0 -7 1.88xI0 -6 4.31×10 -6 8.87',10-6

(3,(I)Mode: 2.90×I0 -8 2.61×I0 -7 8.05xi0 -/ 2.35 I0-_' 4.95 I0-6
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'r:d_l e A4.2

d
19.0 1111119rifit'c (D = 0.1_1_)

H. . 39 / . 4q2 . 765 .918 1.07
t

t'[ ift/see) 43q 547 814 qbh II00

m tlbm/sec_ .0045 .0830 .143 .191 .252

Re = _i}lid/lli 1.79x105 2.30xl05 3.82x105 4.qSx105 .23x105

P upstream (in. Hg) 33.97 30.32 45.72 54.8Z 0b.77
O

1" (°1:) 78 ° 79 ° 79 ° 79 ° 78 °

I 1• = FiD/aod 1.97 2.45 3.05 4.33 4.94

aCpust t c )')'F,._:._3!r5t:tJ9

Tot al : 110.0 117.3 131. S 11t8. t, 144.4

200-2100 1t.;: 100.8 l13.b 121_.7 132.7 137.0

(0,0) Mode: 107.5 114.0 128.9 135.1 141.5

_1,0) l_lode : 104.4 111.6 125.3 132.8 138.0
!

(2,0') Hodt' : 101.4 109.0 123.'2 12_.7 135.8

(1,0) Mode: 95.7 104.1 119.'2 127.3 133.9

Acmtstit' l:.fflciencv

Total: 1.94x10 -b 5.0bxl0 -b 3.52',10 -5 q.57\10 -'_ 2.02",10 ~4

Plane Wave Assumption: 2.74,,10 -6 7. 28x10-614. q2x10 -5 1.32x10 -4 2.84\10 -4
t

-5 0-5 ._ 5200-2100 II;:: 1.30xl0 -6 3. 09x10-(_ i1. 61',10 3.40\1 _.88x10-
!

-5 0-5(0,03 Mode: 1.53",10 -6 3.t)2xlO-bi2.71xlO 7.17_1 1.4t_xlO -4

_1,{13 _lodt,: it. OOxlO 7 li×10 .7 5.74'_!0 -b 1 77xl 4 -5

-- I;j
(,2.0_ blode' q.13×lO -8 08xlO -7 l.Sb'_lO -b 4.54x10 -b l.llx|O

_1,(1_ H,,de: 1.80xlO-Slb. iqxlO -8 5.20,,10 -7 t.7_,,lO'b14.74xlO-_'
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"l'al_Ie A:_.4

d

50.8 mm Or[f{c_, _L)--0.523)

H i .....................I01 .150 I "18"7_" I -"2'25 .......
I

l'i (ftlsec) 109 170 212 254

_ (Ibm/see) .122 .191 .247 .306

Re = PiUld/_11 .24xi05 .92xi05 2.43xlO 5 3.O6xln 5

Po upstream (in. Hg) 33.29 33.38 34.31 35.61

To (°F) 75 ° 76 ° 79 ° 76 °

fr = F_D/aod 0.184 0.287 0 356 0.428

Acoustic Pressure (dB)

TotaL: 87.9 95.9 101.1 106.2

200-2100 Hz: 87.3 95.4 100.2 105.1

(0,0) Mode: 87.4 95.4 100.3 105.3

(I,0) Mode: 74.0 84.0 91.2 97.3

(2,0) Mode: /3.1 80.i 86.8 92.9

(3,O) Mode: 72.2 77.9 84.3 90.-6

Aj"_'ou_ti___c_r.[_

Total: 1.16x10 -7 2.10×10 -7 3.21x10 -7 5.61x10 -7

Platte Wave Assumption: 1.25x10-7 2.27×10-7 3.b3xlO-7 6.54xi0-7 1

200-2100 Hz: l'llxLO-7 2"00×10-7 2'97xi0-7 5'07xi0-7 I

(O,O) Mode: ].13xlO -7 2.03xi0 -7 3.04x10 -7 5.22x10 -7

(1,O) Mode: 1.90xlO -9 5.09xlo -9 1.32xi0 -8 2.94×]0 -8

(2,0) Mode: i16.12xi0"9 1.51xi0-9 3.32xi0-9 7.31x10-9
(3°0) Hodu: .59xlO -1(3 6.45×10 -lO 1.32xl0 -9 3.01xlo -9

For qualifications of the 50.8 mm orifice data set, Sections 3.B and 3.7
of ('h_Iptt,r3.

i85
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Tabl o A4.5

It_.2 mm Nozzle: Throat l.ength-t,_-t)tameter Ratio = 1

d
(D = o.I_7)

Hi .394 .500 .7h2 .917 1.12

U i tift/,_e_') 442 550 813 967 l13t_

,_l [Ibm/s,,,,-) .074l .0944 • 150 . lql .251

Re = _,it'id/lii 1.55",105 2.02,,105 3.20x105 4.20,,10 5 ).c 58',1(15

5'I' (in.tig) 34.30 3o.133 45.93 _-_.q3 70.33
o upstream

To ti°F_ ,'_1 " 81" 81" 82 ° 8l °

t = U.D/a d 2.32 2.L12 4.27 5.07 5.98
1" 1 0

AL'eu._ti¢ Pressure tdB)
#

l'ot.iI : ! 11.O 118.0 132.0 1 38.4 145.2
I

200-2100 t1:: 107.7 ll4.,1 127.2 1t2.8 138.2t

tiO,O) Mode: 108.3 115.8 129.4 135.8 142.1

ti1,0) Mode: 104.7 112.4 125.5 132.3 13t!.O

(2,0) Mode: 103.5 111.1. 124.2 129.7 [ 3t_.O

J,O) blodt,: 97.1 105.3 11 ti . 5 120.7 134.q

T [
Acoustic Efficiency 1

i 10-5 -'

Total: 2.00x10 -b 5.04x10 -O 3.70xl0- ,';.q7x 2.24x10 '_

Plane Wave Assumption: 2.qOxlO -t_ 8.21x10-O! 5 'lxlO- _ i 24xI0-4! 3.20',10 -4I
i

.lltl-_lIR) IIz: 1.38xlll-b 3.55xlll-b 1.75x10-5 i 40xlO-h' 5O. t'_x 10-
J

till,t)) Mode: 1.5tlx 10 -0 4.3[Ix 10"O 2.88x10 -'_ b 82x 10-5't 1.58x IO-4
I

• _ I1

tl ,05 Moth,: 2. 77xlt1-7 8.57x10 "1 5.tl4xlO -I_ l 57xll)-:li,i.84xlO -

t.i,O) blodt,: 1.1txlO 7 t.25x10-7 2.08x10-0!4 t2xlO-i, l l.2t_xlO-

(t,0) Hodt': l.ti8xll1-8 i,.I_4_10 -8 5 24x10 -7 1 51xlO -i_l 5.71txlO -II
............... ................ ' .......... I
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Tab le A4. h

Io.2 nm_ Nozzle: Throat Length-to-Diameter Ratio ,,8

d

(_ = O.167)

M. .398 . 501 . 702 .926 1 . 101

Ui 445 555 819 972 I172

m (Ibm/see) .0710 .0897 .14_ .IB3 .25L

Re = oiUid/_l .58xi0 5 2.02x105 3.33x105 .28,,10 5 5.96x105

P (in. ttg) 34.33 30.77 40.27 55.37 74.77o up._ troam

TO (°F) 77* 77* 77° 78° 71°

fr = UiD/aod 2.35 2.93 4.32 5.12 b.19

Acoustic Pressure (dB)

Total: 110.7 118.0 131.5 138.1 140.0

200-21 O0 Hz: 107.7 114.5 126.8 132.4 138.0

(,0,0) Mode: 108.2 11_.4 128.9 13 _'.:_ 142.8

_1,0) Mode: 104.4 111.8 12_.2 132.0 140.4

(2,0) Node: 102.7 llO.O 123.3 129.1 137.1

(3,0) blode : g0.0 104.2 119.0 12b.7 I_5.9
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Table A4.7

d
3.18 mm Nozzle (D = 0.0327)

Mi .500 .750 1.00

J

Ui (ft/sec) 553 807 1037

I m (Ibm/set) .0036 .0054

_007._ _

Re = PiUid/_l 3.80x104 5.96x104 _.45x104

P (in. HE) 35.21 42.59 54.64
o upstream

TO (°F) ........ 74 ° _60 76"

fr = UiD/aod 15.0 21_B- 28.0

Acoustic Pressure (dB)

Total: 87.8 98.7 106.4

200-2100 Hz: 81.4 90.6 97.5
i

(0,0) Mode: 85.1 96.0 104.0

(I,0) Mode: 82.b 93.4 100.6

(2,0) Mode: 78.6 89.4 96.9
l

(3,0) Mode: 73.0 85.9 94.0

Acoustic Efficiency i

Total" 1.37xl0 -7 5.23x10-7_il.41x10 -_
I

P]ane Wave A_sumption: 1.89x10 -7 7.23xi0-71 1.90xlO -6

200-2100 Hz: 4.36×10 -8 1.13×10 -7 2.46×10 -7
I

(0,0) Mode: I'02xi0-7 3"89x10-7 1.08xi0-6 t

(I,0) Mode: 2.76x10 -8 1.02x/O -7 2.40xlO-7j i

1 '1(2,0) Mode: 5.66x10 -9 2.38xi0 -8 6.08x10 -8
I

(3,o)Mode: 1!.38,:,0-97.74 10-9 2.33, 0-8]
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Appendix A-5

UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS

The experimental uncertainties for m, Mi, Ui, acoustic pressure,

acoustic power, _Ind acoustic efficiency were determined. The method _f

Kline and McC] [ntock k[953) was used, since thismethod is appropriate for

single-sample measurements .........Using this technique, the uncertainty in a

final result R can be obtained from the known vaRues of uncertainty in

all the independent measurand_ -_xi by the expression

I N \2}1/2

In all calculations to follow, odds of (20:1) were assumed for

the 6xi and R.

Hass Flow Rate

The mass flow rate, m, was determined by use of a Meriam laminar

flow meter. The mass flow rate is found by

m = K x PCF x TCF x AH

where

K -- calibration constant for flow meter,

PCF = pressure correction factor,

TCF = temperature correction factor,

All = pressure drop across the meter.

Thus the uncertainty can be expressed by

-- -- -- + + +
m

K is dt,termlned by the Instrument manufacturer and is estimated to haw,

an unct,rtainty 6K/K = _ 0.5%. PCF is given by

PCF = "1-3-_'5-9+ Pamb
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whvl'e P is lilt' b;iromvtrl,' prt, ssurc. Tlw LlllCt'rtil|lll. lt's ill tilt',-it'anlb

quantities ;ire vstimatt,d to be &'Mt = 'O.OI in. H.20, 8Pare b = +O.O2 in.

Ilg. Using a typical value of PCF = I 0 we have 61C_/PCI_ = O.0 7Z,
1.7

which can be neglected. 'FCF is given by TCF = (530/Tou t) , where

Tou t is the Lempvr;lture upstream of the meter. This temperature is

nleasured by ;l tht, rmocouple alld estimated to have all tmcvrtzthlty of t ,2OR.

Tou t was nomhlgilly room temperatttre. Thus,

6T
8TCF on t

= - 1.7---- = 0.667
TCF 1'o u t;

"%H was measured with a slant-tube manometer ;llld varied over 1211t_

range 0.b to 4.0 in. H20. The uncertainty in the readLug was.
,) ,,/

' O.0l in. 1t20. 'rims, 6All/All r;uD'ed from l.Tg to 0.,5,o. llowever,

duv to smol l levels of flow unsteadiness, a minimu:., value of &M;/z_H =

0.57,, was used.

Using, these values, we halve

,S_ _('f. 005) " ' '_i = " + (.0Oh4)" + (.005)" = 0.95_: (high flow rate)
111

_( " 2 2,_l__= .005)" + (.t)066) + (.017) = 1.92 (low fl,,w rate)e

m

The values of m calcul;,ted usil_g the lamin;lr flow mt, ter were com-

p/lrcd to Vdltlt'S obtaillt'd tl,qillg tilt' Ilrcsstiro drop ;ICl'OS,q [hi2 orificeS.

The results agrecd to within thesv uncertainty bot,lds when thc orifices
d

wt,rv in the proper ASMl.,'-recomnleuded sizt, range 0.15 ,- "1)v.. 0.75.

bl,
I

The indicated Nat'h tu|mbt, r, MI , was calculatt,d from tilt' measured

pl'l'SSlil't' ratio (Po1/Pl) assuming nn isvntropic exp:tnsion to tilt, n_ini-

mum prt'ssttre .It|st doWllstt't!dm t,l the oriftcv. P01 Is the upstrt, luu sta_,-

liilt[Oll pl*t'.'4Stll't' dlld P[ tS tilt' pFtLq,qlll'l,' ,It the Ol'[l'[t't' Vell;I t'Olltrill.'til

(_,r at tilt, exit pl;tuc of tilt' m,;:zlt,). 'l'huN,

'_-.I %-i ' / '
' /'//fill\) ' "

)1bl
i )-I I-'I - Itt )

• I 9O
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wherv "( is the rat/o of specific heats (1.4 for air). Then,
P

m

Mi
The pressure ratio was calculated from measurements of the upstream

stagnation pressure, Pup' and the pressure drop across the orifice, AP.
Then

PO1 Pamb 4- Pup
P-T = +P -£P

x Pamb up

Thus

PolJ AP(Pup + Pamb ) (6 + (6Pam b) 6 2= " " 2 +

_Pi- (Pup + Pamv - AP)2 (Pup + Pamb )

Then,

_Hi = (AP)(PuP + Pamb) _ F

z "YMi\ Pi ] (Pup + Pamb - Ap)2 I (Pup + Pamb )2 +

The uncertainty was calculated for two cases.

•_a.. 31.8 mm orifice, Mi -- 0.149

Pamb = 29.76 + 0.02 in. Hg

Pup 15.2 4_0.I in. H20

AP = 6.5 -+0.i in. H20

Evaluating the above expression, we have

= O. 78%
Mi

b. 12.7 mm orifice, Mi = 1.235

Pamb = 29.82 ± 0.02 in. Hg

1' = 48.75 ± 0.2 in. Hg
up

AP = 47.65 ± 0.2 In. Hg
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Ther;

_M.
1

-- 0.46%
M.
i

These are fairly representative cases. Thus the relative uncer-

tainty of Mi was always less than 2%.

U°
k

The indicated velocity is calculated from the perfect gas relation:

_R'T o Mi
U. -- --¢YRT i M. --

i i ql +_M2i

Then

To was measured using a thermocouple, thus

6T
1 o

-- 0.0019
2 T

o

_bli/M i appears to be the largest of low values of Mi. Thus, using

Ti L_M.1
- 0.0078

T M.
o I

we |,ave

de.
I

..... 0.8%
U.
i

Acoustic Pressure

Tile microphones wL,re calibrated using, a B&K plstonphone. The uncer-

t_tinty in this calibration technique is less than 0.2 dB SPL. Now,

l-q-)sPL(dl ) --Io1,,g10\eOer

192
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Thu s,

SPL

p2 2 ) lO 10= (Pref

i

i and
_SP2 £n I0
.... 6SPL = 4.6%

_ lO
Thus the uncertainty in the time-averaged mean square acoustic pressure

was less than 4.6%.

Acoustic Power

The arotlstic power is calcuhlted by an integration over frequency

of the expression

.)

F = P" (rwv)
_)(,dO

where I.:WF is the energy weighting function discussed in Chapter 4.

The uncert(litlty in values of the energy weighting function (due to the

slug flow assumption) is less than 2,_(:,(rod the un('ert_lintvin i_a is• o o

negligible. Thus we have

Aroust[c t,:fffrfencl)'

'l'he _lcoustic c,fi'icienc'y, N, is r;ilru/(ltl,(t lly

_= . _) .

II I. 2: niU.
I

Thlis,

r, +.,;,. + I

19t
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n (0.050)+ (o.o19)2+ (o.ot6)21L/2

6T.._l= 5.6% .
n

The worst case wllue was used for dm/m. Thus all values of n presen-

ted in this report have an uncertainty of less titan 5.6%.
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Al_l_L_aidIx A{_

WAI.I. S'I'A'I'It_ I'I_I'_SSLIRI", PROI:II,I'_S l"O1_ TIlE 1(_.'2 toni NOZZI,E,_

This ;ll_l_;tidix _'_*ill;litl_,.w;l.II sl;itt_' I',r,.'8stln, profilL,,_ for tile tw_

It's.'.) Ilinl tlo::;tlt, H. '['ILL; Illt'ilBl|t't'lllgllt.,.l WL'I'O nl,:ldo tl_itll_ , i! w_ltt, r nl;.lllOnlt, ttG"

wlllvh W_lS eotlll_.k'ted Lo tho w_fll _t_ltit" pre_,_lin, t_ll_H throit_ll _1 wllvt,

Ill;lllil'oid. I:or dt, t;lilS ol-...the sL_lltt, pl't, ssur_., t;ll_S, ._t'e Roberts _lnd

,)dlnst oii (l_)7fi) .

Tilt, ,_t_lt it:. l_l't,s,_llrt, ['_1"o1[ It, s |_,_I" ilk, short no::;,l_, (/hl'o_lL lt, ngth-

to-di_ltil_,t_,r i'_ttio ol 1) _lrt, ,_howt_ in Pig. A(_-I. l'h_, w_tll st_ltit'

I_l't'sstin's ;irt, norill;l[ i'-:t,d Itv tht, ]_,t t, xit kin_,t [t, t'llt'l'gV _lllt,.[ I}lottt,d vs.

;I t_,tktilik'tlsioll;ll ;Ixi;il I_'ll_,'th, x/tl)-d), wh_,re x is the, di,'_t_m_'t, ttowi_-

_tt_,;tni or the, .tot _,xit i,l;itl_ ,, I) is tlk, I_ipt • ill_tdt, di;Inl_,t_,r.. ;ind d

is Ilk, ll_z:tl_ , di,lmt, i_,r . 'rht, ,_t_lti{. i_n,ssurt , tlrol_S ._l i_;hlly .jlt._t dowt_-

S[l'O_lll! OI tlt_' tlo;:;'le ,'×it p[;lil_', _llld lht'tl l'[St'_ t';ll'_[dlv _ls the k[llt'tjt"

etl_'t'}*,!,' ol the .l_'t is l't,dlie_,d by luring.ill, tit illlXill)'_. 'l'h,, r;ipid st;It it' llrt, s -

sun, ris_, I_,v_,ls oil ;it ;ll_l_roxim;i/_,lv x/(D-t[) = %, ii_di_';Itin_,, th;it the,

I l_w It;is t'_';ttt;tdled Io the l_il_ , w;lll. 'l'ht, gt'tk, l'_ll _ll;ll_t, of Lilt, _t;Itt_"

l_i'_'sslti_ , _'ltl'x,v is ilot itlllli_,nct,d stroi_,,ly by .j_'t _,xil bl_l_'ll t_ui_ll_t,i'.

'l'h_, _,,,tll ,'4[;1[ [_ pt'eS._lll't' i_r_lilt.,,,_ ['Of the loll)', IIO::;'.le (thro_lt lt,llp, tlt-

Io-di,tlttVtvr I';It ioot 8) ;ilk' ,_howll ill I"i,_',. A(_-2. 'rile _'lll'Vt'.'4 ['Ol" tilL'

l_|i)', tlo;t;:le ;I}',l't'e _'[O._l'lV W[t]l tllol_t, Iol" tilL' ,'_]lot't IlOZ;:lt'. 'l'hi_ [lldl_'illt,H

tit, it the ov_,l',lll Illtid d vtlaltlt/[e _'h,:it'aletet'ist |,,',,4 of tilL' two IlO}:/,lt's ;It'L,

Vt'I'V Iiitlli i_it'.

The di,llllell, r ill Ihe IlO;°.::ll,,_i W_l,_i elkl,_eil to Ill,itch In,it ol lilt' vetl_i

I'l_llli'.il'lli I_l thl' I_t.() nun i_rillt, l,. ']'hii_ wt' willtlll i,xt_l,el tilL' Iltild dv-

II,llliii" i'h,ll_lelel'l,_ilil's ill Iht, t_ll IlO;;/.ll,._l Io lie _iinll,ir tl_ lll_,_, ill the

llt. II inln _l'iliee. '1'o t'hl,clt tlll_ thl' .'It._tll' I't'l',_l,_litl'e IIrofill'._ lor Lhl,

ll_'O Ill..] liini llOi:°'.il',-I l_l'l't' i'Olilll,lrtkl IO llloSe [01" lhl, lll.O nlln ot'll li'e

_ ;_illlil.ir ik_ltdlilll'il.<il_lll,il ll'ill'th I,',l._ ii._ed by ]{iq_t,i'l._ ,illd ,Idlil._lml tlll/.'i)
[11 ]_rt';ll,lll illlt sl_it-ie ilrl,._l_lil.i, I_ll_lfll,.,i d_Wll._ll'l,,illl ol i_l[I ll,l,._.

I_l'l,;;i,ill_,d by R_q_l,i'l._ .iild .Idlilstl_il (lll/'.'i)_ l"llt. .!10 I_' 'il.

1tl,_
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The agreement was excellent, confirming that nozzles and orifices ex-

hlbit similar fluid dynamic characteristics when the comparison is made

using nozzle exit plane and orifice vena contracta conditions.
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APPENDIX A7

CROSS-CORRELATION MEASUREHENTS OF THE

_._ tlYI)RODYNAMIC PRESSURF, FI, UCTUATIONS
m

This appendix presents-measurements of the relative rms levels of

the acoustic and hydrodyalamic pressure [luctuations ill the £requency

range 200-2[00 Hz. _The measurements were made using t|te cross-

correlation technique d_scussed in- section 3.1.. One microphone was

i mounted at the. axial location used for tile modal measurements. A

second microphone was located 0.25 m farther downstream. The micro-

phones were time-delay cross-correlated. The value of the cross-

correlation at a time delay equal to the time it takes for the acoustic

wave to travel the distance between the two microphones gives the

1-., magnitude of the acoustic pressure, P2"ca " if tile acoustic pressure

1 fluctuations are assumed to be uncorrelated with tile hydrodynamic pres-

___ sure fluctuations, tile recall square wllue of the wall pressure fluctua-

tions is given bv p2 + t,2 Thus the magnitude of the hydro-
• ac hydro

dynamic pressure fluctuations can be determined by subtracting tile mean

square acoustJ.c pressure from tile total mean sqtlare presstire measurement.

Tile measurements were made using two ltewlett-Packard IIP3721A

correlators. 'Pile microphone outputs were bandpass filtered between

200 lind 2100 ltz before being fed to tile correlators. The total mean

square wall pressure fluctuation was obtained from tile atitocorrelatfon

at zero time delay. The geometric mean of the wllues for the two micro-

I_llones wan used to tit, fine tile total lllealll square pressllre.

The table below given tile vii[lies el: till, acotlSt it' and hvdr,_dyn,unic

pressures in tile frequent), range 200-2100 IIz. The uncertainty associa.'t,d

with tilt, v_lltlt, of l'i_vdro is lill*gt,, t.spt,Ci_llly for cases where P_'vdl'o,,

iN much smaller than I '-_- , since ,2
lit' Ihvdr ° is foulld by taking tilt, d|l-lt, r-

ellt't, of two large lltllllbel's. }ll'lwevt'l'_ tile lllt, iISllrernelltS show thilt tilt'

level of till' hydrodynamic pl'eSsllrt, fluctu;lt ions W_lS nlllt'h ]owl, l" th;111 Ill,it

el tile iICOIISt it' prt'._;Slll't , l luctuat lollS. 'Hills tilL' pl't'St'llct' of hx'dl't_dVllilllllt,

pl't, SSllrt, llllctllilt [oils did Iltlt illllllt, lICt, till' ilt'OllSt |c llle;ISlll't'nlt,lltS, with

lilt, po._siblt, exct,ptton of tilt' Sll.8 lllIllorffict,,

I llIj

!

t
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Table A7, i

Relative Levels of the Acoustic

and Hydrodynamic Pressure Fluctuations

in. the Frequency Range 200-2100 Hz

Restriction Mi SPLac (dB) SPLhydr ° SPLac-SPLhydr °
J

12.7 mm 1.21 127.1 110.4 16.7
Orifice 0.63 106.0 80.4 25.6

19.0 nm_ 1.07 135.4 119.6 15.8
Orifice 0.40 103.6 86.9 16.7

31.8 irm_ 0.49 119.4 93.8 26.0

Orifice 0.37 106.b 87.4 19,2

0.31 I00.'2 92.0 14.2

50.8 mm Orifice, 0.'21 102.0 93.8 8.'2

16.2 nm_ 1.17 136.'2 125.7 I0.5

Nozzle 0.76 124. I 109.'2 14.9

Lt/d = 1 0.41 106.5 89.1 [7.4

16.'2 mm l 17 137.0 122.D 15.0
Nozzle 0.78 125.5 11'2.'2 I 3.3

Lt/d = 8 0.40 104.3 90.4 13.q
¢ ....

200
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Appendix A8

DERIVAT!ON OF THE PHYSICAL ENERGY EQUATION

AND ACOUSTIC ENERGY _:LOW F.XPRESSIONS

A8. I • lut roduct ion

This appendix contains details of the derivations of the physical

energy equation results. The format generally follows that used In Chap-

ter 4. Section A8.2 contains the derivation of the physical energy

< JP > ds.equation. Section A8.3 gives details of the evaluation of _s 8z

As explained in Chapter 4, the Lntegrated acoustic energy flux,

IP P P
/8 < "Sz"ds" can be 8ep;irnted into two parts, _a and _b" The detailsn

of the evaluation of _; are given in Section 4.3.2 of Chapter 4, and

hem'e ;Ire uot covered in this appendix, The details of the ew_luation of
P

'_b are }_,[vt,n [11 Secti_n AS.4. The ewlluation of the source terms in

Section 4.3.4 of Chapt,,r 4 is ;118o given sufficient det;lil th_lt no am-

plification i8 needed here.

AS. 2...... !\ D_,.t.a ! 13_,dD.,,y i v;It.!.gj_ of t he Phvs i ca 1 Enerj_r _ uat t on

Viscous heat conduction and potential field effects are ignored |ix

the derivation of the physical energy equation. The entropy of the mean

l'lc_wis ;ll,qoasstlnlt,d tO lle t'tllXStil|It, Thtlh the ;l¢'OllStic pt,rturbat[on,q

are im,ntropic. With these restrictions, the fluid moti.oax-obeys the fol-

Iowiny st, t of equations.

Cout [nult v: {it + dtv(_]-) =: (} (AS-ln)

blelllt, llltllll: [' 3"t + _\' ° \'_ + VP -- 0 (AS-lb)

') - ")

]"llt' I')',V : ,,'_'t" { t_ _

Equs. of stat_': p = p(_'} , e = e(_') (AS-Idl

2(11

|
11-
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We first separate the variables into mean and perturbation quanti-

ties, i.e., P = P + p', etc. Substituting into the above equations,o

we have (noting that time derivatives of the mean flow quantities are

zero)

_p_i'+_tdivU%+P')(Vo+V')- o (AS-2=)

_v' ,)(_o,.@)v(Vo+_,)+.V(po+p,)(Po+O ') -_-+ (po+p • ,= 0

(A8-2b)

+
+ div po+p')(eo+e'+_ -- • (V° (A8-2c)

(Po+p')] !V +v')l : 0

The mean flow quantiLies must independently satisfy these euac_ons.

Thus we have

div(%V o) = 0 (A8-3a)

oovL-.v_+vPo --0 (AS-3B)

dlvl[Oo(e ° +_)+ po]Vol = 0 (A8-3c)

Subtracting Eqns. (A8-3) from (A8-2), we have

I

_P' -- -- ˆ'P0 (AS-4a)_---_+ div(PoV' °

_"' ' (V° -- ,_". v_")+p'vo vV + Vp' -- o(%+_,')-_i-+(po+f_) .V_'+v'"Vvo " .
(AS-4b)

'.'02
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, ,. 1v2tl.:_t , + ) '+_7 ._,+:; '°'(%+_" o
',tt I (_'o P' o . /

I v' 2 v'+air (G+o') '+Vo.v'+ _ +p, (_+ )

+ Po + 1

At this point tile equations are exact. We next multiply Eqn.

(AS-4a) by _' and add to Eqn. (AS-4b). Neglecting tllethird-order

terms v' dlv(p'v') and p'v' • Vv', we have

By' 3 - - - - -
Po _ + _ (p'v') + v' div(pov' +P'Vo) + (Oo+O')(V ° •Vv' +_' •VV )o

-' V v' + p'V- • Wv' + Vp' = 0 (A8-5)+ OoV " O O

This equation will be used later in simplifying tileenergy equation.

Now examine the equation of state. To second-order accuracy, we

have for isentropic flow

pe = P°e° + _}P P=Po P=Po

Using the result from thermodynamics, de = Tds + (p/p2)dp, we have

Is P o = '_-P s

thermodynamic equation dh = Tds +- dP we | = _ . Now _p =P s

'Jh 3P _1
3_i?:g]] , Which gives " _p2 - = a /Po" Thus we _ave[P=Po

2

pe -- Poeo + hoP, + o
Po 2 (A8-6)

accurate to O(L2).

Substituting into Eqn. (A8-4c) and neglecting terms of O(t3), we

obtain

20'
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V 2

dlv! P+ _ _ _-

+ P'_o} =
(A8-7)0

where the. acoustic energy density, $,_, and the physical energy flux,

_P are given by
s

2
a Po

_s = _ 0'2 + -2- v'2 (Ad-8a)2%

_P = _s_o + p,v, (A8-8b)s

Simp±x_ying, we have

+ div _P + + + div(PoV +0'vo+_t s o

_ V2

+Vo" 0o-_- + (p'v') + Vp + V o • %v o

-- . -- -- = 0 (A8-9)+ div po+p')(Vo v')(Vo+V') + p' div V °

First note that the third term in Eqn. (A8-9) is equal to zero by

virtue of the continuity equation. Also, by examination of tile mean

flow energy equation (Eqn. (A8-3c)), it can be seen that

I
i

Then, using

div_L'o+P')(Vo'V')(Vo+v')_ = _o'_ v' dlv(pov'+''_-)u

-- -I V t)
+ (%+n')V(v "v' + %v • ,

204
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Equation (A8-9) can be rewritten as

%-C+ div_Ps+ 7o" Po3i- + (O'v')+ v' div(OoV'+0 Vo)

+ (oo+o')_(_o.V,)+vp']+_'. oJ(L'_') + (Oo+O')v o*-_

+ p' div V = 0 (A8-10)
O

Next, noting that

%)V(V° v') -- v° V_v'+v' • +Vo×(Vxv') +v'x(Vx ,

Equation (A8-5) can be used to simplify the third term in Eqn. (AS-10),

giving

_6 - o_-- L - - -' v_' - p'_ W3is+ div7Ps+ go" (Po+ p')vX(VXVo) - pov • o'

+ v' OoV( • v') + (Oo+p') V o + + p' div V = 0 (A_-II)0

L_

Now we have

V_ • v' x (VXVo) + V + • v' = ho - -- VP •

aftt,r using Eqn. (A8-3b) to eliminate V • VV . But for isentropicO O

flow, Vh = .l_ VP. Thus Eqn. (A8-11) can be ",,ritten a:P

_F,s p, ....

_---_-+dlv 7_ +--VPOo o .Vo + P' div Vo - PoVo" (v"" Vv')-e pcv' • V(Vo .v')

Furth_,rmor_,,it can be shown that

v'.v(g,,._") -- V_,.(v'.Vv')+V'.(v'.Vg o)

2O5

il-



Thus we have

_6s _ - _ _ _
-_-_-+ div _P = 0'poVPo.Vo - p' div Vo - 0oV' • _TVo. v' (A8-12)

Now, Eqn. (A8-12) is accurate to O(e2). Thus we need 0' and p' to

O(e 2) accuracy. For constant entropy, we have

, = _BP[o p' + _2 o p,2

P

_ 2P2 2Substituting p' = epI 4- and p' = e01 + e O2, and using --_p_P= ao'2
i we obtain

2
PI -- a° 0l (8-13a)

_a 2
2 1 o 2

P2 = ao P2 + Y S--p-Pl (8-13b)

2

VOo. Thus, Eqn. (AS-3a)Next, note that, for constant entropy, VP° = a°

can be written as

po div Vo + % VPo. % = 0
a
o

Using this result in combination with Eqns. (A8-13), we obtain

_s _ao ,2 v-' -- •v'divVo- .vv°

accurate to O(g 2). Equivalently, this can be written as

B_s
7P (F-I) p,2 - v' • VV • v' (A8-14)_--_+ div s = 2 div VO o

Po ao

where F-- 1 B(_a)
a _3_-'_[u ' Eqn. (A8-]4) is refurred to as the physLca] energy

equation in Chapter 4.

206
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i

A8.3. EwlluatLon of fs < JP > ds• S
Z

We.,have

. < je > _- < f+-y +u_ to z
---- Sz 2Poao

where the perturbation quantities are given by

i E, 1p' = _ Re n(r,0) ei(c0t-kzmnz)
tll, n

_' Z k V i(_°t-kzmnZ)]i u' = Re rmn(r, 0) e , etc.r ILL,n
i

D Substituting these expressions into the above equation, we obtain

I jP i FIPmnPbc Po V + V0

< > = -_ Re E ..... + -2--Vr rbc mnV0bc

Sz _ m In

* e (A8-16)

+ T VzmnV_bcl Uo + PmnVz b ,

i The functions Vrmn, V0m n, and Vzmn are given by

3Pmn

i. _ (A8-17a)
7' Vr = u )

mn 0o (W-kz o
mn

?P
mn

i _ (a8-17b)
V0 "

mn %(m-kz Uo)mn

?p dUmn o

kz Pmn - dr
mn 3r (A8-17c)

Vz = po(a__k Uo) -
mn z po(w-kz Uo )2mn

mn

where

Pmn(r,O) = Cmn cos(m0+_mn ) Rmn(r) (A8-17d)

207
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where _ = O, m O ; = I, m - 1,203 .....IP,

Tin, inlcFrals ol the other lernm in Eqll. (A,_-lb) nr<,. F,ivcn..by ,_imi-

[,It" _'._l_l'_','_.'_io1_s. 'l'hu_, the inlc},,r,lled ilCO_1,'4tiC _,'I_CI'_;_." I lU× can bt, writ-

[ ¢'11 ,I,_

inn m,' _mc- '_mn) I Inn mc• ,I ' d_ .....

s OoLI +( _ " " " t '2'.IR dR
hill IllC

iii ° Rd r d r lilt1 llh'

(,,,_-k II )l,,,'-k l1 ) + - ',t ,_ " 0 I'" _(,_-1¢, '[I "}# t_-k I l )
11111 nit' ,; I'_ ' _: ii

|1111 IIIC

• lllll t_ k I'_ lllll

n,,_ ,I," d, fmc mc lit l;,,

4- _,,,-k U } - L' _,,,,k ,, Lm-k Uo)_/
_, (,_,,-k }" U ) - :'

Illll ' t} IIlC ."
ntll 111t"

k,. II II dR dU 1
lli11 I11C }_ nlc tl

tIIC 11111 d 1" _I l"

�L_,_:kt' ) - rdr coslk,_ -k ) .'.. _,
' _, t,,'- k I_ 1" "my tun
Ilh' ,' 0

111C

.'O,H
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Simplifying, this expression antL.nondtmensJonalfztng, we obtait_-the final
resu It.

"- ,JP > ds ----" E I1111 lllt' Hie

..... [10'1"0 nl_ II ' 0

dR dR dR dR 9Ill I1 nlc

......... _ '2 ...... Ill.n_ mc -[ dbl / -
dr dr m R R k k R R "- _L-- _cl'_:/

hill mt:. • I1111 mc 11111 m¢ dli dr+ ') + - _._9 + + ....
'¢'K K "_'r- K K K K 4 ") 9nlllmG ......... nlll mc nm.mu "y K- K"" 11111 II1("

dR dR dR

k,,R a7 d7 . ./ R - -mc mc tl_- dr k" R R nan /
.... ] mc mn nit dr dr

._ .) ..... i:,..... -;)..... "b .......... - -

'¢" KmnK" _¢" K K- K 2K2 j
IIIC nlt" Ii111 _ nit' '_ nit"

• 2]:d-r cos(k - kmn )me (A8- 18)

Tim nond iint'ns ion;il vari;ible8 art, def int, d as

k a
" " r -- z o [1
r - , k = _ nLn_ o -.

YO nlll (d , bl ...... ;I ' K11111 -- ( I - kllll?| ) ,

(01"

= ._ o ........... and g -- 10;:
il ;I "

il I1

2(Io
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P

Tht, cro,.-i,s nlode etlerty flow+ _b ' [,,4 Lh_2 sum of the tenu,n in
t'

f,,.i " 'i_z " d,n for which n # c. Not+lllg that the summaLious ow,'r n and

c both Ilav_2 Lhe 8;llllt, upper bound, we Cilll COlllbilll? tel'ins-to obtain

•2 c c co._(%,__-%n) fll [[.

__1|: = ltr° E E tun mc H R R'? ( I_+ Imn mc.---_Oito ni, n .c_, n ........ " Cnl)
O

"': <"< (/'<:.e"mu .me ,, ........ rail._ 12L,_'
-- R k k R R

dr dr nCRmn nit' mn mc inn nw tit" dr Xdl 7/

+ -9 + " "Y-:'; ..... + K K + ........ "--:_: ........
"i_K K y'L'" K K inn mc ) 4 K 2 K 2

lilll IUC lnil Bit" nlil nic

dR dR

-- .............. "t" .........-,........ "t- IIIII+ lliC R R

]-KIIIIIK[IlC k 'lilt' Klllll _ II111 nit'/ Illll Illc

i '

d R tl R \

dH R . Ilk" R _. 111_II]

tl r mn d-i: nit .dr_.- _- ....

.... 2 6 ..... + " i. [ 2rdr co_(kll w" - knln) z. tAS-Iq)
"l K" K171n ]' " nl C

I.:quation tA8--19) c;m be sitnl_lifivd by integrating the tt, rtn

_t .<i.i-.1._k,l_[_/ I]-

j .,
2 id

_ 5 K K
I 0 Illli Illl"

li by p;il'i,_. I"[i',_t, Wt' hilve

i75-"

_. d bl d R
-. l/i: i,I mtl\ l "/m . !ltll

.... ,St<, ,S ,, .... ,,,.
i J . ill,' dr - - R - K

; _ I ' IllC dr Klllil i:'l"
'_ Illtl IlIC tit" _ 0

:;illi'l' tilt' t'Oilll'[l_Ul illil8 ol lily t'Ild pO[lll_ 'Villl[,'-ill I_v viitilt' ol till' I_ouild-

_t ill'V co'ldlt ioll,';. ,qilllilill'ly, ',,'e h;lVl'

d I_ d R

i I I TM
I f d r d I_ I d d r

II111 tit" R .... ill

.' J K K / ,1 Illll ill" K K'_ il II111 Ilh' ill" _t iI Illll IlIC

? I0
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Adding th,,so t.ogethvr, w_-obtain

dR dR dR

1 M mu m,' ol I /_ _l..,.--ma \
f ,13:dv d[. I

,, 2rdr = - Rmc-_--_, "K----_- /-KmnKmc d r ran- mcO

[ dR

d I. , dr dr (A8-20)

• + R k KmnKmci mn d_
Now we have

i: dR dR dR

[r nm l_(J dr L "r -mmLr-]._] - ranK. dr .... (Kin Il

d aT-. d d_-I Km,_ _ dr d

....... 9 [ _----M + ._ _ ,
KmnKmc K__n me mn _ rat" ......

dr

Using the differential equation for R (Eqn. (2-3)) to replace the_._
nl tl

der[vatiw, in the ffr,_t term on the right-hand s£d_, wo obtain

dR

bq .,_ R K m'R "k2 R -7

5t [ ............ _'rbl mn mn mn
Km Knit.. + + _ran mn,

dr [ _] mc y-r'K" K KmnKmcJroll nlc i
i

dR 1
-- mn dM i

dr dr k _I i_ M\ imn lC

+ K K I. - -(<---- + (AS-21a) _!
nlll 111C 11111 Illt' ]

Similarly, we have

dR
.- r)

d "- = "I_ rbl mc mc +-4-_TC- ..... +

dr [. mn mc .J -- Kmn "Y'r"KmnKmc KmnKmcJ

dR
-- mc dM

' ....... (1 ]_t''' 11" kmnM )
+. ,ff d¥ " + _--- t^s-"_,)

Klllll KlllC KIIlC Bill t

Subst itut ing Eqn.s (A8-21) |nto Eqn. (A8-20), we obtain

I
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dR dR
I M mn me [ _ _ _9- _9

f K K (k +k )

_ _] m,.- ,., m,.- m,_.-]
--_(--., :(; 2,-d,- - g] V-- + i<-- - ¢_-- 1 Rm._mc

0 _t" K K L mn ........me ............ mc mn -1IIIIInlc ...... 0

dM

- M _ :_ an .me _ d'r-_, drum kmt?l.

y r KmnKmc 2_'2'KmnKmc mc .....d-'-r-- " Km + -

(
me. "2rdr ( A8- 2 2 )

+R,,,,, ----d:,Lt -:_me +-_--_n]__ !

Sub.st i.tut £ng l':q!!, .(A8.22) into l",qn. (A8-19), we ob ta in, after simpl it" i-

v:It loll,

II E C. (, ct s(_ - _mn ) mc mn
l' o mn mc mc Kmu +K )" - (k _kin )2

_b _OdO Ill,ill. C_'I1 lllll nit"

0

klnD n._' II111 Illll lllt$

+ K_1_ + R R - - "_ + "I,B.'
Bill riB?

me. ] 21("Int."

d R
mll d}l

R .......

mc dr d r

}" K"
II1B

dR
mc dM

I (1 - 2k l'i+k k t'1_') um .....,lt-
lllC 11111 II1_. KI_ • tit".......... ,,........... + ....... .; ,,- .....

h .'1 °_..... -KIlli 1 Illtl ) "K" nit"

dR dR "_

d r d r d-{" - -

+ ..... 'lq' ""'--KLmnK_'_mc....... I 2rdr coStkmc-kmn) z (A8-23)
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Appendix A9

' DERIVAflON OF ACOUSTIC ENERGY_EXPRESSIONS

BASED ON THE WORK OF BLOCKHINTSEV AND HOIIRING 1

_. Ag.I -Results Based on the Work of Blockhintsev-

The Blockhintse-v ene.rgy flux can be expressed as

2

_B. -- P-' -- F' --= ' ' + V
s p'v + %(Vo.V')v +----2-v° -2 (Vo'.V')o

_)O a a. o .... o

For our particular case V = U e , and we are only interested in _he

axial or z componena of the acoustic energy flux. Thus the time aver-

aged energy flux is given by

" < jB._z" = ,_'t_'" (l+r_2) +_I__a < u'2 "* <%%p'2_)z to o z (A9-1)

Using the expressions

.. [- i(a)t-kz z)-I

P' = Z RelPmn(_t"_) e mn I
m,n L I

_. and

• l,,n L mn j

and time averaging, we obtain

}F L qlB l " * 2 _ PmnPb
,,_- --T_. _ _,_P v (1+_ )+ _.Ia v v +. .'°°'.7. _,,, l>.,. l/ ,><_ II mn _<

l(kzhc-kzm n)z
(A9-2)

We have

3P dU
k P mn o
Z MII
mn Jr dr

V
O,,-k tl )

o '_O(<<'-k UO) 2zmn _'o Zmn z
lllll

2l t
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where .............

_: P = C cos(m0+_ ) R (r)
mn ........ iP,n mn mn

The coegfi_ient Cmn is considered to be real and _mn gives the

location of the modal diameter. Since we are only considering cut.on
/

modes,. Rmn and kZmn are real. Substituting the above expressions

into the first term of equation (A9-2) and integr_g across the duct

i,- cross section we hawe

2_ri [p , l+M2) i(kzbc-kzmn) z]f _ Re mnV ( e rdrd0 = 0 , m _ b •Zbc
O O

I dR dV I

_CmnCmc c°S(Omn-Omc) i mc oo kzmcRmc dr dr

-- (i+_:m) J R -
mn 2. (l+H')rd_

o Po(_-kzmcUo) po (0J-kzmcUo)

• cos(kzmc-kzmn)Z , m = b , ....................................

where _ " 0•..m = O; = I, m = 1,2,3,..... 2he integrals-.-of Lhe
m

oLher terms in-Eqn. (A9-2)-arc given by slmilar expressions. Evaluating

these t_,rmsand summing, we have
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 CmnCmc°"0 n-0oc'/{r _
S " m 9 i1 0 ..............

d  cdUo[ 'R n'Vo1kzmnRmn dr dr-_-Z |<I+M2)+ • - x
Oo(__kzmcUo) 2j MOoao 0°(_-kzmnU o) Po(m-kzmnUo) 2

[ ' cdu°1 }kzmcRmc dr dr + M
- 2 -- R R 2rdr.

po(_0-kzmcUo) Po (_0_kzmcUo) Poa° mn mc coS(kzmc-kzmn) Z

Nondimensionallzlng we obtain

2

2K2 | (I+M2) + M 2 2
Y mc _ \ mn y Kmn

dR

( 1me me d'r" d'r" /

---_mc- _K 2- )+ MR R 2_d_ cos(_nc-kmn)'{
................... 7, me / mn me

(A9-3)

where the nondimenslona] variables are defined by

kzmna ° U _rr o o wz

r = --r ' [mn = _ , M = --a ' Kmn = (l-KmnM) , Y = --a and z = --a '
o o 0 o
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B and
The integrated energy flux can be separated into two parts, _a

B B has a cosine dependence_ , wh_rel'a is i.d_pende._,of _ ,_d27b
on z . Thus

S

Further manipulations of _B and _bB will be performed separately.

We then have

o _ I__._I R2 -

a % o K_. mn. e. o L_"+ J
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Now- examine _Ba ' the-part of uhe integrated energy flux which iS

not independent of z . We have

2 Ik dame'dM]

B '_r C C coS(_mn-_me) / { mcRmc dr- d_. I(I+M 2)
_- o _ mnme L Kmmc J._ b Ooao - m,n m mn Y K_ c

2(I+E ) R 2 2

o

km Rmn d_-- _| k R _- _}+
+ M K -___2-- mc me -_--2- MR R 2r--dr -- -- --

\ mn Y Km n / Kmc y Kmc / mn me cos(kmc-kmn )z

Collecting terms we. oLtain

2

B Itr E c_n C C coS(_mn-¢mc) / { M2] R R

= o mn mc [M+k -k mn me

b Oo o m,n mn mca 2(I+E m) me mn K K

dM

mc -- 2 2 mn _ Kme
y2K2 K2 Rmn d_ (l-kmnM + M Kmn) + R c d_ mc

+

mc mn

mc mn }

d_ dT k_rr / 2r--dr- -- -- --

y4K2 K2 cos (kme-kmn!Z
me mn

Noting that the summations over n and e have the same upper bound
B

we can combine terms to obtain tlle final result for ,_b

bB- _IrOooaomZ Z mnmetn c <n C C 2(l+rm)c°s(_mn-_mc)/{ "2M+(kmn+Le)(l-M2)KmcKmn RRmnme Jo

ttY dRmt. mn

.,2K2 K2 mn dY [14¢.12(K 2 __-2 )] + R [I+M2(K )
- -- ..... mn mn mc dY c- '

mn mc
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m mvl

dRmc dRmn (dM_2 M

_4K2 K2mn mc

A9.2. Results Based on the Work of _6hrin_

M_hring (1971) presents an acoustic energy flux expression for the

case of a two dimenslonal duct containing _ sheared mean flow. The

acoustic nressure for a two dimensional duct_Is given by_

i(mt-kznZ)

P'(y,z,.._)....=.......E CnPn(Y) e ......................(A9-7)
n ..........

The_ncoustic 9nergy flow of _6hring can be expressed as

9

E n c Yo 2t°Uo n c __
•£ 2-D n c '"c o"= E 40° + (kzn+kzc) - ((0-kznUo)(O_-k,U

dUo / dP c dPn_
-_ .... /l' -v -£ + P __/)

_ _ 9Y \ n gy c _I dy cos(kzc-kzn)Z (A9-8)(t_.kznUo)2(t_,..kzcUo)2 "'-: .......

[ntroduclng the nondimensional varlables

kztla 0 U _ (°Yo ,-- u_Z

"- -- -- Ku l-knM _y = -Y--, k = ., M = o = ( ) ' Y = a and ......z =
YO 11 03 a _"- ;1o o o

we obtain
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__o- Oo.,o'<--'_ r._ _x j ..,.... ,._,O . i

- _ n -_ + Pc "_] d7 cos(kc-kn)Z (A9-9)
2 K2K 2

n c

We wish to find the equivalent of equation (A9-9) for the case of

a circular duct. For a circular duct, the coordinate r replaces y

and the a=ea is-.glven by wr2o rather than Yo " The modes have a

double index (m,n) and the differential element of volume is rdSdr

instead of dy . The integration over 8 introduces the factor

2 coS(_mc-@mn)
• Thus the equivalent of equation (A9-9) for the

(i+¢m)
circular duct case is

_M wr2Eo c_ CmnCmc c°S(_mc-@mn)= _o m,no 4(l+£m)

i{,,+

Rmn _ + Re -d_-/ --- coS(_c_n)_ (A9-10)
_ Y" "K2 'K2 .... 2rdrmc mn

M and
The integrated power flux can be separated into two parts, ._ba

_,/. pbl where ,_M is independent of _ and _ bl/ b ' a - b has a cosine depen-
r_

_. dence on _'.. Thus we have
m

@
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mn

dM dRmn 1

_ d-_ Rmn _ 2rdr

y2 K4mn

Thus _M a can be expressed asD

m

__a ooa--_ mn O _- mn

mn

" dR 1

R mn d__MM

- mn d_ d_" 2r--dr (A9-11)

,¢2 K4
mn

"_ Collecting the terms of ._M which have a cosine dependence on ,_

we have

_M _rRml_l_c_iCmnCmc(/°_(_mc-_m_)o- b _ Ooa---_ "4(l+Cm)

/{[2bl + (kmn4kmc)(1-M2)] RnR

-- -- me

K K
0 mn mc

dRrn_c-+ R mn

dM tiT- mr: dT 2rdr cos(Lt - -
d_ .(2 K2 K2 -kmn)Z

mC Iil1"1

'2'20



Noting that the summations over., n and c have the same upper .......................................................................

bound _-_h can be written in final form as

_r 2 Cmn C

_M o E _ mc c°s(4Pmc-#mn)= _ 2(l+em)b Poao m,n c<n

/l [2o M+ ("kmn+k'm (1-M2)_ RmnRmcc) ...... KmnKmc

/- dRmc dRmn_ }

dM kRmn _ + Rme --_-/ 2_d_ coS(_mc-_mn)-Z (A9-12)
d_ 2 K2 K2

Y mn mc

ii
...... , , , , i I .... I ...... I ......
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Anpendtx A10

COlqPU'I'ER PROGRAMS FOR THE EN_R(,Y-WEI(JttT1NG I, LINL1 ION ANALYS 1S

The computer programs in this appet_d.lx are FORTRAN programs whlcb

were written for tile IBM 370/168 computer. The program MODE was compiled

tm a FORTRAN-I! ¢_mpiler. The program INTGRTE was used with the WATFIV

co,.pi [er.

AI 0. i. Program blOl)E

The computer program MODE calculates the radial mode shape functions

Rmn(t) and normal izod ax2al w;lwmumbers .k-" of propagating acoust.icllWt.

Illodt'S for a g ivell moall flow profLle bl(r-). The program also d_llCu|:tteS

tile physical, M:_hring, and Blockhintsev energy weighting functions.

'l'ho mean flow profile sh_tpo is c_llculatod by the _ubl'oltLillt-' FI,OP-RO.

The listing ft_llowinv thi_ d,stutssion contains the equation for a one-

.qt-,vL.rtth power prof i It-'. 'l'o obtn in rt.sul t _ for other prof i le sh:tpes, the

sul)rout i no FI,OI'RO wou I d haw, to b e lllod [ |" ied accord ingl y.

Tilt, ilt, cess_lry il_ptlt data con.,*i._ of _l first lint' which toll,_ tho pro-

_:ltn I'_w Ill;lilY t'_l.,q(.,tq ill't.' |o bt' t';lICtlI_lttJd, arid ;111 addit ional lint, for t-,ilt'h

came to _et tht' propor input parameters.

The first line of data contains the chosen value of NUMRUN, which

tt'l I.'4 t:ht' t'Ollll'Jlltvr !lt'lw Illilll.V modos are to bo t'illt'llliltt,d. NIIMRUN [._. ;.Ill

intoger which c:ln r_lllg from I to t)9 _llltl is rt,_ld tl_illg FORFIAT stntt,mt, nt I

ill t he l_rO_;l'_ltll.

t':,:lCh Stlt't't't'tlillg lint, of tl;ltll givt,..-; tilt' illp. t rJarillllt, tt,1-.,4 for il par-

t it'llldr lnoth,. Tht, data are rt,,Id tlsillg FORblAT statt,ment I in tho i_ro_.ram.

The fol lowing list t,xplnin._ t,;.|t'h input i_;Ir;llllt'tt'l" .

d) NN is ,:Ill [tll. t'gt'l" which is less thrill Ol" t, qtl_l[ to Ill illld cot|-

trois tht, ntll,bt'r t_l illtt'rwlls whit'h the duct radius la tlividt,d into.

._NN
'lho ,Ictmll nltlnbt, r ol illtt, rvil]._ i_; givt.ll by

b) bl iS nn lnt_,gor which can r:lngt, Irom 0 tt_ t} and givt,_ the

t'irt.llnllt, rt.tlt l.i1 lllOdt, itllnlbt,l'. ].'or t,X_llllplt'4 to t._llt.lll.tlt, lht, (;!,(1) illotlt,,

lq wotlld bt, Sol t'tllhll lt_ 2.

I
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,.:) N[',IOI]I,_ [_ +In Lr_t,..g¢,r wl+l,.'h c.n rang,., fl'_.nu 0 to '9 m'Ld _lv_ t..h_

desil'L.,d r;Id[;ll lut,du ltumbu, r. tlowf.,vor,_ NlvlODE I.s oltl.y u.s,.,d In th_.-,-outpltt

,'-.IUbt'C, tl[.ino ;lnd dot',",l l'lOt ¢t'tlltt'oL 1,#h_LCh l'ild[.-I.l. Ill@dL, l]lllllh_r 1.,,..I ;ICtll;.ljly

found. The progr;ull eonw, rgq._ o_1 tho radial mode imnlber whose eig_nvalue

is closest to tilt, t,.qt i.1;ited etgonv;lhlo, K (see, belo_,). 'll_e output c;In

e;lsily be che_ked to see that the correct radial mode m_mher has been

found by applying the following rule. The (m.n) nlode eigenfurction

h;ls n z_ros in thc interval 0 .. r -. 1. Note thnt the or£gin is exclu-

ded in applying this rule.

d) C is a RI,',AL*8 number which gLves the v;llue of tho reduced

frequency. _.

e) K is a RI{AI,*8 mu,bcr which is the estLm;ited value of the nor- .................

ill;ll [zt,d ;Ix[a]. Wtlvonllllll_L'C, l_ . 'l'hL, ;lccur_,'y of I_lae estimate ,,-Itrotlglv
hill

¢lfl'eets tilt' I1U1111"lt'l" Of [llLL'1";lt[OIl_ tile progr;l_ performs to obtain tl_,

,_olut,[on. 'l'ho progl';Ull will find tilt, r;ldi:_l mode whose norm;lliz_,d ;lxt;ll

W;IVOllUtllbl'r IS clost'st to K. Thus tilt, choice of K ;ll,",iO affects the

r;Idi;ll IllOdO iliinlbof 0|; the ,'_Olllt[Oll0 ltowever, Illldt_l" lllOS[ CtT'CtllllStllllCe_

lho V;I]IIL' t'_f I( t';lll I've t'._It till;lit't,] ;IcPllr;ll.t_ly pllDIlgh I.t} ])l_'oducL' ¢OllVOl_'-
Illll

gL'IlCL" It; thu' desired nlodt.,.

t) I,B is ;1 REAI,*B number which defines the lowt, r bound of tilt,
__Q

l';IngL' se/lrched for eigcnvalues k _ . The values of I.B ;lud lib should
Illll

bc chosen such th;lt not mt_l'¢, th;ul two ¢,[g_,nv;llues l i_, Ill Lh¢, _poel|-[ed

l';lll}_t' o I [ IllOl'_' t h;lll tWO t' [,gl211V;l! Lit','4 ;IFC fOlllld_ t,h_,' progt';Ull [ ,_I tt, rlll [fill-

ted ;llt_,l" pl'itlk[llg ;i IlOIlZL, l'tl v;lltl¢, of IF, RR. It" llo oig¢'llv;llllt's ;Ire, ft.)Lllltt

ill tho sp_.cil-i¢'d r;lngo ill ;lily tier;It ion stcp, tilt' progr;lnl prints "NO

I.',ICI._NVAI,UE I.'OI!NI)....I';.OR I._S'I'I['IA'I'I.I K = '_ ;lud tt, rluitmte_.

1',) LIB is ;i RI.',AI.*8 number which defines the, uppcl: bound of the
,1

I;luyt, sc, lrclwd l_r clgtuw;llm,s k" . Cutdcl incs for .qvlt,ct_ng values of
Illll

UI_ wcrt, t[ [ St'libel'L[ illltlVt'o

h) l_' i:4 ;1 RI'_AI,*8 Illllllbt'l" which is cho,'4t,'ll to ;ICCI.'I_'I';ILL' C_JI1VL'I'--

,_,,cncc t_t K. II I,_ is s_,I t_ high, c_nvcl'gem'c will bc slt,w, with

;UlCC_,.q.qivc {It,r,lt {OILS OVt'l',ght_t'_| |ll)', tilt' t'Ol'l"l't't V;IIII_' it1 ;111 o,_c|ll;Itot'v

I.I,ghlou. It l_' i,_ .'4CI tllO lOW, it II|;IV t;llt_' Ill;lllV itt'l';l_tO11S to obt;liI1

the solllt ioll. l\s ,t yt'llCt'dl gll:d,,'l [11_,'_ tt_r lllOdl,s ClOSt' lO ClltO|l lOW

I I I
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values of W such as 0.25 to 0.50 should be chosen, while for modes

far above cutoff values from 0.8 to 1.0 give rapid convergence.

A sample output of the computer program is shown following the list-

ing. The value of tile eigenvalue K2 found in each iteration is printed

out. Tile message "IERR...-._0"denotes ,,normal return from the subrou-

tine TSTURM. After the value of K2 has converged, the normalized

axial wavenumber is printed out. The integrals in the energy weighting ...............

functions are then calculated using a Romberg integration...scheme (see

Hornbeck (1975)). Tile Romberg integration-scheme is terminated when the

value-of tile integral has co-nverged to 0.5% uncertainty or all tile

data.points have been used, whichever comes first. TilevaLue, of the

integral, .tileuncertaLnty, and the number of integration steps are then

printed out. The maximum number of steps is (NN+I). The dofinitions

of tile integrals listed are given below.

1 M R2

L mn 2rdr
INT(1) = K

11111

Ig R2

INT(2) = L mnK2 mn 2rdr
mn

dR
mn dlq

R

! mn dr drIN'L'(3) = - 2 K4 2rd rY
mn

dR
mn dM

R

I mn dr d_ M2(K 2 _1_2 ) 2rdrINT(4) = - 2 K4 mn mn
mn

(dRnln d M/2I bl ....

INT(5) -- L \ dr dr# - -4 K4 2rd r
mtl

| ,_ .....
PINT(I) = MR" 2rdr

nln
o

I k R_

I'IN'I'(2) = f J"JL_Km)l 2rdr1111'I

224
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dR
mn dM

R

fl .1 mn dr d_---

PINT(3) = "Jo _(mn + II yZ K2 2rdr
mn

1 M(dRmn dMl2

PINT(4) = r k d-{ drl _r--dr

"Io .2y 4 K4

I mn
The values of the Blockhir_tsev, M_hring, and physical energy-weighting

functions are printed out after, evaluation of the integrals.

The subroutine OUTPUT ts then used to print out the values.of the

!'_ eigenfunction Rmn and the integrands of the alive integrals (excluding
the factor 2_) at 33 points across the duct radius. The Products,

_ Mohring Shear, and Blockhintsev Additional categories of the Mohring/_

Blockhintsev flux terms refer to the integrands of (INT(1)+INT(2)),

INT(3), and (INT(4)+INT(5)), respectively. The Products and Shear

categories of the physical flux terms refer to (PINT(1)+PINT(2)) and

(PINT(3)+PINT(4)), respectively. Since the listing of the eigenfunctions

and integrands is controlled by a separate subroutine, more detailed out-

put can be obtained easily by simply modifying the subroutine OUTPUT.

A listing of the program MODE and a sample of the output follows.

225
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Listing of Program MODE

REAL_8 N,K,KNE_,G,LB,UB,K2NEN,EPSI,SUM*FM,FB, FP
REAL*8 RilOES),B(lO25),AEilOZS),AD(1.02S),D(lO_S]_E(lOZS),E£(IOES),

$KZ_2_,Z(ZOE$,Z),RVl(1BZ5),RVE(lO:5_,R_3(lO25),R_V_(lOESI,RV5(1025|,
SRVbtlO_5),KMt£O_9),HACHtEO;9),T(8),Tl(ll],TEfll)_INT(9),OELZNT(9),
SPER¢NT(9),FZltlOOS),FI_(lO25),FI3(lO25),FZ_(lO£S],FIS(lO_),
SPFIl(IO_5],PFIZ(lOES|_PFI3(lOZ5)

REAL_8 DSQRT,DABS
COHMONMACH,RtB,AE,AD,FI4_FI5,PFZI,PFI£,PFZ3,K
EQUIVALENCE (B(1)_FZI(1)),(AE(Z]jFZE(Z]],(AO[Z),FZ3(III
DIMENSION NSTEP(9)
READ(S,1) NUHRUN
DO 1000 ZII:I,NUMRUN

_*_** N:2**NN IS THE NUHBER OF INTERVALS.
*_a_ M ZS THE CIRCUMFERENTIAL HODE NUMBER.

*x*_ NMDOE.-ZS THE DESIRED RADIAL HODE HUMBER.
**_, G IS THE REDUCED FREQUENCY GAHMA.

_** K I5 THE ESTIMATED NORMALIZED NAVE HUMBER.
**** LB AND UB DEFINE THE RANGE SEARCHED FOR
**** EIGENVALUES K_.

_**_ _ 1$ CHOSEN TO ACCELERATE. CONVERGENCE OF K.

READ(5,1_ NN,M,NHOOE,G,K,LB,US,N
1FORMAT(3Z2,SDI_.5)

N::**NN
NZ:N*Z

N3:N/3:
NII:N-I
NITER : 0
WRITE(6,_I M_NMODE,G,N,LB,UB,N

2 FORMAT(l/l/' I',II,',',II,') MODE',_X_'GAMMA=',Dll._,;X,I3,' INTER
SVALS'/' LB:',Dll._,_X,'UD=',bII.;,qX,'N:',D11._/)

*um* GENERATE MACH NUHBER PROFILE ARRAY.

CALL FLOPRO(N_,N)

_*_ GENERATE KM ARRAY U$1NG ESTIMATED VALUE OF K.

90 00 _0 1:1,N2
_0 KM(Z|:I.DOoK_CH(I)

*_ GENERATE ARRAYS FOR A_R:K£*B_R.
_ A IS TRIDIAGONAL, AD(II ARE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS,
*_*_ AE(ll ARE SUDDIAGONAL ELEHENTS. B I5 DIAGONAL,
_,,_ B(Z) ARE THE SQUARE ROOTS OF THE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS.

IF(fl. EQ.O) GO 10 29
NIZ:N
00 30 I:I,NII

30 B(II=G*DSQ_T(1.DO*I/N)/(KMI_I_I)_N)
BiNI:G_DSQRT(IN-.BDOI/I_.DO'N))/(K_(E_N)*N)
AE(1):O.O0
DO _0 I:_,N

_0 AEilI:(I-.SDOI/IKM(2_II_eE.DO_N)
AD(II:G_G/Iti_3)-tI*M/(KM(3)**_*N)*I.DO/(KM(_)_

$.:_.DO.N1-AE(:)

) 1 (1

i
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00 50 Z=2,NZI,
50 AO(Z )=G_G*Z/( N*_3 )-M_M/( KMI 2_Z+1 )u_NZ*N)-AE( Z )-AE( Z_:Z ] !

GO TO 59
29 N!_=N1.

BI 1 )=G/I KMt2 )N( 2 •D0*NJ_*I. 500 )
DO 3Z I=2,N !

3Z B( Z |=G'_DSQRT[ ( I-I.O0 I/N)/[ KH( ENI-Z )*N)
B( NI ! =G*DS(_RT( ( N-. 5DO I/( 2. DO*N ! 1/( KH( 2*N )*N ]
AE( Z ]=O.DO
DO '_i I:=,NZ

_Z-.AE LZ ]:( Z-Z. 500 )/( KH[ _'*Z'£ ]_*2.DO_N )
A0( 1 )=AE( = )/( _. O0*N*N PL( GtG_KM( 1 )*.2 .DO-4.OO_N*N ]
00 51 I::,N

51 AD( Z )=G*G_( I-]..DO )/t N_*3 )-AE t I: ]-AE( Z*Z )
AO( N,L.J_AE( N1 ]/( 2. DO*N_N ]_( G_G_KI'I ( N£ ]N*L>-£ .DOwN*It]

• *_ PERFORM CHOLESKZ OECOHPOSZTZON. GENERATE [C-KE*Zi*Z=Ot
• _*_ WHERE Zt I ):B( Z)_,R( Z-)-.

59 E( 1):0.00
O0 60 I=_N12

60 E( 1")=AE( Z)/[8( Z ].8(I;-1)) .........
00 70 Z=I_NI,?.
0( I 1=AOt I.)/(E_(1)_B('r ))

70 E0iZ.):E(I)_E_-.I )

_**_ USE SUBROUTINE TSTURM TO FZNO EZGENVALUES KE ZN (LBIUB| AN(3
•*_*_ THEIR ASSOCIATED k_GFNVECIORS Z.

EPSZ: -Z,OO
CALL TSTURH( 102_, N12, EP51 _O, E _E2 t LB, UB, _ tNEIGEN ,K£, Z _IERR, RV1, RV2,

SRV3,RV_,RVS,RV6 )
IFtNEZGEN.GT.0)G0 TO 3'1

_00 _RZTE(6,12| K
Z_ FORHAT( ° NO EZGENVALUE FOUND FOR ESTZHATE K=',GZ3.5]

GO TO 1000
71 WRITE(b,3) IERR,(K_(J),J:I,NEZGEN_

3-FORMAT(' ZERR.=*,I3,SX,'K2:'tDI_._3X_012,_)
IF(ZERR.NE.O) GO TO 1000

_*_* IF HORE THAN ONE EIGENVALUE FOUNO_ CHOOSE THE ONE CLOSEST
_**_ TO THE ESTIPIATED K AND CHECK CONVERGENCE. ZF K HAS NOT
_*** CONVERGEO_ ITERATE USING NEN VALUE OF K.

NITER = NITER * 1
K-_NEN=k_ 1 )
II:I
L_O60 I=I,NEIGEN
IF(OABS(KC( I.I-K_K i .GE .DABS(K_.NEN-KIK 1 ) GO TO 80

IZ:I
80 CO_TINUE

IF(DAE_5(K=NEN-K_K ),LE,I,O'-_*K_K) GO TO 100 ......................................................................................................................................................._
kNEN:DSqRT(K_NEN| I

ZFIK.LT.O.DO) KNEN:-KNE_. 'I
K=K+H_[ kNEN-K )
IF" (NITER.GE.8) GO TO lOOO
GO TO _0

t_. IF K HAS CONVERGED,-GE.4EI_ATE R FROM Z.

100 KNEN:OSGRT( K_NEN 1
|rtK,LT.0.O0t ktlEN: -KNEW
K:FNEN
Z_iH.Eq. OI GO TO 101
R| I I:0.00
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00 II0 I=2,NI
110-R( I)=Z[Z-I,II )_B[N)/(B(Z-I]*Z[NIZI])

GO TO 102
I01 00 III I:I,NI
III R(1):Z(-Z,ZZ)_B(NZ )/(B[ I]*Z(NI,ZZ] ]
I02 WRITE(6,_] K

_ FDRMAT[-/' ' _4X,'K=' _012._l ...........................
HR iTEl 6,5

5 FORMAT[ ' ' ]

_*"* INTEGRATE EIGHT INTEGRALS USING ROMBERG INTEGRATION.
**** FII[I],FI2(I),FI3(T],FIC_(I) AND FZ5(I) ARE VALUES
**_ OF THE INTEGRANOS EXCLUDING THE (2*RAO] TERM.
_*** T_JJ ] ARE INITIAL ESTIMATES IN THE INTEGRATION SCHEME°

DO .120 Z=I,NI
FIt( -"]=O.OO
FI2[ I]=O.DO
FZ3[ I):O.DO

i FI4(I ]:O.DO
FIS( I]:O.OO
PFZl( Z):O.DO

_ PFI2(I):O.DO
120 PFZ3( I ):O.OO

FII_ 1 |=MACH( 1 ]*R[ 1 ]*R( Z)/KN[ 1 )
FII( NI ) :MACH ( N2 ]*RE N1 )*R( NZ )/KM[ N2 ]
FI2[ I ]=K*R[ I ]*R( i ]/KM[ I)*'2.D0
FI_[NI ):K_R(NI)*R(NI]/KM(N2 ]**2.DO
PFII( 1 ):MACH( 1 )*R( 1 ]*R( 1 )
PFII( NI):MACH(N2)*R[NI )*R[N1)
PFI2( l ):K_*R( i )'*R( I ]/KM(Z )
PFI_(N1 ):K*R(N1]*RIN1 )/KMIN2 )

**** FI3,FI_,FI5 AND PFI3 ARE IDENTICALLY ZERO AT THE END --
**"* POINTS BY VIRTUE DF THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS.

T(1]:FII(N1)
T( 2):FI_(N1 ]
T( 3 )=0 .DO
T(4)=O.DO
TtS):O.DO
T( 6):PFII(NZ )
T(7):PFIZ(NZ)
T(8):O.DO
DO 130 JJ:l,8
T_.( Z)=T( JJ ]
N_:I

180 DO 140 Z:I,N_
I_O..-TI( I ):T2( I )

N4:N_I
NS::*#( N4-1 )
N6 :N/N5
NT::*H6
SUIt: 0 .DO

GO TD (131,132,133,13_,135,136,337,138),jj
131 DD 141 I=1,N5,2

FII( I=N6+ 1 ):MACH( I"N7+l )#R( I_N6 �h�)_R(I_N641 )/KM( Z_N7el )
141 SUM:SUM II(I_N6_l )

GO TD 1SO
13Z DO 1_;_ I:l,NS,2

FI2( I'N6*1 ):K*( DABS( R( I_N6$1 )/KM( I_'HT+l ) I |*'2,00
142 SUH:SL'M_I*FI_( Z*N6_Z )

GO TO 150
133 DD 143 I:I,NS,E

FZ3( I_N6_.I ):-R! l_N6+Z )*.SOO_N_N*( R( I*N6,2 )-R( I*N6 ) )*
$( MACH( I"N7_.;_ )-MACH( Z=N7 ) )/( G_G"KM( Z*NT h�)*_.OO)

14_ SUtI:SUM+I*FI]( I_N6+l )
GD TD 150

).),..,.._

_ , , , |
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13¢ 00 14_ I:L, N5,2
• " FI4( _Nb+I )=-R( I*H6t 1 ]*. 5DO*N'N*( R( Z*N6_2 )-R[ INN6 ) )*

$ [ MACH( IWN7,_2 ]-MACH[ I'N7 ) )/[ G_G*KM[ I*NT*l )_*¢. DO)*MACH( Z_N7tl )t_
SMACH( I'N7 �1) _( KM( Z_N7+ 1 ]_'2. DO-K*K ]

14_ SUtI:SUM _(I_N6+l )
GO TO 150

135 DO Lq5 I-=1_N5_2

FIS( Z-4N6+1 ):MACH[ I,N7+1 )*. 2500*N*N*N_N*( DABS( (MACHf I*N7_2 ]-
SMACH( I-N7 ) )_( R( I*N6 �d�)-R(IMN6 ] ) ) )_2 .DO/( GNKM(I*NT+ll)*_(I_DO

145 SUM:SUM+I'F(5[ I*N6+1)
GO TO 150

136 00 1&6 I=1,N5,2
PFII( I'H6+1 ):MACH[ Z'N7+1 ]*R[ ImN6+l )MR[ Z'N6+1 ]

146 SUM:SUM+I*PFII[.I*N6_Z )
GO TO 150.

137 DO 1_7 I=l,NS_2
PFI2( Z'N6+1 ):K'R( I*N6+I ]_R(I*N6_I ]/KM[ I_ ]

147 SUM:SUMtZ*PFI_( I_N6+I ]
GO TO 150

138 DO 148 I=l,N5,2
PFI3( I*N6+l ] :-R ( I'N6+1 ]_. 5DO*N*N_( R[ Z*N6_2 ]-R( ZNN6 _

$( HACH( Z*HTt2 )-MA_H ( I*NT] ]/[ G_KM[ I*NT+I ] )**2*
$( 1.DO/KM( I*NTtl )tO .SOO )

I_8 SUM:SUM+I*PFI3( I_N6+l )

•*** THE CONSTANT PART OF (2WRAD)t (2.DO/N5]-, OMITTED FROM ..........................................................................................................................

...........

• *** SUM IS INCLUDED IN THE EXPRESSION FOR T2111.

150 T2( 1 ):TI( 1 )/2 .ODtSUMN2 .DO/N5**2
DO 160 I=2,N_ !

160 T2( I )=( 4. DO*N( I-1 .DO )*72( I-1 )-TI( Z-1 ) )/f %.DO""( I-1.DO )-Z.OO )
- IF (N_.LT.6) GO TO 180

ZNT(JJ)=T2(N_)
DELINT(JJ ]=DABS(INT(JJ)-TlfNq-I))
ZF(DELINT(JJ).LE.5.D-3*DABS(ZNT(JJ))] GO TO 170
ZF(N_.LT.NNtZ] GO TO 180 ....

170 PERCNT(JJ ):0.0
IF( _.GT. 2 ) PERCNT( JJ )=IO0..DELINT( JJ )/DABS( INT( JJ ) ]
NSTEP( JJ )=Nq

130 CONTINUE
INT(g):INT(S)/_.DO
PERCNT| 9 ):PERCNT( 5 )
NSTEP( 9;=NSTEP(5 )
DO 175 JJ=l,q
Jl:JJ+5

_R_TE(6,9) J J, ZNT( JJ ),PERCNT[ JJ ) ,NSTEP[ JJ ), JJ_INT( J1),PERCNT( J1 ],
iNSTEP( Jl l

9 FORMAT(' INT('_ZI,' ):'_DI2._,FS.I,' XUNCER_
$,X,12,' STEPS.'tIOX,' PINT[',II_']=*,DI2.¢_FS.1t ' XUNCER'_X, ..........
_I_,' STEPS.')

175 CONTIHUE
JJ=5
k'PZTE(6,6) JJ,INT(JJ),PERCNT(JJ),NSTEP(JJ}

6 FOPMAT(' INT(',II,'):',DIZ.<_,FS.I_' XUHCER'
$,X,1=)' STEPS.')

FM:INT( I )tINT(E )+INT( _ )
FMFPCT=( INT( i )_PEPCNT[ I)tZNT( 2)*PERCNT(2)tINT[ _)_PERCNT( _))/FM
FB=INT( 1 ]+INT( _ )._INT(3 ]+INT(_ )¢INT(5)

" FBP_CT:( INT! 1 )'_PERCNTI 1 ),_INT( E )*PERCNT( 2 )tINT( _ )_PERCNT( _ )tINT( _ )11
$PERCNT! _)+INT( S)_PERCNT( 5 ] )/FB

FP=INT(6 )_IHT[ 7)+It4T(8)_'INT[ 9]

• FPPRCT=( INT( b )*PERCNT( 6 )tINT( 7 )*PERCNT( ? ) tINT( 8 )*PERCNTt 8 )
$+INT( 9)_PERCNT( 9 ) )/FP

22g
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NRZTE(6,8_ FB, FB_RCT,FH,FMPRCT,FPpFPPRCT
8 FORMAT(/" BLOCKHZNTSEV ENERGY NEZGHTZHG FUNCTION =',D12.6,

$SX*FS.Z_' Z UNCERTAINTY'/_ MOHRZNG ENERGY NEZGHTZNG FUNCT_ °
$'ZON =',DZ_._,5XpFS.Z_' _ UNCERTAZNTY'/t ' PHYSICAL ENERGY*_
$_NEIGHTZNGFUNCTZON =',DZE.4,SX,FS.Zp _ _ UNCERTAINTY't/)

CALL OUTPUT(NI,N3]
lOO_ CONTINUE

NRZTEt6,1D) .....
_-FORMATt//I' ')

STOR
END

_N_N_UN_ START OF TSTURM __uN_w_#_
_/2/73

93210001
.................................................................. 93210002

93210003

SU_ROUTZNE TSTURM(NM,N, EPSZ,D,E,EE,LB,UB,MM,M,N,Z, 9321000_ :
X ZERR,RV1,RVE,RV3,RVA,RV5,RV6-1 93210005r

93:10006
INTEGER Z_J,KDM,N,P,Q,R,S_ZZ,ZP,JJ_MH,HltME_NH_T.TS_ ........... 93210007 I

X IERR,GROUR_I:STURH 93210008 ;i
REAL*8 D(N],F._N),E_IN),N(MM],Z(NM,M_)_ 93_10009

X RVI(N),RV_(_),RV3(N),RV_(N),RVSIN),RV6(N) 93210010
REAL_8 U,V,L_,TI_T_,UB,UK,XU,XO,X1,EP_I,EPSE,EP$3,EP$_, 93210011

X NORM,MACHEP 93_19012
REAL*8 OSQRT,DABS_DMAXZ,DMIN1,DFLOAT 93_10013

93_1001_
THIS SUBROUTINE IS A TRANSLATION O_ THE ALGOL PROCEDURE TRZSTURM 93210015
BY PETERS AND NILKZNSON. 93210016
HANDBOOK FOR AUTO. CO_P., VOL_ZZ-LZNEAR ALGEBRA, _18-_39(.1971). 93210017

932100_8
THIS SUBROUTINE FINDS THOSE. EZGENVALUES OF A TRZOZAGOHAL 93210019
SYMMETRZC MATRIX ktHZCH LIE IN A SPECIFIED INTERVAL AND THEIR 932100£0
ASSOCIATED EZGENVECTORS, USING BISECTION AND INVERSE ITERATION. 9321002Z

93_10022
ON INPUT: 93_100_3

932100_
NM MUST BE SET TO THE ROW DIMENSION OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL 93_100_5

ARRAY PARAMETERS AS DECLARED ZN THE CALLING-PROGRAM 93_10026
DIMENSION 5TA_EMENT_ 93210027

9321D028
N IS THE ORDER OF THE MATRIX; 93_100_9

93:10030
EP$1 _S AN ABSOLUTE ERROR TOLERANCE FOR THE COMPUTED 93_1_031

E_GENVALUES. _T SHOULO BE CHOSEN COHMENSURATE NITH 93_1003_
RELATIVE PERTURBATIONS IN THE PtATRZX ELEM_ATS OF _NE 93_10033
ORDER OF THE PELATIVE MACHINE PRECISION. ZF THE 9321003_
INPUT EPS1 IS HON-POSITZVE, IT ZS RESET FOR EACH 93_10035.
SUEMATPIX TO A DEFAULT VALUE, NAMELY, MINUS THE 93_10036
PRODUCT OF THE RELATIVE MACHINE PRECISZONAND THE 93E1003?
1-NORR OF THE SUBMATR_X_ 93_I0038

93:10039
O CONTAINS THE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS OF THE INPUT MATRIX; 93:100_0

93_100ql
E CONTAXN_ THE SU_DIAGONAL ELEMENTS OF THE INPUT MATRIX .................. 93:100q2

%fl ITS LAST N-1 POSITIONS. E(1) ZS ARB-ZTRARY; q3_100_3
q3£100_

_'" E_ CONTAINS _HE SQUARES OF THE CORRESPONDING ELEMENTS OF E. 93_I00_5
E_(1) IS ARBITRARY; 93_100_6

_ ._. 93_100_7
LB A_ UB DEFINE THE ZNTE_VAL TO BE SEARCHED FOR EZGENVALUES. 93_100_8

ZF LB ZS t_or LESS THAN UI_, NO EZGENVALUES NZLL BE FOUHD; 93_I00q9
e3110050

_- MM SHOULD BE SET TO AN UPPE_ DO,tO FOR THE NUMBER OF 93_10051

E_GENVALUE_ IN _HE _NTEPVAL. NARNZNG: ZF MORE THAN 93_10052
MM E_DEttVALUES ARE DETERMZNED TO L_E ZN THE _NTERVAL, 93_10053
AN ERROR RETURN ZS MADE N_TH NO VALUES OR VECTORS FOUt_. 93_I005_

t..2
t ,

°- II
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93210055
ONOUTPUT: 932.10056

93210057

. EP$1 IS UNALTERED UNLESS IT HAS BEEN RESET TO ITS 932.10058
(LAST) DEFAULT VALUE; 93210059

93210060

_ O AND E ARE UNALTERED; 93210061
93210062

ELEMENTS OF E2, CORRESPONDING TO ELEMENTS OF E REGARDED 93210063
AS NEGLIGIBLE, HAVE BEEN REPLACED BY ZERO CAUSING THE 93210064

MATRIX TO SPLIT INTO A DIRECT SUM OF SUBMATRZCES. 9321006522(1) Z5 ALSO SET TO ZERO; 93210066

i 93210067

M ZS THE NUMBER OF EZGENVALUES DETERHZNED TO LIE ZN (LB_UB]; 93210068
: 93210069

N CONTAINS THE M EZGEI_ALUES ZN ASCENDING ORDER IF THE MATRIX 93210070
i DOES NOT SPLIT. IF THE MATRIX SPLITS, THE EZGENVALUES ARE 93210071

ZN ASCENDING ORDER FOR EACH SUBMATRZX. ZF A VECTOR ERROR 93:10072
EXITZS MADE, N CONTAINS THOSE VALUES' ALREADY FOUND; 93210073

_321007_
Z CONTAINS THE ASSOCIATED SET OF ORTHONORHAL EZGENVECTORS. 93210075

If ZF AN ERROR EXIT 1S HADE_ Z CONTAINS THOSE VECTORS 93210076

ALREADY FOUND-;-- __ 93210077
93210078

ZERR ZS SET TO 93210079
ZERO FOR NORHAL RETURNp 93210080
3_N+1 ZF M EXCEEDS HM; 93210081
4*N+R IF THE EZGENVECTOR CORRESPONDING TO THE R-TH 93210082

EIGENVALUE FAILS TO CONVERGE ZN 5 ITERATIONS; 93210083
93210084

RV1, RV2, RV3, RV_, RVS, AND RV6 ARE TEMPORARY STORAGE ARRAYS. 93210085
93210086

THE ALGOL PROCEDURE STURMCNTCONTAINED ZH TRZSTURH 93210087
APPEARS ZN TSTURH IN-LINE. 93210088

93210089-
NOTE THAT SUBROUTINE TQL2 OR IHTQL2 IS GENERALLY FASTER THAN 93_I0090 i
TSTURM, IF MORE THAN N/4 EZGENVALUES AND VECTORS ARE TO BE FOUND. 93210091

93_10092
OUESTZONS AND COHHENTS SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO B. S. GARBON, 93210093 i
APPLIED HATHEHATZCSDIVISZON, ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY 93210094

93210095 I

.................................................................. 93210096
93210097

:::::::::: MACHEP ZS _ HACHINE DEPENDENT PARAMETER SPECIFYING 93210098.
THE RELAIZVE PRECISION OF FLOATING POINT ARZTHHETZC. 93210099
MACHEP : 16.0D0._(-13) FOR LONG FORM ARITHMETIC 93210100
ON S360 :::::::::: 93210101

DATA MACHEP/Z3_IO000000000000/ ............................................................... 93210102
9321,-0103

ZERR : 0 9321010_ i
TI : LB 93_10105
T2 : UB 93210106
:::-::::::: LOOK FOR SMALL SUB-DZAGONAL ENTRZES ;:::::::;: 93_I0107
O0 40 Z : 1, N 93210108

IF (I .E_. 11 GO TO 20 93210109
ZF IDABSIEIZ)) .GT. _ACHEP * (DABS(D(Z)) + DABS(OIZ-1)))) 93210110

X GO TO 40 93210111
_0 E2(Z) : O.GOO 93210112
40 CONTINUE 93210113

:::::::::: DETEPHINE THE Nt_IBER OF EIGENVA_UES 9321011_
ZN THE INTERVAL :::::::::: 93210115

P : 1 93:10116
Q : N 93210117
XZ : L_ 932t0118
ZSTL._M : 1 93210119
GO TO 320 93:101_0

60 M = S 932101_1
Xl : LB 932101_2
_%TURH : 2 93:10123
GO TO 3:0 932101:_

80 M = rt - S 93:10125

IF lM ,GT, MM) GO TO 980 93210126 t
1

, ,I-- " +J ........ , , J [ ]
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Q = 0 93210127
R = 0 93_10128
:::::_:::: ESTABLISH AND PROCESS NEXT 5LIBHATRIX, REFINING 93210129

INTERVAL BY THE GER$CHGORIN BOUNDS :::::::::: 93210130
100 IF (R .EQ. H; GO TO 1001 93210131

P = Q + 1 93210132
XU = O(P_ 9321013_
X_ = D{P) 93210134
U_ 0.000 93210135

93210136

DO 1_0 Q = P, N 93210137
X1 = U 93_10138
U = 0.000 93210139
V = 0.000 93210140
ZF (q .EQ. N) GO TO 110 93210141
U = DABS(EIQ h�h�93210142
V = E2(Q+I) 932101_3

110 XU = DMINI{O(q_-(XI+U),XU) 9321014_
_3 = DPIAXI{ D(J;I) ,XO ) 93210145
IF (V .EQ. 0.000) GO TO 140 93210146

120 CONTINUE 93_I01_7
93216148

1_0 X1 : OMAXI(OABS{XU),DABS(XO)) * MACHEP 932101_9
IF (EPS1 .LE. 0.000) EPS1 : -X1 93210_.50
ZF (P .HE. Q) GO TO 180 93210L51
:::::::::: CHECK FOR ISOLATED ROOT WITHIN INTERVAL :::::::::: 93210152
IF (T1 .GT. O(P) .OR. O(P) .GE. T2) GO TO 940 9321C153
R = R �1932_0154

93210155

DO 160 I = 1, N 9321015_
160 Z(Z_R_ : 0.000 93210157

95210158

N(R| : D(P) 93:10159
Z(P,R) : 1.000 93210160
GO TO 940 93210161

180 X1 : X1 * DFLOAT(Q_P h�h�93:10162
LS : DMAXIIT1,XU-X1) 93210163
UB : OMI_I{TS,XO ˜�l�d�93Z1016_
X1 = L8 93210165
ISTURH = 3 93210166
GO TO 320 93210167

200 Ml : S �193:10168
X1 : UB 93:10169
ISTURM = _ 93210170
GO TO 320 93210171

220 M2 : S 93210172
IF (M1 .GT. M2) GO TO 940 93210173
:::::::::: FIND ROOT? EY BISECTION :::::::::: 9321017_
XO : UB 93210175
ZSTURM = 5 93210176

93210177

DO 2_0 I : M1, M2 93_10178
RVS(_) : UB 93210179
RV;|i) : L8 93:10180

240 CONTINUE 93210181
:::::::::: LOOP FOR K-TH EZGENVALUE 93210182

FOR K:M2 STEP -1 UNTIL Ml O0 -- 93210183
(-OO- riOT USED TO LEGALIZE COMPUTED-GO-TO) ::::::_:_:+ 93_1018_

K = M2 93210185
_50 XU = LB 93210186

:::::::::: FOR Z:K STEP "1 UNTIL M1 DO -- :::::::::: 93210187
DO 260 H = MI, K 93210188

i : MI _ K - 11 93210189
IF (XU .GE. RV_[I)) GO TO 260 93:10190
XU : RV_(I) 93210191
GO TO 280 93:10192

_60 CONTINUE 93210193
Q321019_

280 1F [XO .GT. RVS(K)) XO = RVS{K) 93210195
:::::::::: NEXT BISECTION STEP :::::::::: o3:10196

300 X1 = (XU�XO) * 0.500 93_101_7
IF {{X0 - XUI .LE. [_.000 * MACHEP _ 93Z]0198

X tOABS(XU) • OA6SIXO)) $ OABS{EPSI|)) GO TO 420 93_10199

2 _2

i i i • i |1 ii ii I I - * -J
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:::::::::: ZN-LZNE PROCEOURE FOR STURM SEQUENCE :::::::::: 93210200
3_0 S = P - 1- 93210201 .........

U = 1.0DO 9321-0202
93210203

O0 340 I = P_ Q 932_.0204.
ZF (U .NE. 0.000) GO TO 325 93210205
V = DABS(EtZ)) / HACHER 93210206
GO TO 330 9321020?

3:5 V = E£(Z) / U 93_,_10208
330 U = O(I) - X1 - V 93210209

ZF (U .LT. 0.000) S = 5 + 1 93210Z10
340 CONTINUE 93210211

93210212
GO TO (60,80J200,220,360), ISTURH 93210213

:::::::::: REFZME INTERVALS :::::::::: 93210214
360 IF [S .GE. K) GO TO 400 9321021._

XU = ×1 9321.0216
XF (5 .GE. HI) GO TO 380 93210217
gVq(M1] : Xl 93210218
GO TO 300 93210219

380 R.VA_S+Z} : X1 93210220
ZF (RV5(S] .GT. XI! RV5(S! = 11 93210221
GO TO 300 93210222

400 XO = Xl 93210223-
GO TO 300- 93210224

:::::::::: K-TH EZGENVALUE FOUNO :::::::::: 93210225
4£0 RV5(K_ = XZ 93210226

K : K - 1 93210227
_F [_ .GE. M1) GO TO 250 93210228
:::::::::: FZ_O VECTORS BY ZNVERSLITERATION :::::::::: 93210229
NORM : OASS(O(P|) 93210230
ZP : P 9321023].

93210_32
DO 500 I : ZP, Q 93210233

500 NORM = NORM +-OABS(D(It) + OABS(E(Z)) 93_210234
:::::::::: EP52 I5 THE CRZTERZON FOR GROUPING, 931_1023S

EPS3 REF.LACES ZERO PZVOTS ANOEQUAL. 93;_10_36
ROOTS ARE MOOZFZED BY EPS3, 93_i0237
EPS4 15 TAKEN VERY SMALL TO AVOZD OVERFLOH :::::::::: 9321023_

ERS_ : 1.0D-3 * NORM 93210239
EPS3 = HACHEP * NORM 93210240
U½ : DFLOAT(Q-P d�h�93210241
EPS4 : UK * EP53 93210242
UK = EPS4 / OSqRT(UK) 93210243
GROUP = 0 __ 932_0_q_
S : P 9321_45

932102_6
DO 9£0 K : Hi+, M2 92_2102_7

R = R + 1- 9!_210248
ZTS : 1 9_1102_9
N{R) : RVSIK) 93_10250
11 = RVS{K_ 93210251

:::::::::: LOOK FOR CLOSE OR COZNCZOENT ROOTS :::::::::: 93210_52
ZF (K .Eq. _i' GO TO 520 93210253
IF (XZ - XO .GE. EPSS} GROUP : -1 93210254
GROUP : GROUP + 1 93210255
IF (Xl .LE. :01Xl : XO + EPS3 93210:56

:::::::::_ ELIMZNATION NZTH INTERCHANGES AND 93210257
ZNITIALIZATION OF VECTOk :::::::::: 93210258

520 V : O.ODO 93_10259
93210260

00 S_O I : P_ Q 93£10261
RV6(1) : OK 932i0_6_
IF (Z .EQ. P) GO T_ 560 Q32i0263
IF (_ABS(E(Z|) .LT. DABStU)| GO TO $40 9J210£64
XU = U / E(Z) 93210265
RV4II) : XU 93210266

_,. PVl(I-1) : E(Z) 93£10267
F'V:(I-1) : 0(Z) - X1 93210268

233



RV3(I'L| = 0,000 93210269
IF (_ ,HE. (|) RV3(Z-1) = E(I �l�93210_70
U = V- XU ;t RV2(Z-I| 93210271
V = -XU _ RV3(Z-1) 93210272
GO TO 580 93210273

540 XU = E(I) / U 93210¢74
RV4(Z) = XU 93210275
RVL(Z-1I = U 93210276
RV2(Z-1) = V 93210277
RV3LZ-1) = 0.000 93210278

560 U = O(Z} - X1 - XU N V 93210279
IF (Z .HE. Q) V = EtZ+I| 93210280

93210281
580 CONTINUE 93210282

TF (U .EQ. 0.000) U = EPS3 93210283
N'iI(G) = U 93210284
RV2(Q) = O..ODO 93210285 ......
RV3(Q] = 0.000 93210286

:::::::::: BACK SUBSTITUTION 93210287
FOR I:Q STEP l_ UNTIL P 00 -- :::::::::= 93210288

600 O0 620 1_ = P, Q 93210289
I = P + Q " ZZ 93210290
RV6(Z) = (RV6(_) - U _ RV2tZ) - v _ RV3(Z)) / RVlfI) 93210291 ....

V = U 93210292
U = RV6(Z) 93210293

620 CONTINUE 9321029_
:::::::::: ORTHOGONALIZE NITH RESPECT TO PREVIOUS 93210295

HEHBERS OF GROUP :::::::::: 93210296
IF (GROUP .EQ. O) GO TO 700 93210297

93210298

O0 680 JJ = 1, GROUP 93210299
J = R - GROUP - 1 93210300
XU : O.OOO 93210301

93210302

00 640 I : P, q 93210303
640 XU = XU + RV6(I) _ Z(I,J) 93210304

93210305

00 660 I : PD G 93210306
660 RV6(I| = RV6(I) - XU _ Z(l_J) 93210307

93210308

680 CONTINUE 93=10309
93210310

700 NORM : 0.000 93210311
93:10312

O0 720 I = P_ Q 93210313
720 NORH : NORM _ OABS(RV6(Z)) 9321031_

93210315
IF (NORfl .GE. 1.000! GO TO 8_0 93210316

:::::=:::: FORHARO SUBSTITUTION ::::t'':=:.. 93210317
ZF (_TS .EQ. 5) GO TO 960 93210318
IF (NORM .NE. 0.000) GO TO 740 93210319
RV6(S) : EPS4 93_i0320
S = S _ I 93210321
IF iS ,GT. _) S : P 93210322
GO TO 780 93210323

740 XU = EPS4 / NORH 93_1032_
93210325

DO 760 Z : P, Q 93210326
760 RV6(I) : RV6(I) _ XU 93210327

:::::::::: ELIHINATION OPERATIONS ON NEXT VECTOR 93210328
• ITERATE :::::::_:| 93210329

780 DO 8_0 Z = IP, Q 93:10330
U : RV61I) 93210331

:t:::=:::: IF RVlf%-I) cQ. E(I), A RON INTERCHANGE 93210332
NAS PERFORHED EARLIER IN THE 93210333
TRZANGULARIZATIOH PROCESS ::z::::=:: 93_10334

IF (RVI(I-1) .HE. E(I)) GO TO 800 93210335
U = RV6(I-I) 93210336
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RV6(Z-1] : RV6(I) _3_10337
800 RV6(I.] : U - RV4(Z] _ RV6[Z_I| .......... 93210338
8:0 CONTINUE 93?10339

93210340-

ITS : ITS J 1 9_3210341
GO TO 600 93_10342

:::::::::: NORMALIZE SO THAT SUM OF SQUARES I_ 93£10343
I AND EXPAND TO FULL ORDER :::::::::: 932103q_

840 U = O.ODO 93210345--
93210346

00 860 Z = P, Q 93210347
860 U : U * RVb(I]w*2 93210348

9321O349

XU = 1.000 / DSQRTfU] 93210350
93210351

DO 880 Z : 1, H 93210352
880 ..........ZLZ)R) = O.ODO 93210353

93210354

DO 900 Z..= P, q 93210355
900 ZtI_,R] = RV6(I] * XU 93210356

93210357

XO = X1 93210358
920 CONTIHUE ........... 93210359

93210360

9_0 IF (Q..LT. N) GO TO 100 93210361
GO TO lO01 93210362
:::::::::: SET ERROR -- NON-CONVERGED EIGENVECTOR :::::::::: 93210363

960 ZERR = 4 * N 93210364
GO TO 1001 93210365
:::::::::: SET ERROR -- UNDERESTIMATE OF NUMBER OF 93210366

EIGENVALUES IN INTERVAL :::::::::: 93210367
980 IERR = 3 * N + I 93210368

1001 LB = T_ 93210369
UB : T2 93210370
RETURN 93210371

:::::::::: LAST CARD OF TSTURM :::::::::,: 93210372
END 93210373

•********************** END OF TSTURM ****************w,

SUBROUTINE FLOPRO(N2_N]
REAL*8 HACH(_OA-9].
COHHON HACH
NRITE(6,2]

2 FORMAT(' ONE-SEVENTH _ONER PROFILE, MAXIMUH M=0.3'/] ..........
00 11:I,N_

I MACH(I):O.3DO*[1.DO-[I-I.DO]/[2*H]]**(1.DO/7.DO)
RETURN
EHD
SUBROUTINE OUTPUT[HI,N3)
REAL*8 MACH(20;9),RtlO25),FIl[IO25),FZ211025]jFI3|lO25)_FZ4[1025),

$FZS(lO25],PFI_ 1025),PFI2(.ZO25),PFI3[1025)
REAL*8 F1,F2,F3tF_tFS,K
COHHON MACH,_pFI1,FI2_FI3_FI_,FIStPFIIjPFZ2,PFZ3_K
NRITE(6_9]

9 FORMAT(' RAOIUS',6X,'EIGENVECTOR'_9X,'MOHRZNG/BLOCKHINTSEV FLUX'
$,' TER?I$ PHYSICAL FLUX TE_HS',/,29Xp.'PRODUCTS M'_
$'OHRZHG SHEAR BLOCKH.ADD.',6X,'PRODUCT5 SHEAR')

L:-1
OO 190 Z=I,NltN3
L:L+I
RAO=L/32.0
FI:Fil(I)+FI2(I)
F2:FI3(Z]

F_:PFII(Z)+PFI2(Z)
FS:PFI3[I)+FIS(Z]/2,DO

190 NRITE[6,11) RAD,R(Z),F1,F2,F3tF4_F6
11 FORMAT(' ',FT.5,3X_Dl_.4,3X,D12.4_3X*D12.4*3X*DI2-6p3X,

tO12._,3X,012.4)
RETURN
Et_D
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Sanq_le Output of Progr_;m NOPl,',

(0_0! I'_QE GAMMA: O.SO00D*01 S12 INTERVALS r
LSx O.?_OU_*O0 U_: 0.8100D*00 Nz 0.8000[t*00

z
I.MtZN.i_ FLOHPROFILE.._XZ_Y.._M:O_3

ZERR= 0 K_ 0,7e190*00
ZERRx 0 KZs 0.76290_00

Kx .--0.6/3._0,00

ZNT(1)x 0.97680-01 0.0 _._'ICER -6 STEPS. PZHT|I): 0.82430_01 0.0 ;_JI'IC[_ 6 STEPS.
ZNT(2)x 0.761_0,00 0.0 ;:UNC£_ 6 STEPS. PZHT(Z|I 0.67360*00 0.0 _UNCER- 6 STEPS.
ZHT(3): 0.1_7_D*01- 0.0 ;:UNCER 6 STEPS. P_HT(3): 0._5960-01 0.0 ;{UNCER 6 5TEP_.
ZHTt4t: -0_3_0-0_ 0.0 _UNCER 6 STEPS.. P;HT|4)z 0.12190-0_ O.O;_._IC[R 6 STEPS.
ZNT(S_z 0.2'_38_L..0_ 0.0 _UFICER 6 S_EPS.

BLOCKHZNTSEV ENERGY HEZGHTZNG FUHCTZON : 0.87280*00 0.0 _ UFK_ERTAZNTY
I'IOHRZNG ENERGT _EIGHTZNG FUNCTZON = 0.87_80,00 0.0 _ UNCERTAINTY

PHY$ZCAL ENERG_ NEIG_ITZNG FUHCTIOH z 0.77100*00 *0.0 V._ERTAZHT7

RADZUS- EZGENVECTOR ;'IOHR_NG/BLOCKHZHTSEV FLUX TERMS PHYSZCAL FLUX TERMS
PT_OOUCTS MOflRZNG SHEAR... _L_C_q. ADD. PRODUCT5 SHEJU_-

0.0 0.52180*00 0.S26_D*00 0.0 0._ 0.38860*00 0.0
0.031_5 0.$1_0_00 G._:TbO*O0 O.Sb_D-O_ -0.11050o0S 0.38950_U0 0.$7100-0_
0.06_50 0.$1._._0,00 0.53050,G0 O._ObOD*03 -0._3S80-05 0.3_:00,00 0.0:870-03
0.09375 O.S_?qD*O0 0.53530*00 0.50870-03 -0.95_10-05 0.39630*00 0.S_600-03
0.12500- 0.51170+00 0.$_:10,00 0.90480-03 -0.16_0-0_ 0._0_30,00 0.91060-03
0.15615 0.5_0_D*00 0.55090*00 0.1_1_D-0_ -0._4650-0_ ........ 0._1010,00 0.1_0-0_
0._8750 0.5_b_O0 0.SbloO_O0 0._03bD-02 -0.3_b10-0_ O.ql_bO_O0. 0._0910-0_
0.2157S O.S_S_O*O0 0.57_30.00 0._7710-0_ -0._790-09 0._$100+00 0.=0_10-02
0,_5000 O.5SSbO*O0 0.588_0,00 0.3615D-02 -0.51580-0_ 0._=0,00 0.37580-02
0.25125 0.56730,00 0.6055D*00 O._SooD-g_ -0.5_3_0-0_ 0._59_0.00 0._7810-0_
0.31250 0.58030,00 0.6=3_0,00 0.561¢D-02 -O.bS_D-O_ 0._76_0.00 0.$9330-0_
0._,37S 0.59_7D_00 O.b_lO_O0 0,6707D-02 -0.b9310-0_ 0._9530_00 0.7_00-02
0.37500 0.610_0,00 O.b6610*O0 0.79_q0-0_ -0.70_?0-0_ 0.51610*00 0.86000-0_
0.406_S 0.6_7S0.00 O.b89_D*O0 0.930_0-02 -0.b_560-04 0.53880*00 0.10110-01 -

0._3750 0.6_500,00 0.71_80_00 0.10660-0_ -0.b3_10-04 0.563_0,00 0.117_0-01
0._6875 0.66S_0.00 0.7_1_D*0_ 0.1=050-01 -0.55080-0_ 0.58_70,00 0._3_10-01
0.50000 0.68610,00 0.76560-_0 0.13_D-01 -0._38_0-0_ O.blTbD_O0 0.151_D-01
0.S31_5 0.70700*00 0.7_b70,00 0.1_800-01 -0.301_0-0_ 0.6_90,00 0.10910-01
0.56_50 0.730bD*00 0.8_S:D*O0 0.16100-02 -0.15070-0_ 0.67740*00 0.18bT0*01
O.Sg37S 0.754|0*00 0.85350*00 0.17190-0_ 0.65_10*06 0.70870*00 0._0350-01
0.6_SO0 0.77830*00 0._811D*00 0.18330-01 - 0.15790-04 0.7_0_0*00 0.11900-01
0,656:S _.80300_00 0.q07_0*00 0.19.t50-0_ 0.:_110-0_ 0.7_:00_00 0.13:50-01
0.68750 0.8_7_0,00 0._$_70,00 0.19700-01 0.39S00-04 0._0_o0,00 0._3_0-0L.-

* 0.7187S 0._51_0*00 0.¢5310.00 0.19930-01 • O._bO_D-04 0._31_D_00 0.150_D-01
0.7_000 0.87700*00 0._7100*00* 0.19770*0_ 0.981_0-0_ O._S_-?D*O0 0.15170-01

k" O.?Bl_$ 0.900bD*O0 O.98_DtO0 0.19160-01. 0._7_0-0_ 0.80370*00 0._950-01
0.61_S0 0.9_9D*00 0._9_90.00 _18060-01 0.$9_D-04 0.90360,00 0.23960-01-
0.8_37._ 0.9_360*00 0._9310,00 0.16_:0-0l 0.30370*04 0.91_10,00 0.==_.,00-01
0.87S00 0.96_00A00 0.90680*00 0.1_10-01- 0._0100-04 0.9_610*00 0.19600-01
0.906_5 0.97_$0,00 0.97_30,00 0.11_0-01 0.100_D-04- 0.9_680,00 0.|b100-01
0.93750 0._8_S0,00 0.9_89D*00 0.810_0-0_ 0._0110-05 0.91_0,00 0.116_0-01
_,9t875 0....997:0*00 0._tb00.00 0.4ZbTO-OZ 0.b1980-0_ 0,901_0.00 O.b=t30-02
_.00000 0,10000.01 0,813_0.00 0,0 0.0 0.873_0.00 0.0 ...........

i.
t
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A I O. 2. l'ta.q.;)-.Ltu IN.'I't:I_TI.I

'l'hu ct_mputcr l_l't_grmu LN'I'_RTE w_l_ u._t,d to ve1"il'y the orthogona1-1ty

l_r,,lWlt i¢,,.¢ dclivt,d I rt_lU the r_suLt,_ t,l- M_hring and from Lhe physLcal

L,net'_v uqunt it,u (tllc inl.egt_Is in Eqns. (4-30) and (4-34b)). The Block-

hintst,v c::,,SS-lllod_' .et_cr_;y-wcightlllg flmctton ([.e., the Lntugral in Eqn.

Thc iwogt'_4111 list's ;I Roulht-'rg [tlLt, b;rlat|oal st:heine sillll, l_lt" tO L|l;lt elll-

ploycd ill I_IOIH':. 'l'o l:wil.iL_tt' the cnlcul;1LJ.tul, eac.ta o-rLhogonalLty prop-

t, rtv..-_.:ils I_rokell tip intt_ several integraL,_, After _valtt_ltt.t)tl of the

individtt,lL i.sl-tegl'_ll._, the rt,.,_-ul.Ls wt, re.the1_ sumn_cd,

The bl_;llt"i ng or t hogomll i t.v cxlr,'e._s Ion i s broken up in, to tho t-.ol I ow ilag
]

int cr, ln I ._. t
1

.!blR R

31all.nl.c 2 l'tli"
1NTt I ) - KulnKmc

,)

fl tk _k )(1-N_) R R _
I N'I'L?) = uln . lll.C ........ Ill-n'mE'- 2-rdiK K

O Illll IllI,"

dRdbl lilt"
R --

I mn

I N'I'L I) : -f dr dr -._ -_- --._- - 2rdr
Jr, _ "-K'- K_

IIII1 lilt'

d R
tl[_l 11111

R
[L lilt'

IN'I' L'*) _f dl dl: -.¢ %.... ._ 21"dr
Jr, ,_1<_- K_

lllla flit °

'l'llc I_ltwkll(nt._cv crt_ss-mt_dt, t,taet'gy-weLghtllll_" l tinct |oil is brt_kt,n tip

int_, lht' It_l lowing intt,_;l'_lls.

' I :!biR R

L Illla lilt" :!t'tll" i
IN'I'_ I ) _ ix I_

fllll lilt"

N2I: ,4; Lk _ k )(I - ) R I_

I N'I'L 7/ / inll lilt' _ . .lllll }ll.t" "rtlrK K
hill lilt"

d R
tin nit

R

£ ' :"I (;;, ,,11I Ull_ ., k2I,",IL 4_ - , , " " " I 4- I_I? K 2rtlr
_" K" K"

11111llh"

" I I I I I I I I I II I I
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dR
riM. ma

_R

[I d_ mc dr I-I+-M2(K2 -_2 lq 2rdrINT(4) = 2K2 K 2 L _ me mcrl
Intl. mc

= [I \dr/ d_ dr

mn mc

The orrhogonality expression der_d from the physical energy equa-

tion was broken up into the following integra%s,...................

.1M[<Kmn+Km=)2- - mc)21I

INT(1) = _ 2K K 2=drJo mn. mc .................

IN'r(2) = ..-r'-- + R R 2rdr.
mn mc

dR
mc dMO

= fl(. kmc (i-_2LcM )_Rmn --drdr-.--

". ...... mn mc

dR
mn dM

INT(4) = :( !mI--_" (1-2kmnM + kmn k M2) Rmc d'r dr
. mc 2rdr

"o _(Lc - Ln ) 2K2c y2K2mll

The input data to the program INTGRTE consists of one line,,which

s_q_s the overalA paran_eters for the program, followed by the two sets of

eigenva]ues and eigenfunctlons. Bur-ore us_[ng IbrI'GRTE,the u[genvalues--

and eigenfunctions must be calcula_e.d using MODI'. The subroutine OUTI'UT

of MODE must be modified to llst out the eigenvalue and elgenfunction |n-

f.rmats compatible with FORMAT stntements l and-2-in ]NTGR'I'E.

The input parameters in the first line of data are explained in the

following list.

a) NN Is an integer which is It, ss than t_r equal t.o I0. It should bu

Set tO Lilt' Sdlllt' VilIuu ;IS Ilsed [11 MODE wht,n t, alvulat Jllg the eigun-

fllllt' t 1 OI1,'4.
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b) _IODEI is au integer which, can rang_ from 0 t_ B-and gives the

c ircumf_rential mode number of the first eigenfunctlon.

., c) NMODE1 is an integer which can range from O to 9 and _e

radial mode nttmber of the first,-eigenfunction.

d) D_4ODE2 is an integer which can tange from 0 to 9 and gives the

circumferential mode number'of the second eigenfunc_tlon.

e) NMODE2 is an integer which can range from 0 to 9 and gives the

radial mode number of the second eigenfunetion.

f) ¢ is a REAL*8 mtmber which gives the value of the reduced fre-

qut_ncy, y.

Sample outpu.t Lrom INTGRTE Is shown..f_ollowing the program listing.

The results from the M'6hring, Blockhintsev and PhysiL'al energy flux.are

each listed separately. The_xnlues of the integrals are first printed

out. _Below-thls, the values of the elgenfunctlons and the integrands

(excluding the factor 2r) acro,_s the duct radius are listed In column

form.

A listing of tho progL'am INTGRTE and _ample output follows.

239
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Listing of Program INTGRTE

REAL "8 KZ,KE,G,SU1't, ZNTSU11
REAL*8 Rl(lO25|,RE(ZOES),KMl(2049],KME(20_9),I_kCH(20_9)_

$CFl(ZOZ5),CFELlO25],CF3(ZO25),CF4(ZO25],T(5 ),TZ(Z1),TZ(11),
$INT(5;_PERUNTfS))DELZNT[S),CFS(-1025)

PEAL*8 DABS
COMMCNMACH,R1,RE,CFZ,CFE,CF3,C_,CF5

REAO(5,3_,MMOOE1,NMODEZ,MMOOEE,NMODEE,G
3 FORMAT(ZE.Z4,3Zl,D23.16]

_EAD(S,13K1.
1 FORMATfD_3.16J

H:2*"NN
hZ;N_l

N3=Z.N-
HB:N/32
7_EA0(5,2) (RI[I], Z=I,NI]

2 FDRMAT(3D23.16)

_EAD(-S,1]KE i!_EAD(S_£) IRE(Z], Z=IJNI]

DO 10 Z:I,N2
10 MACH(Z] = 0.300*(Z.O0-((Z-1.DO]/N3]""E)

DO _0 Z:I,NZ J
KMI_I]:I.DO - KI"MACH(Z| 120 KME(Z] : I.DO - K£*MACHII)

I9:1
E2 NRZTEi6,E3)MMODEZ_NMODEZ,MMODEE,NMODEZ,G,N,KZ,K2 i
23 FORMAT('l',ZSX,'CRO$S MODE ZNTEGRATZON',//, '_ (',Zl,',',Zl,')%

$_ AND (',Z1,','_1_ _1MODE$+_BX, 'GAMMA= ')OlZ.q,qX,X3,' ZNTERVALS',
$/,' Kl:_,D15.6,SX,'KE:',D15.6,/J-

NRZTE(6,2;)
24 FO_MkT(' LAMZNAR FLON PROFILE, MMAX:O.3',/) ........

GGTO _101,301,201),I9

PERFORMZNTEGRATZONS USZNG ROMBERG SCHEME. CFI(Z],CF£(Z),CF3(Z|
CF_IZ) AND CFS(Z) ARE VALUES OF THE ZNTEGRANDS EXCLUOZNG THE

(_RAD| TERM. TfJJ) ARE ZNITZAL ESTZMATES ZN THE INTEGRATZON SCHEME.

MOHRZHG FLUX TERMS

101NRZTE(b,£b)
26 FORMAT(' MOHRZNG FLUX TERMS.',//)

DO 30 Z=l,N1
CFItZ.)=O.DO
CF_(Z):O.DO
CF3(Z):O.DO

30-CF_( Z )=O.D0

CFI(1) s 2.DOUMACH(I)WRI(1)_R£(1)/IKMI!I|*KME(I))
CFliN1) = E.DO*M*CH(NE)*Rt(NII*RE(NI)/(KMI(NE)*KME(NE)|
CF_(I) = (KI_KE)*(I.DO-MACHI1)_*2I,RI(1)*REIZI/IKMI(Z)*KMZ(1))
CF£tNI) : !Kl*K_)_(1.DO-MACHiN£)."2)*RI(N1)*R2(NZI/!KM14,N_) .............................................................................................

$*KM_IH2))
CF3 AHD CFq ARE ID_NTiCALkY ZERO AT THE END POZNT$ BY
VZRTUE OF THE EOUHDAR¥ CONOZTZONS.
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T(I| = CFZ{N1)
T(2) = CF2(N1]
T( 3l = O.OO
T(4) = O.DO
00 130 JJ =1,4
T_.(I! = T(JJ|
N4 :.1

180 00 140 Z:I.,N4
140 TltZ) = T2;ZI.

N4 : N4_ 1
N5 :-£**(N4-1)
N6 = N/N5

SUPS= O.OO.
GO TO (132,13Z,133_13<_],JJ

131 DO 141-Z=l,NS,2
CFI( I*_N6_1 ) =--2..DO,MACH[ X_NTel ]_Ri( X_H6_I )_R_[ Z_H6eI ]/[ KM1

St ZeN7+I )_H2( Z,N7*1 L}
141 SUPS:SUM �I*_F1(_"N6_ 1}

GO "[G 150

132 DO 142 Z=l,NS,2
CF2( I*N6_1 ) = tKI_K2 ]w( 1 .DO-MACH( X'_NT_I )_'2 )NRI| ZNN6_I ]tt

IRE( I_N6,_l I/( KMI( X_N7._'1 I*KH2( t.N7_l ] )
142 SUM = SUM*Z_CF-"(Z*N6 * 1)

GO TO 150
133 O0 1_3 Z=l,NS,2

CF3_ Z"N6<,2.) = -0.SDO_N*N_tHACH(Z_N?_2 ]- I'tACH(Z_NT|]_ ......
$R1( _N6,_ 1 )_( R_( Z_ff_6+Z )-R2( Z_N6J.)/( G*KH].( Z.NTeZ |_
SKM*"! T.NT,,1 ) )_-2

143 SUM : SUH �[*CF3(1;IN641)
GO TO 150

134 O0 144 I:L,NS,2
CFS( ZwN6+I ) = -0.500_NNN_(HACH{ Z_N?_;_)- HACH{ ZeN?) )_

$R2( I_Nb_I )*( R1 ! ZeN6 _,2 )-R1t Z,N6 ) )/( G,KM1 ! I*N7_l )*
SKH2( I_NT*I l I_*Z

1_4 $UM:$UH+Z.CFq.! Z_Nf_I=)
• ,** THE CONSTANT PART OF (2_RAD)t [2.DO/H$|, O_ZTTEO FROH
• **_ SUIt ZS ZNCLUDED ZN THE-.EXPRESSZON IFr..,RT21l}.

150 T2( 1 ):TI( 1.)/_ .O0_SUH_2.OO/NS.IZ ....
DO 160 Z:2.,N4

160 T?.( 1):(;.00"*( Z-I .DO )*T_[ I-t I'T-_ "LIcZJ._(4.DO_( 2"1.D0 I'(.DO|
ZFiN_.LT.b) GO TO Z80
ZNT( JJ ):T2i.N_ )
DE LZNT( J J) :DABS( I NT( JJ )-T1 ( N_- ]L) )
ZFIOELZNT( JJ3. LE.5.D-4*DABS[ INT! JJ ) ) ) GO TO 170
ZF(N4.LT.NN_LI GO TO 180

170 PERCNTI JJ)=O.O
_F( Ns.GT. 2 ) PEttCNT! JJ ):100 ._DE'LINT( JJ )/DABS[ IN('( JJr|
NRZTE (6,6 ) JJ, ZNT4 JJ )-_I_RCNT(JJ.) ,N4

6- FORt1AT!' ZNTI*,_I,') :',DI2._6X_FS._'-PER CENT _
t_ ' UNCERTkINTY' _6X,ZZ, ' ROHBEI_G I'NTEGRATZOH STEPS' !

130 CONTINUE
tNTSUH:O .DO
DO 185 _:1,4

185 :[HTSUM:tNTSUM_,ZNT! Z )

_esFO_HAT('_NTSU_:',O_.S,,'t) 01" r_.,,,,-r_--,-,_,;CALL OUTPUT(NI,HB=_9! _r)(. _ ...... _..

Z9:Z9ol ' " O_[-r_l[l.
k;gITEI 6 _|59) ' •

189 FOR(tAT(////////)
60 10 _2

BLOCKHINTSEV FLUX TERM5

301 l,_ITElb_32b)
3_6 FORHAT(* BLOCKHZNTSEV FLUX TERPI$.',//I

241



DO 32.9 I=I,NI
CFIt_)=O.D0
CFELZ _=0.D0
CF3_ l ]=0.O0
CF_t I)=0.D0

329 CFS(I)=O.DO

CFI(1 ) = 2.DONMACH(1]NRI( 1 ]*RE( 1)/(KMI('! )_:'KME(1 ] )
CFI{NI ] = ;_._D0*MACH(N_ ]*R1(Hl )*I_2(NI)/(KMI( N_ ]*KHE(NE] ]
CFE(I] = (KI_KE)*[ Z.DO-MACH(1 ]*'2)*R1(1 ]_RE(I|/[KMI(1]_KME(I] ]
CFE( N1 ) = ( KI+KEJ_ 1. DO-MAC_NE..)*tq2 ]*RZtNZ )*REIN1 ]/[KMI( N2 ]
$*KM_ (N:' ] )

CF3,CF4 AND CF5 ARE IDENTICALLY ZERO AT THE END POINTS BY
VZRTUE OF THE BOUNDARY-CONDZIION$.

T(1) = CFZfN1]
T[?_ :- CF2(N1 L--
T(3.) : 0.00
T[4] : 0.O0
T(SI:O.DO
DO 330-JJ =1,5
TELl] = T[JJ)
N_: 1

380 DO 340 I=I,N4
340 TILl] = T2(X]

N4 : N4* I

Hb = N/N5
N7 : 2*Nb
SUM = 0.00
GO TO (331,332,333,334,335),JJ

331 DO 341 I=I,NS,Z
CFI| i*N6 \�): 2..O0.MACH[ I*N7+I ]"RI( I*N6+I ]'AR;!( I*N6+l ]/( KM1

$( I*NT+I )*KM2( I_N7*I ] )
341 SUM=SUM * I_CFI[I*N6-• I]

GO TO 350
33_.O0 342 l=l,NS,2

CFE(I*N6+II : (KI*K2]*(I.OO-MACH(I*N7 ]*RI|ZeN6+I]*
$R2( I*N6 KMI(I_NT+l ]*KMEt I*N7 \�]]

3c_2 SUM : SUM _6- �1)
GO TO 350

333 DO 343 l:l,NS-,."
CF3(I*N6 �8�:-0.500*N*N*(MACH(IC4N7¢2]- MACHfZMN7)]*
$RI( l*N6 R2-_I*Nb+E _-R_(Z'N6 ))/(G"KMI[ I*N7e ]_]*
SKrtE( I*NT+l ) )**_...( 1 .DO+( MACH! Z-*N7*l )**_' )*tKMZ( l*NT+l )**_'-KI*KI ] ]

343 SUrf : SUM * I_CF3(I*H6_I)
GO TO 350

334 DO 344 I=I,NS,_
CF4(l*N6*ll : -O.5DO*N*N*(MACH(I*N7 HACH(I*N7]]*

$R_(I*N6+I I_(RI( I=N6+2 I-RI( l'N6 ) )/(G*KMI_ Z_N7_I )*
$Krl_.( I*N7+l ) )*_¢.*( 1 .DO NACH( IJN7+l ]_'. )_! KME! l*N7+l )_*£-K_'._KE ) )

34_. SUtl:SUH_ I*CF_( I*N6+l )
GO TO 350

335 DO 34.6 l:l,NS,=
CFS( I*N6+l ):MACH( I*N7_1 )uO. 5DO*N*N_N*N*DABS( MACH[ l*NT*2 )-MACH

$! l*NT) )*_',:*!RI( I_H6+2 l-R1( 1"N6 ) )*(R_t IJ_N6¢2 )-RE(Z_I'16 ) ]f
$( G_G*KHI( IvNT+I Ik,KM;'.! I_N7+1 ]]**2

345 SUM:SUM',I_CFS( I*Nb+l )
• _** THE CONSTANT PART OF (2_RAD), (2.00/N5), O_ITTTED FROM
• **_ SUM 15 INCLUDED IN THE EXPRESSION FOR TZ(1.3_--

350 T2( I ):1'1( 1 I/_..DO+gUM*?..DO/NS**,_
DO 300 I=2,N_

300 T_( I):('_,.DO**( i-I.DO)*T;.I][-I-)-TI(X-I ] ]/(_.DO**(I-I.DO)-I.DO)
IF(N4.LT.O) GO TO 380
INT( JJ):T_(N_ )
DELINT(JJ ]--0kB5( |NT(JJ )-Ti(N4-1 ] 1
IFIDELINTIJJI,LE.5.D-4*DAB$(-INT(JJ])) GO TO 370
IFIW,.LT.NH+I) GO TO 380

.':_ J

K _ •
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370 PERCNT( JJ)=O.O
IF ( N_. GT. 2 ) PERCNT( JJ )=100.*DE LINTLJJ ]/DABS( ZNT( JJ ] ) .......
HRITE[6,306) J J, INT( JJ) sPERCNT[ JJ ) _Ntl

306 FOP.HAT(' INT(',-ZZ,') ='_D12.4_6XpFSrE,' PER CENT_
$, ' UNCERTAINTY' ,6X,IE_.' ROMBERG INTEGRATION STEPS' ]

' 330 CONTINUE
IHTSUM=0 .-D0
DO 385 1:1,5

385 INTSUM:IHTSUM_INT( I ) --
WRITE _6,388 ] I NTSUM

388 FORMAT(° INT SUM='pDI3.5,//]

CALL OUTPUT( Nl ,NS_ I9 )
I9=I9+1
_RITE(6,389-)

389 FORMAT(/////////]
GO TO 22

PHYSICAL FLUX TERMS

COL W_ITE(6,226 ]
226 FOR_IAT( ' PHYSICAL FLUX TERMS. ' ,//)

DO 229 I=I,NI
CFI(I):O.DO
CF_.( I )-:0 .DO
CF3(I):O.DO

229 CF++(I ):O.DO
I

CFI(I] = MACH(Z]*(fKMI(I]*KME(Z))**2-(DABS(KZ-KE]] !
$**2)*RI(1)*R2(I)/( 2.O0*KMI(I )_KM£(I] ]

CFI(N1) : MACH(NZI*((KMI(NZ)+KME(NE]]**2-(DABS(KZ-KE))_*2]*
$RI( N1 )*RE( N1 )/( 2 .DO*KMZ( N2 ).KHE(N21 )

CF_(Z) = (K1/KMI(1] + KE/KME(1))*RI[1)*R._[1)
CF_.(N1) = (K1/KMIINE] + KE/KM£(N£))*RI(NI)*R£(N1)

CF3 AND CF_ ARE IDENTICALLY ZERO AT THE END POINTS BY
VIRTUE OF THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS.

T(1) : CFI(N1)
T(2) = CFC,-tN1]
T(3) : O.DO, i

lT(_) = O.DO
DO 230 JJ :1,4

T2(1) : T(JJ)
N_: 1

_80 DO 2++0 I:I,N_,
_0 TI(I] : T2(I)

W+ : N_+ I

N6 : N/NS
N7 : -"*N6
SUM = o.go
GO TO (231,232_233,23_)_JJ

_31 DO _I 1:1,N5,-2
CFZiI*N6+ll : MACH(IWNT*II*((KMI[Z_N?_],)+KME(I_NT*II),ImE

$-.l DA_S( R1-KE ) )m*_ ]"RI! I'N6*1 )"RE( I'*N6_l )/( :P.DO'*KM1( I*NT h�)
$*KM:! I,N7+1) ) t

E41 5UH:SUM + I_CFI(I*N6 • 1)
GO TO _50

_32 DO _2 I:l,NS,2
CF_.(I_N6 (K1/KMI(Z_N?+I) _ KE/KM£(Z_NT_Z))IREIZ*N6#I)

$wp_.l I*N_+I ]
242 SUM : SUM_I_CFE(ItN6 • 1)

GO TO _50
233 DO _._3 .t:Z,NS,2

CF3!I*N_*I) = (KE/(K1-KE)-(1.00-E.DO_KE*MACHII_N7+I) #
$k Z*,_,MACH( I*NT+Z )++_2)/( 2 .DO+IKMZ( I++NT+I 1_*_ ) )*RI( I*N6•1 )
lwl R_( I'N6+2 )-RE[ I"N6) )"(MACH( ZaN7+2)-MACH(I=HT) )uO.SDOmN"N
1/! G*KH_( I'N7+1 ) |*=2

:_3 SUM = SUM • _'CF31I++N64.I)
GO TO ,?.5O

243
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2_V_ DO 2;4 Z:l,N5,2
CF4[ Z_N6_l ) : ( K1/(KZ-KZ)-( 1.DO-2.DO_K1JIHACN( Z"NT_l ) •

SK2"KI*flACH[ _"N7+ 1 )mw2 )/( 2.DO"KM2( Z"N7)l )u.2 ) )"RZ( Z_N6+I )
$"( R1 [ I"N6.2 ) -RI(Z'N6) ]_[ tlACH[ I"N7*2 )-HACH( Z_N7 ] ]eO_SDO.N_N
$/(-G_KHI( I*HT 1""2

244 SUH=SUrl (Z"N6@• **N THE CONSTANT PART OF [2_RAO), (2.DO/NS], OHZTTED FROM

_"_" SUM ZS ZNCLUDED ZN THE EXPRESSION FOR T2(1).

250 T2[ 1 ) :T1(.1 )/2 • O0+$UH"2 .O0/N5_"2
DO 260 Z_2,N;

260-T2 ( Z ):£_.O0._( I-1.DO )mTE[ Z-Z ]-_1[ Z-1 ) ]L[ _.DO_m( Z=I_DO ]-Z.DO )
ZF[N_.LT.6) GO TO 280"
X_T( JJ )=T2( N_)-
DF-LI NT(JJ)=DABS( INT( JJ )-TI( N4-1 ) )
IF( ;J£LZNT[ JJ ). LE • 5. D-4*DABS[ ZNT[JJ ) ) ) GO T0.2.70
ZF(N_.LT.NN TO 280.

270 _ERCNT(JJ)=O.O
ZF (NB .GT. 2) PERCNT( JJ )=ZOO •_DE LINT[ JJ l/DABS( ZHT[ JJ ) )
I_RITE! 6,206 ) JJ, ZNT( JJ ), PERCNT( JJ ) ,N(_

206 FORHAT(' INT(')ZZ,') =',D12.<*,6X,F5.2,* PER CENT'
$,' UNCERTAINTY' ,6X,12, ' ROHBERG INTEGRATION STEPS' ) ............

230 CONTINUE
ZNTSUM=0. DO
DO _85 Z:1,<_

285 ZNTSUM=ZNTSUM �ˆ�`�Z)
_RITE( 6, -"88 ) INTSUH

288 FORHAT(' INT SUH=',DI$.5)//]
CALL OUTPUT( N1,NS,Z9 ]
k_PITE ( 6, _8 <))

289 FORHkT[/////////)
STOP
END
SUBROUTINE OUTPUT-(NZ, N3, _9 )
REAL_8 HACH( _0_9 ),RI[ 1025 ),RE(1025).CFl(1025),CF2( 1025],

$CF](1025),CF_*(1025),CF5(1025)
COMHON HACH,RI,P2 )CF1)CF2.CFS,CF_,CF5
NRITE(6,9)

9 FORMAT(' RADIUS%I2X,'EIGENVECTORS',13X,'CFl't12X,'CF2't12X)'CF3',
$12X, 'CF_' ,Z2X, 'C&5'/)

L:-i
DO 50 Z=I,N1,N3
L=L+I
RAD: L/3_. 0
ZF(IO.E_._) GO TO _00

190 NRITE(6,Z]_) RAD,RI_I])R2!Z)_CFI(Z),CF2(Z],CFS(Z),CF_(Z)
11 FORrl_Ti' ',_7.5,3X,DZZ.ko3X,D12._,3X,O12.q,3X,D12.;)3X,D12.<),3X)

$Ol2.q)
GO TO 30

_00 _RZT_ (6,12 ) RAO,R14.Z ), R_,?./-Z) )CF1 ( Z ), CF2 (-Z ] )CF][ Z | )CF_( Z ),
$CFSt Z )

_0 CONTZNUE
RETURN
ENO

(.,'t,' p( ;,fl_
",_)_4

|
j-
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Sample Output 'of INTGRTE:

Mohrlng Flux

|0,0| AHO |0,I) I100[S GAIllSAx _.$0000 02-- S1_ ZNTERVALS
K1x 0.673_39D O0 K2x 0.4798_SD 00

IjU_HAR FLO_PROFZLE, MMAX:0.3

IIOHRZNG FLUX TER_S.

ZNT(Z). = -0.14150 0G 0.00 PER CENT UHCERTAZNTY & ROMBERG ZNT_GRATZON-$T[PS
ZNT(2) = 0.771_D-01 0.00 PER CENT UNCERTAZNTY 6 ROI'_ERG ZNTEGRATZON STEPS

_. • ZNT|3) = 0.62930-01 0.00 PER CENT UNCERTAZNTY 6-ROIqBERG ZHTEGRATZOH STE#S
ZNT(4) = 0.9186D-05 O.OS PER CENT UN_ERTAZHTY 6 RO/1BERG ZNTEGRATZON STEPS
ZNT SUM= 0.4_6960-05

RADZUS EZGEh'VECTORS CFl CF2 CF3 CF4

0.00000 0.51180 O0 -0.22720 01 -0.110_0 01 -0.22670 01 0.00000 00 Q.00000 00
0,03125 0.51250 00 -0.22650 01 -0.11010 01 -0.22620 01 0._2860-05 *0.18560-03
0.06_50 O.S14SD O0 -0.22_40 01 -0.10900 01 -0.22_80 01 0.27100-0Z -0.7336D-03
0.09375 0.$1790 00 -0.22090 01 -0.10720 01 -0.22240 01 0.38320-0Z -0.26180-02
0.1ZS00 0.S22713 00 -0.21610 01 o0.10_80 01 -0._1910 01 0.677_0-02 -0.27960-02
0.156_S 0.52090 00 -0._1000 01 -0.10Zt_D 01 -0.21_80 01 0.10500-0I --0._2110-0Z
0.18750 0.$36_0 O0 -0.20E60 01 -0.97790 O0 -0.209_0 01 0.1_q70-01 -O.STqlO-O_
0,E1875 0.5_530 O0 -0._9_00 01 -0.9_310 00 -0._0300 01 0.20130-01 -0.74560-02
0,25000 0.55560 O0 -0.18_20 01 -0,08220 O0 -0.29550 01 0.25910-01 -0.91140-02
0.28125 0.56730 00 -0.17330 01 -0.8_550 00 *0.10670 01 0.32230-02 -0.10670-01
0.31250 0.58030 00 -0.16140 01 -0.763_D 00 -0.1768D 01 0,39000-01 -0.120_0-01
0.3_375 0.59_70 00 -0.1_860 01 -0.69670 00 -0.16510 01 0._6090*0_ -0.13120-01
0.37500 0.610_D 00 -0.13509 01 -0.62590 00 -0.15330 01 0.63390-01 -0.13830"01
0.40625 0.6:750 00 -0.12070 02 -0.55190 00 -0.13970 01 0.60739-01 -0.1_100-0_
0,43750 0.6_5_0 O0 *0.I0570 01 -0._7580 O0 -0.I_90 01 0.&7970-01 -0_3680-01_
0._6875 0.66530 00 -0.903_D 00 °0,39850 00 -0,10890 01 0.7_910-01 -0.131_0-0i
0.S0000 0.68610 O0 -0.7_600 O0 -0.3213D O0 -0,917_D 00 0,813_D*01 -0.11850-01-
0.$3125 0.707_0 00 "0.S8660 00 -0.24560 00 -0.73600 00 0.87130-02 -0.10060-01
0,56250 0.730_0 O0 -0._=670 O0 -0.17280 O0 -0.5_600 O0 0.9t990-01 -0.37960-02
0.69375 0.75_1D O0 -0.Z6780 O0 -0.10_20 O0 -0.3_930 00 0,95760-01 -0.51+*-90-02
0.62500 0.778_0 00 ..0.11150 00 -0._1380-01 ..... 0.14800 00 0.98210-02 -0.22_70-0_
0,6562S _.803_0 O0 0._0660-01 0.14C80-01_ 0,5_920-01 0.9917_)-02 0.83300-03
0.&3750 _._;_ _ 0.16_00 00 0.61500-01 0.25650 Ou 0.9o* D-0_ u,.k:)/_U-O_
0,71875 0,85260 00 0.3_590 00 0.99180-01 0._5300 00 0.95980-01 0,67120-0_
0.?S000 0.87700 O0 0.45580 00 0,1_651_ O0 0.6_080 O0 0.q16ID-01 0.9t7_0-02
0.7812.S 0._0060 O0 O.S?SO0 00 0.1_8[i O0 0.81550 O0 0.853_0-01 0.11070-01
0,81250 0.92290 O0 G,68220 O0 0.1_820 O0 0.97320 O0 0.77180-02 0.1224D-01
0,06375 0._3_D O0 0,77580 O0 0,I_280 _O 0.1_G_0 01 0.67250-01 0.12560-01
0,87500 0.9_02 00 0.85_50 O0 O.IRTSD O0 0,22200 02- 0.S5730-01 0,11910-01.
0.906_5 0._77S0 O0 0.917_0 O0 0._0350 O0 0.13030 O_ 0,4_860-01 0.10270-01
0.937S0 0,¢8950 O0 0.96290 O0 0.72760_01 0,13530 01 0.2q000-01 0.76590-02

0.96875 0._97_0 O0 0,99060 00 0.37_00-01 0_13710 01 0.14550-01 0.41770*0Z
1,00000 O.ZO00D 01 0.10000 01 0.00000 00 0.13530 01 0.00009 00 0.00000 00

24q
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Sample Output of INTGRTE:

Blockhintsev Flu_ I
l

CROS_ /'lODE ZNTEGRATIOH 1

¢0,0| AHO (0_1; MO0[S GAtS"_A= 0.$0000 Ol 51E ZKT[RVALS
K1a 0,8734390 O0 ........ K1= 0,47984S000

I,JUIXNAII_FLOM PROFZLE, t_AX=O.3

8LOCKHZNTSEV F .L_ TER"S.

XNT(I| : -0.14130 00 0,00 PER CENT UHCEPTAZNTT 6 RO_ERG ZNTEGRAT_ON STEPS
ZNT|2) : 0.7?45D-01- 0.00 PER CENT UNCERTAZNTY 6 ROI'tEERG ZNTEGRATIOH STEPS
XNT(3) R 0.627,"D-02 0.00 P_R CENT UNCERTAZNTY 6 ROMBERG ZNTEGRATZON STEPS
ZNT{_ _ 0.823TD-00 0.02 _ER CENT UNCERTAZNTY 6 RO_SERG ZNTEGRATZON sTEPs -
zNT_I = 0.2S_00-03 0.01 PER_.CF.JC._UHCERTAZNTY 6...ROttBERG ZNTEGRAT_OH STEPS
ZHT SUM= 0.447350-05

RAOZUS EXGENYECTORS crl CF_ C_3 ._ CF4 CFS

0.00000 0,Sl18_ O0 -0.2_720 O1 -0,11040 01 -O.ZZ6?D 01-- O.O000D O0 0,00000 O0 0,00000 O0
0.0012S 0.51250 O0 -0.Z:650 01 -0.11010 01 -0._2620 O_ 0._0=0-03 -0.19_00-03 _.16_I0-07
0.06250 0.51_50 00 *0.22_0 01 -0.10900 01 -0._24SD OL 0.16770-02 -0.76660-03 0.2_0:0-06
0.0937S 0.$1_90 O0 -0.22090 01- -0.I0720 01 -0.22240 01 0.37590-02 -0.16900-02 0.12980-0S
0.12500 0.$2270 O0 -0.21610 01 -0.I0480 01 -0.Z1910 01 0.66_70-02 -0.29200-02. 0._0160-0_
0.1S415 0.5_890 O0 *0.21000 01 -0.10160 01 -0._I_80 01 - 0.103_0-01 -0._3q50-02 O.qS3SO-_S
0.18750 0.53640 00 -0,202&D 0I -0._7790 O0 -0.C0940 02 0.14710-01 ....... 0.60390-02 0.191:0-04
0.21075 -- 0.S_530 O0 *0._9_00 Ol -0.93310 O0 -0.20300 Ol 0.19600-01 -0.77690-02 0.339_0-0_
0.2_000 0_5S560 00. -0.18_20 O_ -0.8_2_0 O0 -0.195S00_ 0.=5510-01 -0.9_8_0-02 0.55_70-0_
0.28125 0.56730 O0 *Q.17330 01 -0.8_550 00. -0.18670 01 0.3_770-01 -0.11100-01 0.83740-0_
0,31250 -0,58030 00 -0.161_0 01 -0.76340 00. -0.176_0 01 0.38480-0_ . -0.12500-0_ 0,119$D-03
0.34-37S 0.59470 O0 *O.I_G&O 01 -0.b9670 O0 -0.16570 O1 0.45540-01 .... 0.13610*01 0.16_10-03
0.37S00 0.61040 O0 -0.13500 01 -0.625_0 O0 -0._330 01 0.6:810-0: -0.1_330-01 0.21300-03
0.406_.5 0.62_50 O0 -0.120_00_ -0.r_190 00 -0.13970 o_ 0.60150-01 -0.1_590-01 0.267T0-03
0.43750 0.6_580 00. *0.IOS70 01- -0.G7580 O0 -0_12_90 Ol 0.67_0D-01 -0.1_330-01 0.3:510-03
0,4687S- 0,66530 O0 -0,903_0 00 -0.39550 O0 -0,108_ 01 0,7_370-0_ -0.13S40-01 0.38_:0-03
0,50000 0,&8_10 00 *O,?_bOD 00 -0.32130 00 -0,917_ 3 00 0.80S80-01 -0.1_190-0_ 0.435_D-03
0.531_5 0.707_0 00 *0.58660 O0 -0._560 O0 - -0.736_0 O0 0.86710-01 -0.10330-01 0._$I_0-0_
G._6_SG G,73_= :: 0.'._70 22 -0.172_0 on ._n _4_n0 O0 0.91650-01 -0.79870-02 0.51600-0_. • •
0.$937S 0.75_10 O0 -0._67_0 O0 -0.I04:0 O0 -0.3_930 O0 0.95490-01 -O.Slb4D-O_ 0.53750-03 - --
0,6_500 0.778,130 O0 *0.I_150 O0 -0._1360-01 -0.1_800 O0 0.9_0_D-01,* -0.2:7:0-02 0.5_70-03
0.6S625 0,80300 O0 0._0660*01 0,16280"0_ 0.S_9:0-01 0._9060-01 0.8479_-03 - 0,52730-03
0.687S0 0.S:7_0 O0 0.18700 O0 0.61S00-01 O._SbSD O0 0.984£0-01 0.393:0-02 0._9_0_03
_.71S75 O,_:bO O0 0.3:_90 O0 0,9_1_0-01 O._S30D O0 0.959_0-01 O.bSO_D-_ 0.4_0-03*
0,)_000 O,S??O00_ 0.4_5_0 O0 0.1:650 00 0._0_0 _0 0.91640-0_ 0.9_;_g-0_ 0_37_0-03
G_?8;_S.- 0.900_0 O0 O.S?SOO O0 0.1_200 O0 0.81550 O0 0.85390-01 0.I1i70-01 0.30_0-03
0.81_50 0.9%_90 O0 0.6S_20 O0 0.14820 O0 0.973:0 O0 0.77240-01 0.12330-0_ 0.22_0-03
0.0_7S _.q43_.0 00 0.77500 00 0_142_00_ 041090 O_ 0.67300-01- _.i:620-01 0.15_60-03
0.87500 q.9_O O0 0.85_50 00 0.12750 O0 0.12:00 01 0.$57_-0_ 0.11950-_I 0.q3_00-00
0,90625 0,977_3 O0 0.917:D O0 0,10350 00 0.130_0 01 0.4_880-01 0,10290-01 O._S_O0-O_
0.03750 0.98v50 O0 0.¢b290 00 0.72760-01 043530 01 0.29000-01 0.76670-02 0.15330-0_
_,SSSTS _997_0 00 O.9qObO 00 0,37400o01 0,13710 O_ 0,14550-01 0,_1780-02 0._1_00-0S
1.U0000 G,._tO00O Ol 0.10000 01 0.00000..g0 g.13S_ 01 0.00000 O0 0.00000 O0 0.00000 O0

.',',()
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Sample Output of !NTG_TE:_

Physical Enurgy Flux

(0,01AHO 10,11 t_5[S Gk"11_k: 0.S0000 0_ SIZ XHTERVALS
KX= 0.8734390 O0 K2= 0._796_50 O0

I.AMZNAR FLO_IPROFZL[, ItiAX=O.'J.-----

PH1_ZCAI..-F-LUX TER,S.

XNi'(2) = -0.7913n-02 0.00 PER rEHT UHCERTAZNTY 6 ROf'IBERG ZNTEGRATZON.STEPS
ZHT(2). x 0.10530 00 0.00 PER CENT UI.ICERTAZNTY 6 ROIIBERG ZNTEGRATZON.STEPS
ZNT_3) ._-0.30080-02 0400 PEg CEt_T UNCERTAZNTY 6 RO/'_[RG ZHTEGRATZOH sTEPS
ZHT|_| = 0,_88_0-02 0.0_ PER CENT.UHCERTAZH.T..Y.-........ 6 _Oi'_ERG ZHTEGRATZON.-$TEPS
ZNT SUM= 0.396810-05 .................

RAOZUS [ZG[HVEcrQI_S ¢F2 CFZ r..F3 CFA

0,00000 0.52180 O0 -0.22728 02 -0.65871) 00 "0.20Z80 02 0,00000 00 0,00000 00
0.03125 0.51250 O0 -0._26S0 02 -0.65700 00. -0.20240 01- -0.22_00-03 °0.36960-03
0.06250 0.51_$0 O0 -0.226_0 01 -0.6S160 00 -0.20;29 01 -0._9680-03 -0.13860-02
0.09S75 0.51790 O0 -0.22090 01 -0.6q270 O0 -0.19910 0_ "0.11200-02 -0.30580-02
0,22500 0.$22,"0 O0 -0.21610 02- -0.63030 O0 "0,_961D O_ -0,19960-02. -0,53000-02
0.15625 0.52890 O0 -0.21000 01-- -0.6_620 O0 -8._9230 01 -0.3_280-02 -0.80090-02
0.187S0 0.53_0 O0 -0.20260 01 -0.59450 O0 -0.18760 O_ -0.¢520D-02 -0.21060-01
0.21875 0.5_5_0 00 -0.1q_00 01 -0.5_110 00 -0.18190 01-- -0.6_720-02 -0._4520-0_
0.25000 0.55560 O0 -0.18_D OL -0.5_420 00 -_.27530 01-- *0.80870-02 -0.17600-02-
0._812S 0.56730 O0 -0.173S0 01 -0.51370 00 -0._6760 01 -0.10260-03.- -0._0_$0-02
0.31250 0.58030 O0 -0.16140.01 -0.47980 O0 -0.15880 01 -0.22690-01 -0.23580-01
0.36_75 0.59_70 00 -0.1q_60 01- -0._260 00 -_.1_900 01 -0.25350-02 -0.2§910-02
0.37500 0.61010 O0 -0.13500 01 -0.60230 00 -0.1380D 02 -0.16260-02 -0.27560-02
0._062S 0.62750 00 -0.12070 01 -0.3S930 00 -0.1_600 01 "0.2_3_0-02 -0.28380-01
0._3750 0.6_580 O0 -0.10S70 01 -0.31_00 O0 "0.1128D 01 -0._4560-01 -0._8220-01
0.6687.5-. 0.66S30 00 -0.903_0 00 -0.26680 O0 -0.98_90 00 -0.27900-0_ .... 0.27000-02.

.0.50000 0.68_10 O0 -0.7_600 00 -0.21850 O0 -0.83170 O0 -0.31270-01.. -0._4660-02 -
0._3125 0._0780 O0 -0.58660 00 -0.16970 O0 -0.66890 O0 -0.3_610-02 -0.2_180-0L
0.S62S0 0.73060 O0 -0._2670 00 -_.12140 O0 -0._9760 00 -0.37820-01 -0.166_0-0_
0.59375 0.75_10 00.- -0.26780 00 -0.7_570-_L -0.31930 00 -0.40780-01. -0.2_160-0_
0.62S00 0.776_0 00 -0.211S0 O0 -0._0_70-01 -0.135_D 00 -0._370-0_ -0._8870-0_
0.65625 0.80_00 O0 0.¢0660-0_ 0.106_0-01 O.SOS�D-01 -0._S_50-01 0.18550-02
0.6875_ 0.8_780 00 0.16700 00 0.¢6660-0_ 0._730 00 -0._6890-0_ 0.67S70-0_-
0.?_871 0.:::_= :: 0.3:5_0 O0 0.7_0-01 0._2129 _ -0._7_10-01 0.15_0-01
0,75000 0.87700 00 0.65_80 00 0,20010 00 0,59900 00 -0,47180-01- 0,_2_60-01
0.7812S 0.¢00_0 00 0.52.i00 00 0.11560 O0 0.76700 00 -0._8_50-01 0._6330-01
0,81250 0,_2290 O0 0.68_20 O0 0,12270 O0 0,92139 O0 -0.63100-01 0.29640-0_
0.8_37S 0.9_60 00 0.77580 O0 0.12100 00 0.10S00 01 -0.391_0-01 0.304S0-01
0.87S00 0.96200 O0 0.85_50 O0 0.11070 00 0.11730 01 -0.33810-0L 0.29920-01
0.9062-5 0.97750 O0 0.9_720 O0 0.921_0-02 0.12630 01 -0.27120-01 0.26:90-01
0.73750 0,989S0 O0 0.96290 00 0_66010-01 0.1_2SD 01 *0,19140-0_ 0._0000-0_ .
0,9687S 0.997:0 O0 0.99060 O0 0.3S020-01 0,)_550 O_ -0,10030_01 0,11130-01
2,00000 0.10000 01 0,10000 01 0,00000 00 0,13530 01 0,00000 00 0,00000 O0
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Appendix All

TABULATED ENERGf-WEIGHTING FUNCTION RESULTS
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Table Al.[_

(0,0) MODE ENERGY-WEICHTING FUNCTIONS

Physical Energy Flux Mohring/Blockhintsev Enemgy Flux

"Slug Flow M_hr'ing Blockhintsev S'lug Elow

y Exact Approximation Exact Exact Approximation

M = 1 0.,50 1.080- 1.082 1.168 1.168 1.170
max

one-se-ventk 1.5_ 1.075 1.082 1.162 L162 1.170

power 3.00 1.055 1.082 1.140 1.140 1.170
profile

6.00 0-983 1.082 1.061 L061 1.170

i0.00 _.845 1.082 0.911 0.911 ..... 1.170

15.00 0.669 1.082 0.720 0.720 1.170

20.00_ 0.534 1.082 0.573 0.573 1.170

M = 0.3 0.50 1.245 1.245 1.550 1.550 1.550 _
max

one-seventh 1.50 1.229 1.245 1.530 1.530 1.550

power 3.00 1.179 I..245 i.&68 1.468 1.550
profile

6.00 1.013 1.245 1.256 1.256 1.550

10.00 0.764 1.245 0.942 0.942 1.550

15.00 0.544 1.245 0.665 0.665 1.550

20.00 0.420 1.245 0.508 0.508 1.550

M = 0.5 0.50 1.413 1.408 1.995 1.995 1.983
max

one-seventh 1.50 1.390 1.408 1.962 1.962 1.983

power 3.00 1.318 1.408 1.857 1.857 1.989
profile

6.00 1.088 1.408 1.525 1.525 1.983

10.00 0.779 1.408 1.075 1.075 1.983

15.00 0.540 1.408 0.735 0.735 1.983

20.00 0.4]2 1.408 0.554 0.554 .............1.983
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Table All.l (cimt.)

Physical Energy Flux Mohrtng/Blockhznt_v EnLrgy l':lux

Slug Flow bl;;hr-i-ng'BLockhintsev Slug Fio

"f Exact Approx treat.ion Exact Exact _.11Erc_ximatlon

M -- 0.7 0.50 1.586 1.572 2.506 2. 506_ '2.470
II1_1 X

one-seven( h 1.50 L. 558 1. 572 2. 459 2_460 2. 470 -

power 3.0011.468 1.572 2,315 2.315 "2.47.0
p _ o f il e ....

6.00 1.187 1.572 1,854 1.854 2. 470

L0.00 0.828 1.572 1.2.65 1.265 2..470

15..0(1 0.566 1.572 0. 848 0.848 '2. 470

.)0. O0 0.429 1.572 0.633 0.633 2.470

Hmax = 0.9 0.5(1 1.765 1.735- 3.086 3.087 3.(110

one-seventh I_50 1.732 1.735 3.029 3.029 3.010

power 3.00 I .028 1.735 2.837 '2.837 3.010
p rof ile

6. O0 1. 305 1. 735 2. 244 2.244 3.0.10

10.00 0.896 1 735 1,501 1.502 3.010

15.00 O. (_07 735 0.991 0.991 3.010

20..00 0.457 735 0.733 (I.734 3.010

1,1 -- O. 1(_3 O. 50 I .084 .(182 1. 177 1.177 . 70
|11_1 X

laminar flow 1.00 1.074 082 l.lbO 1.160 70

pr-of i l e I .50 1.(158 082 I. 148 I . 148 70
((41111It.' i" I OW--

l'ati' a.'..i l_l i,00 0,q79 ,082 1,059 1,059 70
II_LN

:: 0.1
b.00 0,7t_0 ,082 0.813 0,813 70

0 IIt'-,'4t.JV t'll [ h

llowl,r 1{I.00 0.5 15 (182 O.bO3 0.51_3 70
i_rol i11,) 15.1)0 O. PJ7 082 0.413 0.41'l 7ti

2(I.i1() i). 124 082 0. l;5 0, t t5 70

I

!
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Table All.2

( I. 0) MODE ENER(;Y-WF.[GIITI N(, FUNCTI ONS

I

PIwstc;_l Energy Flux[ M[;hring/Blockhintsev Energy Flux

.... Slug Flow _ Blocklrintsev Slug Flow

Exm t Approximatlon Ex_r¢_ F,xaut

M = 0. I 2.00 0.290 0.288 0.295 0,295 0.296
Ill _1X

ont-'-seven t h 3. O0 O. 58 6 O. 592 O. 618 O. 6L8 0.629

power £.00 0_656 0.671 0.699 0.699 0.719prof [le

[ 6.00 0.687 0.723 0.736 0.736 0.779

10.00 0.656 0.748 0.704 0.704 0.808

15.00 0.577 0.756 0.620 0.620 0.818

2_0__0.00.4_6 0.759 0.532 0.532 0.821

bl = 0.3 2.00 0.348 0.3116 0.357 0.358 0.355

nl_l x. ]

one-sewmt h 3.00 0.650 0.663 0.748 0..748 0.776

power 4.00 .722 0.760 0 858 0.858 0.915
prof i 1e

0.00 .737 0.826 0.894 0.894 I .013

I0.00 .648 0.859 0.792 0.792 1.064

15.00 .515 0.869 0.626 0.0-26 1.080

20 .().0._ .432_ O. 873 O. 499 O. 499 I. 086

M = 0.5 2.00 .435 0.409 0.440- 0.452 0.438
hi; 1N

one-seventh 3.00 0.723 0.735 0.887 0.889 0.926

power 4.00 0.298 0.847 I 035 1.030 1 121
prof i 1,' " "

o.00 0.802 0,928 1.O80 1.080 1.27I

10.00 O.(_Sl 0.969 0,926 0,926 1.352

15.00 0.520 0.982 0.704 0.704 1.377

2O.00 0.407 0._87 0.547 0. 547 1.387
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Table AII.2 (ccnt.)

Physical Energy Flux M_hrlng/Blockhintse.v Energy Flux

Slug Flow M_hning Bloe.khintsev Slug F10w

y Exact Approximation Exact Exact Approximation

M = 0.7 2.00 0.538 0.497 0.551 0.567 0.536
max

one-seventh 3.00 0.804 0.810 1.032 1.04_ i.078

power 4.00 0.880 0.934 1.223 1.22,7 1.336
profile

6.00 0.879 L.028 1,290 1.291 1.549

i0.00 0.731 1.079 i.094 1.094 i._70

15.00 0.547 1.095 0.816 0_816 1.7@9

20.00 0.424 I.i01 .... 0.625 0.625 I.723

M = 0.9 2.00 0.650 0_595 0,.666 0.699 0.642
max

one-seventh 3.00 0.895 0.889 ].184 1.205 1.232

power 4.00 0.971 1.021 1.422 1.432 1.555
profile

6.00 0.962 1.128 1.521 1.524 1.845

10.00 0.792 1.188 1,292 1.292 2,017

15..00 0.588 I ,207 0.953 0..953..... 2.075

20.00 0.452 1.214 0.724 0.724 2.095

3oo ..........M =0.163 2.00 O. 0.288 0.293 0.293 0.29(,
max
laminar _low 3.00 0.566 0.592 0.587 0.587 0.629

profile 4.00 0.-61 3 0.671 0.643 0.643 0.719
(_ame flow-
rathe as 6-.00 0.598 0.723 0..630 0.630 0.779

M = 0.I !Imax 0.00 0.495 0 748 0.51.9 0.5_ 0.808
0 lll'-- t40_ ':I1 t h

15.00 0.389 0.756 0.404 0.404 0.818
I)OW L'_r

pr_fl Ie 20.[)0 0.322 0.759 0.332 0.332 0.821

.) ,)

!
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Table All.

(2,0) MODE ENERGY-WEIGIITINC FUNCTIONS

Ph.v-sical EnergyFlux Mohrin;/Blockhintsev Energy Flux

[ S
Slug Flow Mohring Blockhintsev tug Flow

F,xac t Approximation Exact Exa_t Approxima tiot_

M = 0.I 3.50 0.291 0.292 0.299 0.299- 0.302
nR1 X

onc-scventll 4.-00 0.385 0.389 0.401 0.401 0.408

power 5.00 0.471 0.481 0.497 0.497 O.51L ....
prof iI e

O.00 0.509 0.526 - 0.540 0-.540 O_5Ja2

8.00 0.535 0.552 0-.571 0.5221 O.__i

I0.00 0,-53-0 0.586 0.573 0.573 0.-_3l

15.00 0.502 0.604 0.537 0.537 0.052

20.00 0.451 0.010 0.483 0.483 i _ 0.659_

11 = 0.3 O. 3'29 O. 348 O. 349 O. 350
llldX

one-sevent h 0.432 0.408 0.468 0.480

power O. 539 0.592 0.593 O. 63l
in'of i IN

0.593 0.048 0. 048 0.709

0.040 0.078 O. 078 O. 78_a

0.609 O.60A .... 0.604 0.82.2

0.093 0.572 0.572 0.8.57

0.70t 0.477 0.477 0.8Oq

bl = 0.5 0.382 0.413 0.415 0.423
Ulll X

& out,-seVelltl 0. 483 O. 544- O. 54 O 0. 569

• pOWer O. 598 0. 694 O.695 0.7 %3
p ro f i I e

(L (_bO 0,7bO 0. 707 0.802

8.-00 0._12 0.723 0.804- 0.804 0.970

10.00 0.58(, 0.752 . 0.781 0.781 1.031

' 1%.00 t}.,',8(_ 0.781 0.052 0.052 1.08720.00 O. _)', / 0.79 I 0. 528 0. 528 1. 107
1KID, ..........................................................

il

l..
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t

[ Tahle-Al I.3 (cont.)

cal En r M_hrin ockhintsev Energy Flux
!

y Exact Slug Flow Mohring Blockhintsev Slug Flow i
Approximation Exact Exact Approximation _,

M = 0.7 3.50 0J+.52- 0.447 0.489 0.497 0.501-max

one-seventh 4.00 0.533 0.541 0.626 0.633 0_656

power- 5.00 0.622 0._59 0+801 0.805 0+877
i profile

6_00 0.659 0.Z22 0.892 0.894+ 1.018-

8.00 0.664 0.799 0.944 0.945 1.177 i

10.00 0.632 0.834- 0.917 0.918 1-257

15.00 0.514 0.869 0.756 0.756 1.340

20.00 0.413 0.881 0.604 0.604 1.371

M = 0.9 3.50 0.529 (_.520 0.573 .... 0.59(I 0.586max

one-seventh 4.00 0.602 0.605 0.716 0.730 ...... 0.750

power
profile 5.00 O.685_ 0.722 0.913 0.923 .......... 1.003

6.00 0.721 0.795 1.024 1.031 1.178

8.00 0.722 0.842 1.098 i.i01 1.300

10.00 0.684 0.915 1.070 1+07.1 1.497

15.00 0.552 0.956 0.880 0.881 1.616

20.00 0.440 0.971 0.699 0.699 ._ 1.660

Hmax = O. 163 3.50 0.288 0.292 0.289 0.289 0.302

laminar flow 4.00 0.373 0.389 0.380 0.380 0.408

prof ile
5.00 0.443 0.]_ll 0.457 0.457-- 0.511(same f low-

rate as 6.00 0.4_6 0.526 0.484 0.484. 0.502
M = 0.1

max 8.00 0.46_ 0.552 0.484 0.484 0.591
OIIC- sL'vt,n I.h

lO.O0 0.44t 0.586 0.460 0.460 0 631

|}owk'r

profile) 15.00 0.371 0_604 0.385 0.385 0.652

20.00 0.31_. 0.610 0.32.5. 0.325 0.059

.. b4
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Table AII,4 ..................

(0,i)_MODE ENERGY-WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS

I Physical Energy Flux Mohrin;/Blockh_ntsev Energy Flux

[ Slug Flow M_hring Blockh'intsev Slug Flow

[ 7 Fxact Approximation Exact Exas.:t Approximation

bl = 0.] 4.00 0.303 0.309 0.309 0..308
max

one-seventh 4.50 0. 549 O. 569 0.569 0.570

pow_,r 5./]0 0.677 0.709 0.709 0.710
profile

6.00 0.8.18 0.874 0.874 0.867"

8.00 0.940 1.048 ].048 1.006

i0.00 0.993 1.163 1.163 1.067

15.00 1.337 1.043 1.451 ].451 1.125.... 20.00 1.684 1.060 1.832 1.832 1.145

b! = 0.3 0.383 0.406 0.406 0.396
II1LIX

one-seventh 0.61.6 0.669 O. 669 0.67]

power 0.752 0.840 0.841 0.846
profi 1e

0..9.14 .... I.071 1./171 i.064 .....

] .005 1. 371 1. 371 1.193

[.130 1.630 1.630 [.375

I . 194 2. 383 ". 383 1.472

1.217 3. 063 3.063 1.506

bl = O. 5 0. 504 0.54 5 O.546 O.524
Bid X

one-seventh O. 705 O. 791 O. 792 O. 791

power 0.841 -0.978 0.979 0.989
prof i I e I

1.0011 1.013 1.257 1.258 I 2(_3
I

[ I .243 I. 184 I .066 I. 060 I. 50()
I .'_81 ] I .21_4 2.046 2.047 I .70_

I

2.177 I. 344 3. 107 3. 107 1.857
2.hl8[ 1.]72 3.700 3.760 1,912I

25%
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Table A11.4 (cont.)

Physical Energy Flux Mohrin_,/B1ockhintsev Energy Flux
i

Slug Flow MDhring Blockhintsev Slug Flow

y Exact. AllProximation Exact Exact Approximation

M = 0.7 4.00 0.684 0.644 0.704 0.706 0.670
max
one-seventh 4.50 0.826 0.815 0.934 0.937 0.928

power 5.00 0.933 0,J42 1.i27 1.130 1.]42
profile

6.00 1,092 I.,118 1,441 1,442 1,466

8.00 1.337 1.305 1.936 i_137 1.852

i0.00 1.593 1.397 2,,415 2.416 2.057

15.00 2.330 1.493 3.704 3.704 '2.278

20.00 2.693 1.527 4.317 4.3.18 2.361

M = 0,9 4.00 0,848 0,7.92 0,871 0,877 0,826
hill x

oue-sevvnth 4.50 0.960 0.939 1.092 1.097 i.019

power 5.00 I.049 ].056 ].288 1.293 ].305
prof ike

0.00 I.190 I.228 1.626 I.630 I.673

8.00 i 1.424 1.426 2.191 2. 194 2. t51

I0.00 I.679 1.530 2.749 2.75] 2.423

15.00 2.422 I.640 4.228 4.'229 2.731

20.00 2.741 I.681 4._I 4.842 2.849

M = 0.163 4.00 0.305 0.303 0.31'2 0.312 0.308
nlilx

[ illll inilF |" 1 ol, 4._0 0.537 0.54t') O. 5(15 0.565 0.570

proti It, 5.00 0.666 0.677 0.711 0.711 0.710
(saint, f Iow-
|'atv ils 6.00 0.838 0.818 0.910 0.910 0.867
bl = 0.1

max 8.00 1.10(_ 0.940 1.2'23 1.223 I.OOb
i'tllt'--."4¢'V(q}[ h

I(1.00 I._71 (1.993 I.530 I.h3() I.tHe7
I_ OW t' r

profilv) 15.00 1.789 I.(14_I 2.004 2.004 1.12'_

[ __ 20.11(1 1 .55_ 1.0(',0 1.7;!7 I .7.!7 I. 14'_

I
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